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Modern embedded applications have become increasingly complex and diverse

in their functionalities and requirements. Data processing, communication and mul-

timedia signal processing, real-time control and various other functionalities can

often need to be implemented on the same System-on-Chip(SOC) platform. The

significant power constraints and real-time guarantee requirements of these applica-

tions have become significant obstacles for the traditional embedded system design

methodologies. The general-purpose computing microarchitectures of these plat-

forms are designed to achieve good performance on average, which is far from optimal

for any particular application. The system must always assume worst-case scenarios,

which results in significant power inefficiencies and resource under-utilization.

This dissertation introduces a cross-layer application-customizable embedded

platform, which dynamically exploits application information and fine-tunes sys-

tem components at system software and hardware layers. This is achieved with the

close cooperation and seamless integration of the compiler, the operating system,



and the hardware architecture. The compiler is responsible for extracting applica-

tion regularities through static and profile-based analysis. The relevant application

knowledge is propagated and utilized at run-time across the system layers through

the judiciously introduced reconfigurability at both OS and hardware layers. The in-

troduced framework comprehensively covers the fundamental subsystems of memory

management and multi-tasking execution control.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Embedded systems have been extensively used in various markets. These

systems can be found in household electronics, office equipments, handhold and

mobile devices, and industry control systems. It is estimated that the embedded

processors occupy more than 90% of entire processor market, far more than their

general-purpose counterparts.

Moore’s law, which states that the number of transistors integrated on a single

chip doubles about every two years, has been holding true for the past forty years.

As shown in Figure 1.1. Chips with billions of transistors are becoming into reality

in the past two years. The previous board-level systems now are shrinking into

chip-level systems, which are called System-On-a-Chip (SOC). The proliferation of

nanometer technologies with ever decreasing geometry sizes has led to proportionally

unprecedented levels of SOC integration. The large number of transistors and the

high-speed clock frequency have provided powerful computation capability to the

SOC platform.

As the direct result, more and more application tasks can be mapped into one

SOC, which brings the system complexity to an unprecedented high level. The tasks

include data computation, communication and signal processing, real-time control

and various other types of applications, which show large diversity in terms of appli-
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Figure 1.1: Moore’s law

cation property and system requirements. The underlying hardware platforms are

very difficult to be optimized for such diverse system requirements. In order to meet

all the system performance specifications and efficiently utilize system resources, as

well as fast time-to-market, lower design cost, and easier product maintenance, in-

tegration of multitude of embedded processor cores and other hardware accelerator

blocks with hardware and software co-development have been adopted.

However, many embedded platforms still contain a large number of general-

purpose mechanisms in the microarchitecture, system software and their interac-

tions. Such generalities typically result in excessive power consumption, low per-

formance, and pool real-time guarantee compared to a full-customized design. A
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cross-layer system customization platform could dynamically integrate application

information into system software and hardware platform, thus could fine tune the

system to improve the performance and and resource utilization.

1.1 Motivation

Due to the large diversity of embedded system applications, the embedded

system designers have to trade off the advantages and disadvantages between hard-

ware and software design approaches. Many of the board-level system designs are

combinations of an microprocessor with memory and several hardware logic circuits

or peripherals.

The reconfigurable hardware logics dated back to PAL (Programmable Array

Logic), where a number of OR gates and AND planes are used to implemented

different combinational logic circuit [1, 2]. With the advances of the VLSI tech-

nology advances, CPLD(Complex Programmable Logic Device) and FPGA (Field

Programmable Gate Array) are used to implement more complex functions in the

hardware. Application Specific IC (ASIC) are fully customized with optimal per-

formance, low cost and small hardware area. In the past forty years, the academic

research and industry development on electronic design automation (EDA) have

revolutionized the design process and significantly increased the hardware design

productivity. The rich set of EDA tools basically cover almost every step of the

hardware design flow including circuit analysis and simulation, synthesis, place and

routing, testing and verification, packaging, etc. The development of hardware
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description languages such as Verilog and VHDL makes todays digital hardware

development somehow similar to software programming although the knowledge re-

garding the underlying hardware platform is still necessary.

However, even with such abundant tools, hardware implementation processes

are still very expensive with the large initial development cost. The rigorous verifica-

tion and testing step makes the development cycle rather long compare to software

programming. The pure ASIC designs are not flexible for future design modifications

and upgrades. On the other side, a hardware design has tremendous advantages of

better performance due to parallelism, and lower power overhead and unit cost,

compared to pure software design. Thus it is usually used in large volume and

commodity or relatively mature applications.

In pure software design approaches, applications are implemented by means

of software programs running on microprocessor cores. This processor-based design

model is adopted from general-purpose processor system design. The overall sys-

tem includes several layers: the hardware layer includes processor microarchitecture,

memory and I/O devices; the operating system layer includes system functions such

as process scheduling and memory management. It also transparently supports all

the hardware resource sharing and provides a virtual machine interface to the appli-

cations; the application layer includes application programs and libraries, and the

corresponding compiler’s support. The academic research and industry development

on design of microprocessor architecture and embedded operating systems have been

very success. Today, the embedded processor commercial products range from very

low cost processors like Atmel’s 8051, AVR[3], to low-power ARM processor[4], to
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relatively high-end PowerPC processor[5]. Special purpose processors such as Digital

Signal Processor (DSP) and graphic processor (GPU) have very high performance

for certain applications. For embedded operating systems, several products such

as VxWorks[6], embedded Linux[7], ThreadX[8], WinCE[9] and etc. have different

advantages and are being adopted by the application developers.

The advantages of processor-based software implementation is obvious because

of this vertical layered system design and software implementation of user applica-

tion: application software could be reused across platform, system integration and

test are easier than hardware approach, future upgrade and maintenance are more

flexible. However, even though most embedded operating systems are designed and

implemented with consideration of real-time performance and memory constraints,

the application performance and system power consumptions are still less optimized

than ASIC implementation.

In todays highly competitive market, embedded applications need to be de-

signed with multi-dimensional requirements in mind. On the business side, the

design cost and final product cost are the most influential issues in the market with

very low profit margins. Rapid time to market is also very important for the product

to lead the trend on both the business and the technical sides. The flexibility of the

selected implementation platform could enable new features to be added and thus

bring extra profits. It also reduces the design reuse cost. On the engineering side,

system performance and throughput are the most important design criteria since

many modern embedded applications such as wireless communication and multime-

dia processing require large computing performance. Power and energy efficiency are
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also becoming extremely important, if not more than performance, not only to mo-

bile and hand-held device where battery life directly affects the product acceptance,

but also to office and household electronics because of today’s high cost of energy.

Real-time performance as well as system reliability and security are also very im-

portant system requirements, especially for critical applications such as automobile

control systems. The SOC (System-On-a-Chip) platform, which integrates multi-

ple processor cores and hardware function blocks, has been tremendously advanta-

geous due to the highly reduced cost, fast time-to-market, low energy consumption,

stronger performance, higher reliability, and easier product maintenance. On the

SOC platform, the microprocessor cores are either integrated with ASIC blocks or

FPGA blocks. The processor cores can be standard processor core such as ARM or

PowerPC, or customized such as Application Specific Instruction Processor (ASIP).

They can come in the form of either a hard-core or a soft-core implemented with

FPGA logic or synthesized beforehand for the specific process technology.

1.2 Hardware/Software Co-design

The embedded system design complexity combined with a very tight time-to-

market requirements has revolutionized the embedded system design process. The

concurrent design of hardware and software has displaced traditional sequential de-

sign. Furthermore, hardware and software design now begins before the system ar-

chitecture (or even the specification) is finalized. System architects, customers, and

marketing departments develop requirement definitions and system specifications
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together. System architects define a system architecture consisting of cooperating

system functions that form the basis of concurrent hardware and software design.

Interface design requires the participation of both hardware and software developers.

The system integration and testing step consists of many individual steps.

Reusing components taken from previous designs or acquired from outside the design

group (Intellectual Property, or IP) is a main design goal to improve productivity

and reduce design risk. A concurrent design starting with a partially incomplete

specification requires close cooperation of all participants in the design process.

Hardware and software designers and system architects must synchronize their work

progress to optimize and debug a system in a joint effort.

Hardware/software co-design methodologies are critical in the design of such

complex SOCs. The first challenge is modeling and partitioning system functionality

between hardware and software. A major problem in the system partitioning process

is synchronization and integration of hardware and software design. This requires

permanent control of consistency and correctness. Hardware/software co-simulation

is required to have different level of granularity since register-transfer-level (RTL)

level hardware simulations are too slow for practical software simulation. The pro-

cessor, memory and hardware modules must have different abstract execution mod-

els for the co-simulation.

The next challenge is hardware/software co-synthesis. Specialized architec-

tures, such as DSP or micro-controllers, dominate the embedded processor market

because of their cost and power efficiency. However, automatically generated soft-

ware code is still not optimal compared to hardware solutions because of the large
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overhead in the software implementation due to the microarchitecture complexity

and the memory wall. Porting functions between hardware and software implemen-

tation is also very difficult. Many high level synthesize tools such as MATLAB or

SystemC are developed and suitable for simple architectures and low performance

requirements.

Hardware/software co-verification is even more cumbersome as the test space

grows exponentially. The software and hardware modules impose different testing

granularity and requirements. Automatic and reliable system level testing, espe-

cially testing the communication interface between hardware/software boundaries

and processor/processor boundaries are still not mature enough for complex appli-

cation cases.

In overall, hardware/software co-design has made considerable progress in the

past few years. Co-simulation, co-synthesis, and co-verification for the SOC devel-

opment have large advantages in terms of cost, performance, power consumption

and reliability, compared the the board-level system design with multiple discrete

chips.

However, due to the heterogeneous application task and heterogeneous hard-

ware component that are mapped to the SOC, the system level management of

the software tasks and hardware component in the complex and dynamic run-time

environment are even becoming challenging. The existing system resource manage-

ment techniques are mostly inherited from general-purpose systems. Many of the

system resource management schemes such as memory management, multitasking

management are not optimized for these complex SOC platforms, and there exist
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large system level performance overhead and power over-consumption.

In the next generation of SOC platform, there is strong need to new system

resource management techniques that could efficiently handle such complex and dy-

namic embedded systems. One way to achieve such intelligent management schemes

is to dynamically fine-tune the system components to the application property and

system requirement in the runtime, so that the overall system performance is im-

proved and power consumption reduced with little system overhead, which motivate

my research topic of the cross-layer system customization for low-power and real-

time embedded applications.

1.3 Cross-Layer System Customizations

Fundamentally, a general-purpose processor architecture is a universal compu-

tation engine with a micro-architectural design targeted to achieve good performance

and power characteristics on average across a large range of possible programs.

While good on average, these micro-architectural components are far from the op-

timal performance and power points for any particular application. Furthermore,

system softwares must always assume worst-case scenarios in terms of system-level

information. For instance, to meet the real-time requirement, all tasks are scheduled

assuming worst time execution time(WCET). For specific application, this over de-

sign under worst-case assumption would result in many waste utilization of system

resources.

In embedded processors which adopt super-scalar micro-architecture, program
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properties such as branches, data reuse are typically dynamically predicted by run-

time traces. Due to limit hardware resource availability and program intrinsic com-

plex logic, this prediction could result in poor estimation of the the real program

parameters while adding substantial power consumption.

Certain domain specific processors in which the micro-architecture are de-

signed to focus on certain domains of applications such as digital signal process-

ing, networking switching. Such processors support many general-purpose type of

instruction set with enhance of dedicated instruction and micro-architecture sup-

port optimized for the representative applications from this domain. For exam-

ple, as audio/video compression standard typically utilized various DSP algorithm

such as FIR/IIF filtering or FFT transformation, a DSP micro-architecture typi-

cally includes bit-reverse register addressing and circular buffer addressing mode to

speedup the memory access. In high end DSP and graphic processor which utilize

VLIW(Very Long Instruction Word) architecture, many Single Instruction Multiple

Data (SIMD) instructions are included in the ISA and very complex complier tech-

niques are designed to explicitly perform Instruction Set Parallel (ILP) to speed up

the performance.

To further improve the performance for specific application, a type of Applica-

tion Specific Processor (ASP) has been developed in the past few years. In typical

implementation of an Application Specific Instruction Processors (ASIP), a baseline

processor micro-architecture is used that can be automatically enhanced with cus-

tomized instructions to significantly improve performance. Some FPGA-based ASPs

have been proposed in [10], where the whole processor core can be reprogrammed
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at any time for the target application requirements, including the instantiations of

customized pipelines.

The lack of deterministic application knowledge within the pre-designed sys-

tems is the fundamental difficulty in such types of system optimizations. If such

application specific information can been extracted and provided to the run-time sys-

tem, the overall system performance and efficiency can be significantly improved.

The compiler could utilize the application information to generate optimal code,

the operating system can optimally schedule the tasks for execution and perform

context switches efficiently. The micro-architecture can be designed and fine-tuned

so that power efficiently is significantly improved. As shown in Figure 1.2, this

customization includes the feed-back steps and the customization through all the

systems layers including application, operating systems and hardware architecture.

To fine-tune the system in the run-time, the feed-back path will extract specific

application information either through profiling or run-time monitoring of system

properties. The application information is analyzed and partitioned into customiza-

tion module and distributed into each layer depending the targeting optimization

objectives. This could be inserting certain probe code in the binary, or parameter

tables to reconfigure the hardware blocks.

With the cooperation of complier, operation system, and hardware architec-

ture, the proposed cross-layer application customizable platform dynamically ex-

ploits application information and fine tunes the system software and hardware

platform. The compiler is responsible for extracting application regularities through

static and dynamic analysis, especially within hot-spot regions which are the most
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Figure 1.2: Feed-Back and Customization Design

frequently accessed parts of the application program and where computation is most

intensive. A well known rule-of-thumb in computer architecture is that a program

typically spend 90% of its execution cycles only in 10% of its code. Such hot-spots

usually consist of frequent executed loops or functions, such as various algorithmic

(numerical and signal processing) kernels. Because such hot-spot regions of code also

potentially contain more regularity, an efficient customization of these hot-spots can

significantly improve the performance and energy efficiency.

The system functions within the OS not only can be dynamically adjusted to

application requirements, but also in their interaction with both the application and

the hardware layers. At hardware architecture level, the right kind of reconfigura-

bility has to be incorporated, since allowing complete FPGA-like reconfigurability

would lead to a significant power and performance overheads. The right level of

programmability must be identified so that all the relevant application properties
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and regularities can be efficiently captured with minimal power, performance, and

area impact. This can be efficiently achieved since most of the relevant application

information regarding architectural components like caches and TLBs can be easily

represented in a very regular way.

1.4 Contribution of the Dissertation

The objective of my Ph.D. research is to investigate application customization

techniques and incorporate them into a system-level customization platform. The

targeted sub-systems that we focused are mainly complex system management ser-

vices, such as memory management and multitasking management, which typically

require system-level information and could not be optimized by software or hard-

ware alone. The substantial customization method will discussed and implemented

in simulation tools. Then the overall experiment will by collected and evaluated in

terms of performance improvement and power reduction.

Virtual memory has been adopted in general-purpose system for abstraction

of memory management, which transparently provides services such as memory

reallocation, data sharing and memory protection to application programs. The

general-purpose design of virtual memory support requires the cooperation of sys-

tem software which maintains page tables that hold all the translations mappings

between each virtual address and its corresponding physical address, and a hard-

ware cache(TLB, Translation Lookaside Buffer) which caches the most frequently

used translation entry. However virtual memory would be beneficial to embedded
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system, the non-deterministic TLB access time due to the frequent TLB misses or

even page table lookup misses, as well as the excessive energy consumption overhead

of TLB hardware accessed in every memory access, have been major obstacles for

many embedded processors to support virtual memory in multitasking systems.

I have investigated several customization techniques to facilitate the adop-

tion of virtual memory in low-power embedded systems. Similarly to scratch-

pad memory(SPM,on-chip SRAM) to replace cache for low-power processor, Direct

Translation Table (DTT, a small on-chip SRAM) was proposed to replace TLB to

provide deterministic and low-power translation access [11, 12]. Application address

mapping information are collect and merged into compact partitions to share the

DTT with high utilization. The application and OS work together on prefeteching

and sharing partitions on the DTT. When the partitions of consecutive memory

block such as large data array or task stacks are mapped consecutively in physical

space, the physical page translation procedure is logically adding an offset to its cor-

responding virtual page number. For such special case, the table lookup can then be

reduced to an simple parallel adder hardware to reduce power consumption [13, 14].

In general-purpose processor with cache, physical address translation is necessary

for every memory access as virtual addressing could possible result in cache aliasing

problem when same virtual address in different applications are mapped to different

physical location, and cache synonym problem when different virtual addresses are

mapped to the same physical address (caused by data sharing). Extending virtual

address with process ID could resolve the former, we investigated the technique that

embeds application sharing information in instructions and only translate physical
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address only for possible shared data with the help of hardware differentiating cache

accesses [15, 16]. A special structured page table that compresses multiple trans-

lation entries of the same consecutive mapped segment into one wider entry was

investigated for embedded systems where memory remapping are very rare cases

[17].

To respond to frequently-triggered asynchronous events, preemption based

multitasking systems are adopted in many real-time embedded systems. Each switch

involves large number of memory accesses, as operating system will first save the

context of current task(preempted task) and load the context of next highest-priority

ready task(preempted task). The high frequency of context switches not only af-

fect the throughput of system effective instruction, but also increase each task’s

response time. By analyzing the live register utilization through CFG(Control Flow

Graph)’s paths and enabling switches at the point with minimal live sets, we ef-

fectively reduce necessary live context size. Deferring switches to nearest minimal

point by customized hardware and preserving the minimal live set by customized

OS callback functions enhance promptness of preemption, and increase the effective

instruction throughput as useful application instruction are still being executed dur-

ing deferral [18, 19]. To further reduce memory accesses of preserving contexts, a

small pool of spare register pages are introduced to immediately remap live context

[20]. The page level remapping is done through simple hardware structure, while

the live registers are packed into small regular pages after the compiler’s register

allocation phase.

Temperature hot-spots have been known to cause severe reliability problems
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and to significantly increase leakage power. Due to frequent access and relatively

small area, the register file has been previously shown to exhibit the highest temper-

ature in many modern high-end embedded processor, which makes it particularly

susceptible to faults and elevated leakage power. We show that this is mostly due

to the highly clustered register file accesses where a set of few registers physically

placed close to each other are accessed with very high frequency. A compiler-based

register assignment methodology, which purpose is to break such groups of registers

and to uniformly distribute the accesses to the register file is investigated [22].
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Low Power Design Techniques

The overall chip power consumption as the sum of dynamic and static power

can be expressed by the Equation 2.1 [23]:

P = A · C · V 2 · f + V · Ileak (2.1)

The first term is the dynamic power lost from charging and discharging the

processors capacitive loads: A is the fraction of gates actively switching and C is

the total capacitance load of all gates. The second term models the static power

lost due to leakage current, Ileak. The power lost to the momentary short circuit

at a gates output is ignored here since the loss is relatively small; it contributes to

dynamic power loss, and the equations first term can absorb it, if necessary.

When dynamic power is the dominate the leakage power as it has been and as

it remains today in many less aggressive fabrication technologies, Equation 2.1 can

be approximated by the first term. Reducing the supply voltage with the factor of

V2 is the most effective way to decrease power consumption. Scaling down the clock

frequency, using low power transistors, and reducing switching activity will reduce

f, C and V respectively so that the dynamic power can be reduced proportionally.

Leakage current, the source of static power consumption, is a combination of
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sub-threshold and gate-oxide leakage: Ileak = Isub +Iox, where sub-threshold current

and gate-oxide current can be expressed by Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.3:

Isub = K1 · W · e−Vth/nVθ · (1 − e−V/Vθ) (2.2)

where K1 and n are experimentally derived, W is the gate width, and Vθ in

the exponents is the thermal voltage. At room temperature, Vθ is about 25 mV; it

increases linearly as temperature increases. If Isub grows enough to build up heat, Vθ

will also start to rise, further increasing Isub and possibly causing thermal runaway.

Turning off the supply voltage could sets V to zero so that the factor in parentheses

also becomes zero. Increasing the threshold voltage can have a dramatic effect of

reducing the sub-threshold current in even small increments.

Iox = K2 · W · (V/Tox)
2 · e−αTox/N (2.3)

where K2 and α are experimentally derived. Tox is oxide thickness. The

research and development of community high-k dielectric gate insulators is to reduce

this leakage current.

The direct method to reduce the power consumption is to target parameters

at circuit level. In DVFS(Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling) design, the

supply voltage and the clock frequency are reduced to at minimum level when there

is no critical task running. Various DVFS techniques have been both proposed in

academia[24, 25] and developed in industry [26, 27]. Find appropriate transistor

size [28] or redesign complex gate[29] will change the load capacity or reduce the
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total number of transistor count, thus reduce the power consumption. Clock gating

technique which pauses the clock input to the synchronous transistors when the

function units and register files in the system are not active in the near future could

significant reduce the power consumption [30].

Architecture level power reduction focus on larger granularity of power man-

agement. The power overheads of each part are analytical profiled to accurately

estimated the power distribution in the system. Various power analysis and esti-

mation techniques has been discuss in [31, 32]. The next step is to either replace

that unit with alternative low power architecture design [33], [34]. Low power cache

architectures have been proposed in [35], [36] as well.

Interconnect power reduction techniques focus on the reducing redundant

power consumption in inter module communication activities in the SOC. Code

compression techniques which compress the code before transit to bus and decom-

press after received from bus could significant reduce interconnect activity although

there is some compression power overhead[37]. Bus encoding techniques in which

the context of the data and frequency of each data is analyzed, the data transmitted

on the bus is encoded to a power efficiently format and decoded at the other end of

bus. Thus per activity cost is saved[38].

The software level or system-level power management techniques focusing the

efficiency of utilizing the hardware components. For example, the compiler could

analyzed the memory ambiguity and save the memory load/store activity[39]. The

power-aware scheduling approach in [40] combined the DVS technique and OS

scheduling algorithm to reduce the overall run-time power consumption. In [41],
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the author applied the application memory access information to the compiler and

the cache architecture to reduce the total cache access energy.

2.2 Memory Management

The memory subsystem has been known to be one of the major bottlenecks

in terms of power and performance not only for general-purpose computing systems

but also, and even more so, for the typically resource constrained embedded systems

[42, 43].

Virtual memory [44, 45] has been well known as an elegant approach to ab-

stract from the application the complexity of memory allocation, and code/data

relocation and sharing, while efficiently providing memory protection between user

applications and system software; all these being completely transparent to the ap-

plication and controlled by the operating system (OS). Such features would tremen-

dously benefit many embedded systems, if virtual memory is to be supported for

them. In recent years many high-end embedded processors have started to employ

a Memory Management Unit (MMU), such as Intel XScale [46], ARM720 [47], and

ARM9 [48]. The MMU is a hardware structure responsible for translating addresses

generated by the processor to physical memory addresses. General-purpose virtual

memory, however, requires unacceptably high amounts of power and introduces ex-

ecution time nondeterminism, thus rendering itself unusable for a large number of

embedded applications with stringent power constraints and real-time requirements.

When virtual memory support is present, the program accesses a virtual ad-
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dress space partitioned into pages, which are referred to as virtual pages and are

identified by their Virtual Page Number (VPN) which constitutes a large fraction of

the virtual address most significant bits. During each memory access a translation is

needed to map the virtual address into a physical one. The translation is performed

at a page granularity in order to control the complexity of the translating mecha-

nism. The Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) is a hardware cache responsible for

capturing the most recently used Page Table Entries (PTE) for dynamic virtual ad-

dress translation with no intervention of the system software. The mapping between

virtual and physical addresses is typically maintained by the OS and established by

the OS loader, dynamic linker and memory manager. TLB misses typically result

in trapping into the OS where the missing PTE is retrieved from the page table

maintained by the kernel. As this process is complex and time consuming, the TLB

is usually implemented as a highly associative cache structure so that misses are

minimized, which, in turn, results in significant amount of power consumption. In

[49] it has been demonstrated that the TLB power constitutes 20%-25% of the total

cache power consumption, which in turn has been shown to comprise in some cases

around 50% of the total chip power [50]. It has been shown through direct measure-

ments [51, 52] that around 17% of the total on-chip power for the StrongARM and

the Hitachi SH-3 is contributed by the TLB.

The need for energy costly address translation on each memory reference, as

well as the introduced execution time uncertainty caused by the cache-like TLB

lookups, have been the two major factors preventing the introduction of virtual

memory and its benefits to low-power and real-time processors.
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The importance of the TLB in terms of performance and power has been rec-

ognized in the microarchitecture industry and research communities. Consequently,

techniques for minimizing the power and performance overhead of TLBs have con-

stituted the focus of a number of research activities in the recent years. A low-power

TLB organization for chip-multiprocessors has been proposed in [49]. By incorpo-

rating a special Page Sharing Table to the TLB and using virtual caches, the authors

reduce the amount of TLB activities, at the same time eliminating a large number

of snoop accesses. A similar work in the direction of employing virtual caches with

specialized TLB support is presented in [53]. The authors propose replacing the

TLB with the more scalable and power efficient Synonym Lookaside Buffer, as it

stores only the current synonym instances. In [51], the authors evaluate the power

consumption of a number of TLB organizations and propose a new cell implemen-

tation for low-power set-associative TLBs. A low-power and high-performance TLB

architecture has been proposed in [54]. The result of each TLB lookup is latched and

prior to accessing the TLB the previously latched address translation is first looked-

up, thus eliminating the TLB access if that same virtual page has been accessed in

the previous memory reference. The concept of synonymous translations has been

introduced in [55]. Superscalar processors can execute multiple memory references

per cycle, out of which many refer to identical virtual pages; such synonymous TLB

accesses within a cycle and across cycles are identified and the TLB lookups are

compacted to the minimum needed. In [56] the TLB and cache accesses are par-

titioned according to their semantic such as static, global, stack, and heap data.

The unique behavior and locality of each reference partition is exploited and each
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stream redirected to its micro-TLB. A recent approach [57] proposes reconfigurable

decoder structures for generating cache indices for direct-mapped cache structures.

Cache line utilization is balanced and large number of conflicts eliminated thus ap-

proximating the functionality of highly associative caches yet at much lower power

consumption. Another recently proposed approach for minimizing cache indexing

conflicts was described in [58]. The cache index in this approach is computed by

selecting a certain number of bit positions from the address. Which bits positions to

select is determined during compile-time and a special hardware structure is config-

ured prior to executing the program so that the cache index is formed by selecting

the identified bit cluster. A TLB organization is proposed [59] that dynamically

supports up to two pages per entry with a banked fully-associative structure. Such

an organization benefits applications where larger pages can be used to minimize

the translation overhead. In [60], the TLB accesses are redirected to a register file

which holds a few recent TLB entries. Due to the small size of the register file

compared to the VPN footprint, the compiler needs to reconstruct the code in or-

der to minimize the overhead of replacing register entries at run time. Aspects of

virtual memory have been modeled in software through a compiler inserted code in

the application. Such an approach, where memory protection is implemented by the

compiler is proposed in [61].

When virtual memory and caches coexist, techniques for power reduction and

performance improvements for caches and TLBs together needed to considering the

overall optimization. Cache conscious memory layouts have been explored for both

code [62, 63] and data [64, 65]. In [66], the authors have proposed the U-cache archi-
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tecture which maintains a reverse translation information of the cache blocks that

belong to unaligned virtual pages only in order to handle the synonyms efficiently.

A low-power physically-tagged cache has been proposed in [67]. A minimal set of

tag bits is dynamically identified per hot-spot and used to access the cache instead

of complete tags. In [52] the authors have proposed an instruction address trans-

lation architecture, which places the most recent I-TLB translation in a register,

which is subsequently being reused until the instruction memory page is changed.

For periods of time when instructions are fetched from the same memory page, the

translation register is used to obtain the physical address instead of the I-TLB thus

achieving faster and less power consuming instruction address translation. Compiler

techniques have been presented in [68], which maximize the reuse of the software-

controlled translation registers. Methodologies which emulate the address transla-

tion process in software have been recently proposed in [69]. In these approaches

the compiler introduces code for run-time checks in order to enable applications to

share physical memory for their stacks and to prevent any out-of-boundary memory

accesses.

2.3 Multitasking Management

Many modern embedded applications, such as personal organizers, cell phones,

and various hand-held devices, constitute complex computing systems where mul-

tiple execution tasks cooperate in implementing the product specification. Due

to market demands, a large number of capabilities need to be supported, such as
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aggregated multimedia data processing (speech, audio, video), communication pro-

tocols (GSM/CDMA, VoIP, Bluetooth, CAN), security functions, user interfaces,

and many others. The utilization of embedded processors for real-time and time-

critical control applications have been growing rapidly. The modern automotive

industry, for instance, has adopted the approach where tens to hundreds of such

processors are used throughout a single automobile [70]. They are used for trac-

tion control, anti-lock brake systems, engine control, and many other control and

time-critical tasks. Many real-time data acquisition and processing systems such as

sensor nodes and networks, impose strict real-time constraints and response time

in order to capture, process, and identify rapidly appearing objects and physical

phenomena. At the same time, all this processing power needs to be achieved with

extremely energy-efficient and low-cost embedded processors.

The inherent multi-tasking nature of these applications has led to implementa-

tions where multiple software tasks are mapped for execution on a high-performance

embedded processor such as the Intel XScale [46] and the ARM9 [48], which offer

multi-tasking support in the form of MMUs and hardware timers, and readily avail-

able operating systems (OS) which utilize this hardware to implement various forms

of multi-tasking.

The two widely adopted schemes for task switch control are the cooperative

and the preemptive multi-tasking. In cooperative multi-tasking, the task voluntarily

releases the control of the CPU to the OS at certain points of its execution. This

release typically occurs when the task finishes execution or when the task compu-

tation load is low and is waiting for a lengthy I/O operation. Such an approach is
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followed in TinyOS [71] where tasks are executed in a manner of run-to-completion.

In this approach, longer tasks need to be partitioned into shorter ones. As pointed

out in [72], such run-to-completion scheme can cause problems with meeting real-

time constraints, as it is not possible to partition many tasks, which can result into

a situation where a single task occupies the CPU for a long time. The cooperative

multitasking paradigm is further explored in [73], where the authors have proposed

to integrate multiple threads into a single thread statically during compile time. The

benefits of cooperative multitasking for networking applications have been analyzed

in [74]. Even though these approaches have the advantage of avoiding nondeter-

ministic context switch overheads, an extra limitation on the dynamic behavior is

created as they require that all preemption points are known during compile time.

The degraded responsiveness to asynchronous events has been the major disadvan-

tage of cooperating multitasking.

In preemptive multi-tasking the OS can pause a low-priority task and assign

the CPU to a higher priority task - an OS controlled event referred to as preemption.

Preemptive multi-tasking relies on a timer to generate interrupts at regular time in-

tervals. When such an interrupt occurs, the execution control is transferred to a

kernel routine that determines whether a task switch needs to be performed and,

subsequently, to perform the context-switch. As this approach has the distinctive

advantage of better responsiveness and stability, most of real-time scheduling algo-

rithms and OS multitasking support are based on it [75, 76]. However, the frequent

preemptions interrupt the normal task execution and bring extra performance and

power overheads in the form of cycles needed to preserve and then restore the task
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context. The task context includes the entire register file and all the status registers

such as the Program Counter (PC) and the Stack Pointer (SP); its size is by far

dominated by the register file. As task preemption exhibits asynchronous behavior,

the OS kernel must be conservative and preserve/restore the entire state.

Due to cost and power constraints the majority of modern embedded proces-

sors follow the RISC and VLIW paradigms. In these architectures, and even more

so in VLIW, the register file is traditionally very large in order to enable aggressive

compiler optimizations targeting instruction parallelism and execution throughput.

A typical modern VLIW architecture [77] features a general-purpose register file of

size from 64 to 256. It has been shown [78] that for some short tasks responsible to

react and process data samples in sensor networks, the context switch overhead can

be up to 30% of the total execution cycle.

Instead of having a distinct physical register file for each task, another hard-

ware solution is to have a relatively small ISA-visible set of registers, while imple-

menting a significantly larger physical register file. This organization is illustrated

in Figure 4.2. At run-time, each virtual register is renamed to a free physical regis-

ter. This approach is very popular in superscalar processors, such as Intel Pentium

4 [79] and Alpha 21264 [80]. Such hardware register renaming is mostly used to

exploit the available ILP in the program. Context switches are fast as typically only

a small part of the physical register file needs to be preserved in memory. However,

due to its per-register granularity and the fact that the renaming hardware needs to

be activated at every cycle, the approach suffers from excessive power consumption

and as such is not applicable to embedded systems. With a similar objective, in [81]
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the physical register file is implemented as a cache that captures a large number

of virtual registers. Fast access to subroutine and multithread contexts is achieved

with a non-trivial power overhead.

The notion of fast context switch point has been first introduced in [82]. Each

instruction is marked with a special bit to indicate whether a fast context switch is

possible at that point. A fast context switch point is defined as an instruction where

all scratch registers are dead. Scratch registers are a subset of all the registers which

are caller-saved across function call boundaries; the context switch mechanism saves

and restores all the remaining non-scratch registers. Consequently, this is a ”all-or-

nothing” approach targeting old architectures with rather small register files and no

register windowing. VxWorks [6], on the other hand, provides a special hardware

context for interrupt service code in order to avoid preserving the task context,

and thus improving responsiveness to various system generated events. In [83], the

authors have proposed a Simultaneous Multi-Threading platform with mini-thread

execution. This approach, however, introduces a non-trivial hardware overhead. In

[84], the authors have proposed to reduce the task context in the static OS by finding

the live set of each task and merge the set by using the preemption priority infor-

mation. The authors in [74] utilize and explore cooperative multi-threading instead

of asynchronous preemption. Other research has shown that for some applications

with known set of tasks and well known run-time characteristics and interactions,

an efficient cooperative multitasking system can be synthesized through software

thread integration [85, 86]. In a more dynamic system, however, with preemptive

multitasking, the active task may have to be suspended at arbitrary point so that
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another task is placed for execution. Even though the task switch overhead is re-

duced, the system responsiveness is limited as the compiler must statically decide

on the way tasks are interleaved.
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Chapter 3

Cross-Layer Customization for Memory Management

Virtual memory [44, 45] has been well known as an elegant approach to ab-

stract from the application the complexity of memory allocation, and code/data

relocation and sharing, while efficiently providing memory protection between user

applications and system software; all these being completely transparent to the ap-

plication and controlled by the operating system (OS). Such features would tremen-

dously benefit many embedded systems, if virtual memory is to be supported for

them. In recent years many high-end embedded processors have started to employ

a Memory Management Unit (MMU), such as Intel XScale [46], ARM720 [47], and

ARM9 [48]. The MMU is a hardware structure responsible for translating addresses

generated by the processor to physical memory addresses. General-purpose virtual

memory, however, requires unacceptably high amounts of power and introduces ex-

ecution time nondeterminism, thus rendering itself unusable for a large number of

embedded applications with stringent power constraints and real-time requirements.

3.1 Direct Address Translation

3.1.1 Introduction

In general-purpose architecture designs, the assumption is that a large va-

riety of programs are to be executed and that there is no program information
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made available to the microarchitecture prior of its execution. It is also assumed

that the program to be executed could come in a binary only form. Embedded

processors and systems, however, have the distinctive advantage of complete ap-

plication knowledge, as the embedded software is usually developed concurrently

with the hardware design or is available in a source code format. The energy-

efficient and time-deterministic address translation schemes outlined in this section

are techniques that with the help of the compiler and the operating systems exploit

dynamically such application-specific knowledge.

Through the utilization of application-specific information regarding the vir-

tual memory footprint of the application, the set of VPNs accessed by the program

is partitioned into groups so that by using only a small number of least significant

VPN bits as an index into a special hardware translation table, a conflict-free, and

thus tag-less lookup can be achieved. This not only results in very low-power address

translation, but also to highly predictable execution times as the conflict free Di-

rect Translation Table (DTT) access guarantees fast and time-deterministic address

translation with no intervention of the OS for the majority of load/store instructions.

This property is of great importance for real-time applications, where a worst-case

execution time analysis of the program code is performed in order to guarantee the

completion of certain computation within the pre-specified time deadlines.

The proposed methodology relies on the combined efforts of compiler, operat-

ing system, and hardware architecture to achieve both significant power reduction

and deterministic address-translation times. It has been shown that any application

program spends most of its execution times in a few relatively small parts of its code,
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typically corresponding to loops or functions. Such parts of the code are usually

referred to as phases of hot-spots [87, 88]. By targeting the application hotspots,

practically all the benefits from the proposed technique can be achieved with only a

low-cost hardware support needed to capture the information regarding the memory

utilization. Consequently, the proposed techniques are applied on the application

hot-spots, while for the rest of the infrequently executed part of the applications, the

generic address translation mechanism is used. Upon entering or exiting a hot-spot,

the compiler inserts a special setup code which stores certain information into spe-

cial registers and tables implemented as a part of the specialized hardware support

and, thus, informs the hardware that a hot-spot has just been entered.

The utilization of TLB for address translation is analogous to the cache utiliza-

tion in embedded processor, where the tag operations introduce significant power

consumption and non-deterministic access time due to possibility of conflicts. In

many real-time systems, embedded processors with scratch-pad memory are rather

used. Scratch-pad memories are SRAM memories mapped into the physical address

space of the processor. Compared to caches scratch-pad memories provide for deter-

ministic performance and energy efficiency. Various software controlled schemes for

scratch-pad memory have been proposed and proved effective for data caching func-

tionality [89, 90, 91, 92, 93], providing for fast and low-power data access. The large

or difficult to allocate in scratch-pad data arrays can still utilize the services of hard-

ware data cache. The mechanism replaces the majority of TLB cache-like accesses

with software-managed direct-indexed SRAM table, thus offering energy-efficient

TLB functionality with deterministic translation times. By effectively utilizing ap-
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plication information regarding the virtual pages used in the address translation

process, a direct table with no tag arrays is used to avoid the energy overheads

and nondeterministic times caused by conflicts in the TLB. In contrast with the

other approaches, the technique that we propose does not trade-off performance for

power. On the contrary, the proposes technique as it eliminated accessed to the

TLB for most of the VPN accesses, it drastically reduces the number of TLB misses

and thus slightly improves performance and significantly improves the execution

time predictability - a characteristic of great importance to any real-time embedded

system.

3.1.2 Tagless Direct Address Translation

The role of the TLB is to cache the most frequently requested virtual to phys-

ical address translation. After a virtual address is generated by the processor, the
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TLB is looked up in order to determine the physical address as shown in Figure 3.1.

In the case of a TLB miss, a page table traversal procedure is activated in order

to find the correct translation. The page table traversal can be implemented in

either hardware or software. The TLB is a cache-like structure, which captures the

most frequently requested page table entries. Because of its cache-like organization

and possibility of conflicts, the TLB contains tag arrays which are read and com-

pared against the accessed VPN to determine whether the TLB look-up is a hit

or a miss. The possibility of conflicts and the existence of the tag arrays and tag

operations are the reasons for the excessive power consumption and the difficulty in

estimating prior to program execution whether a TLB access will hit or miss [94, 95].

Clearly, this situation is very similar to data caches and their high power consump-

tion and difficulty in statically analyzing their behavior. To resolve these issues

of data caches, scratchpad memories have been used when deterministic execution

times are needed together with low-power requirements. The proposed DTT-based

address translation scheme is somewhat analogous to scratchpad memories for data

caching as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The DTT is software-controlled and the trans-

lation entries are allocated into it in a way, which enables direct indexing, hence

provide for energy-efficient and time-deterministic address translation.

The set of virtual pages allocated to the application code and static data is

available after compiling and linking the program. The starting virtual address of

the stack data is available as well; if memory is dynamically allocated, the particular

VPNs are determined and known to the OS memory manager. The proposed address

translation scheme exploits this information available to the compiler/linker and to
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the operating system in order to judiciously allocate the translation entries into

the DTT. The DTT is subsequently accessed in a manner similar to a scratchpad

memory.

If the possibility of TLB conflicts can be avoided through a judicious analysis

of the VPN set, then a direct indexing for finding the PPN, free of any tag opera-

tions, can be achieved. Figure 3.21 shows an example where the compiler/linker has

identified that only four consecutive data virtual pages can be accessed through-

out the subsequent program execution. It can easily be seen that among all the

VPN bits, the two Least Significant Bits (LSBs) are enough to differentiate the four

VPNs. Consequently, these two LSBs can be used as an index into a translation

table, where the VPNs will be mapped into the table in a conflict-free manner. It

is evident that for any set of n consecutive VPNs, the dlog2 ne LSBs can be used

as an unique identifier for any of the VPNs and as such they can be used as index

to a table that stores information for any of the VPNs. A slightly more complex

example is illustrated in Figure 3.22, in which four distinctive and not consecutive

virtual pages are accessed. Although they are not consecutive, their two LSBs are

still enough to uniquely distinguish them. Consequently, only these two bits of the
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VPN can be used to form an index into a 4-entry memory block which holds the

physical page addresses of these virtual pages, as shown in the figure. By avoiding

the VPN tag look-up and using only these two bits as an index there would be no

performance implications, while the overall reduction on the TLB power consump-

tion is to be quite significant. All the power associated to the VPN tag arrays, the

corresponding sense amplifiers, and the comparator cells is eliminated.

In the above examples not only is the power reduced but also the address

translation timing for these VPNs becomes completely deterministic as by allocating

the translation information for each VPN at the appropriate location in the table it

can be guaranteed that the translation for these VPN will always complete within

a cycle. This timing determinism is extremely important for real-time application

where worst-case performance analysis need to be performed in order to guarantee

that a certain processing is completed within a pre-specified time deadline.

The fundamental idea of the proposed approach is to identify such a conflict-

free indexing scheme and to ensure a conflict-free allocation of the translation infor-

mation in order to avoid the power consuming VPN tag operations and to provide
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for fast and deterministic address translation times. Given a set of n data VPNs,

there exists the minimal number m of VPN LSBs that could differentiate these

VPNs and thus be used as an index. Even more importantly, how efficiently will

the introduced translation table be utilized after storing the translation entries of

each VPN in such a 2m sized memory. The above examples show ideal situations

where a minimal number of index bits are used and since the number of VPNs is

a power of two, the entire index space is utilized. However, in many cases if no

additional measures are taken then the utilization of the translation table could be

quite low, or at worst it may even be impossible to capture all the translation entries

because of the table limited size. Such an example is depicted in Figure 3.5. For

these eight VPNs, seven LSBs are needed to differentiate them and use them as an

index. Therefore, if the outlined above translation technique is to be used in the

same manner, this set of VPNs would occupy a memory array with 27 entries, while

only eight of them will actually be used.

The example outlined in Figure 3.5 therefor shows that a low memory utiliza-

tion is possible with a large waste of memory and its associated power, if the set of

VPNs accessed by the application is targeted as a whole. However, it can be seen

that VPNs 0, 1, 4, 5 can be differentiated by two bits, while the VPNs 2, 3, 6, 7 can

be differentiated by two bits as well. Consequently, if the initial set of eight VPNs

is divided into two partitions, 0, 1, 4, 5 and 2, 3, 6, 7, then the two LSBs can still

be used to form an index into two non-overlapping segments within a translation

table as long as information regarding which partition is being used is known prior

to access the table. Additionally, the two partitions need to be allocated into two
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different four-entry sections of the translation table, so that VPNs across different

partitions are guaranteed not to overlap. It can be observed that an alternative par-

titioning of the VPNs exists as well, which consists of two VPN partitions: 0, 1, 6, 7,

and 2, 3, 4, 5. This alternative partitioning has the same cost as the aforementioned

partition since both pair of partitions require two LSBs for VPN differentiation.

An important constraint for such a partitioning scheme to work properly is

that if a load/store instruction can potentially access across multiple VPNs, all these

VPNs must be allocated into the same partition. This constraint is needed since

because of hardware cost considerations a VPN partition would be identified on

a per load/store instruction basis, i.e. a load/store instruction would be mapped

to one and only one VPN partition. This restriction guarantees that there is no

ambiguity when accessing the DTT. As is shown later in the section, the algorithm

forming the partitions is based on this constraint and efficiently finds large partitions

with very high index space utilization. Any load/store instruction that cannot be

ascertained to access VPNs from the same partition will be handled by a “default”

traditional TLB.

The introduced approach involves the identification of partitions of VPNs

which result in optimal indexing scheme maximizing the utilization inside each par-

tition while reducing the overall number of partitions. Minimizing the number of

partitions, while maintaining high utilization of the translation table is important

to control the cost of hardware needed to identify partitions and to compute their

translation table index.

After identifying the partitions, each partition is mapped to its own segment
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in the introduced Direct Translation Table (DTT), as illustrated in Figure 3.6. In

a manner analogous to scratchpad memories, the DTT is implemented as a small

SRAM array, containing the translation entries for all VPNs, which have been de-

termined to be part of VPN partitions. As each partition of VPNs is mapped to a

distinct part of the DTT, a special indexing logic is need to form the final index. If

the partitions is aligned inside the DTT on address boundaries proportional to their

size, a very simple logic is needed to compute the DTT index; the DTT segment

offset needs to be simply concatenated to the few VPN LSBs selected as a partition

index.

3.1.3 Compiler and OS Support for DTT Management

The role of the compiler support is to determine an efficient VPN partitioning,

which maximizes the DTT utilization, and to associate the load/store instructions

to VPN partitions as explained in the previous section. The OS support required by
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the proposed technique does not go beyond the traditional virtual memory support

in terms of maintaining a page table that contains all the address translation entries

for the application program. A small additional OS support is required to handle

the context switch between tasks, which utilize the DTT. This support is outlined

in subsection 3.1.3.3 the multitasking support for DTT management is discussed.

At the heart of the required compiler support is the VPN-partition formation

algorithm. This algorithm requires information regarding the statically allocated

memory objects of the program together with some profile information. Practically

any program spends most of its execution time in a few small parts of its code,

which is refered as hotspots. The proposed VPN-partitioning approach is applied

independently on each application hot-spot. The application hot-spots are identified

through profiling. The partitioning algorithm requires information regarding the

application static virtual memory layout for each application hotspot and the access

frequencies to the various virtual pages within each hotspot. The first piece of

information is available after the compiler/linker maps the data objects into the

virtual address space. Dynamically allocated heap memory is treated specially by

the DTT approach as outlined later in Subsection 3.1.3.2. The access frequency of

the various static memory objects are obtained by the program profile, which is also

used to identify the application hotspots.
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3.1.3.1 VPN-Partition Formation Algorithm

For a given set of VPNs, there is a minimal number m of LSBs that differentiate

all the VPNs. Such a set of VPNs is refered to as an m-bit partition, while m is

referred to as a dimension of the partition. As we saw in the previous section, m

depends on the total number n of VPNs in the set, as well as on their particular

values. Clearly, dlog2 ne is a lower bound for m, as this is the minimal number

of bits needed to distinguish a set of n elements. If the partition dimension m is

equal to dlog2 ne, where n is the number of VPNs, such partition is referred to as

m-bit complete or just complete partition. Consequently, a complete partition is a

partition with minimal number of index bits and high utilization of the index space.

Such a partition requires a minimal segment of translation table to map its VPNs.

In order to achieve efficient hardware support, we need to identify the minimal

number of VPN partitions with the highest utilization of translation table space,

subject to the constraint that VPNs accesses by a load/store instruction are placed

in one partition. The proposed algorithm partitions the set of VPNs into a minimal

number of complete partitions, thus achieving very high utilization of the translation

table resources. Consequently, an algorithm is required to find the minimal number

of complete VPN partitions for a given set of VPNs. As discussed later, the case

of dynamic data allocation and stack memory can also be efficiently dealt with a

special partition that is reserved beforehand. For instance, the consecutive set of

VPNs where the program stack is allocated would form a complete VPN partition

and all the stack references will be associated with that partition.
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A first step in the proposed algorithm is to separate the groups of consecutive

VPNs. Such groups of VPNs typically correspond to application arrays, buffers, or

any data structures, which are allocated into a compact set of consecutive VPNs.

All of the static data structures have this property. The program stack can also be

though of as exhibiting this property as the stack is always allocated in contiguous

region of the virtual address space. As observed in the experimental studies, in many

embedded applications these types of data structures constitute an overwhelmingly

large part of the application hotspots. Dynamically allocated data structures, which

change their memory map are very rare in embedded programs especially in the ap-

plication hotspots due to their cost in term of performance and power overheads.

Furthermore, these initial groups of consecutive VPNs have the very desirable prop-

erty to constitute complete VPN partitions. This can be easily observed from the

fact that a set of n consecutive numbers can always be differentiated through the

dlog2 ne LSBs.

Separating the set of VPNs into partitions of consecutive VPNs is only the first

step in achieving the desired final result. Very often, an m-bit complete partition

does not utilize the index range and can, thus, be merged with some smaller VPN

partition without increasing the number of least significant bits m to form an index.

Figure 3.7 illustrates such a case. In this example, the algorithm starts with three

partitions. All of them are complete, as they contain consecutive VPNs; the largest

partition, P1, is a 4-bit partition, the next one, P2, is a 3-bit, while the smallest one,

P3 is a 1-bit partition. It can be easily seen that the 4-bit partition can “absorb” the

3-bit partition, without increasing its initial dimension of 4. The resulting partition
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consists of 14 VPNs and is still a complete partition of dimension 4, yet with much

higher utilization of the index space compared to the initial two partitions. In a

subsequent step, the 1-bit partition is merged with the new 4-bit partition, resulting

to a single complete partition of dimension 4, consisting of 16 VPNs, hence having

the maximal possible utilization for a 4-bit partition. The merging steps continue

until no such situations as presented in the example exist.

This step in the algorithm fundamentally tries to “pack” the initial set of VPN

partitions. At this step, the algorithm needs to follow a strategy for merging the

initial VPN partitions in such a way so that minimal number of complete partitions

remain at the end with the total partition utilization maximized as well. An impor-

tant requirement that needs to be imposed here is that at no step of the merging

process should the dimension of a partition be increased. That is, when merging

two partitions, the resulting partition must have the dimension of the larger parti-
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tion from the initial pair of partitions. This constrains ensures that the partition

utilization is never decreased in the process of minimizing the number of complete

partitions.

In order to merge two partitions, the LSBs of the smaller partition when

extended to the dimension of the larger one must not conflict with the LSBs of the

larger partition; such conflicts can exist between some of the partitions which would

prevent their merging. Therefore, the algorithm to identify the optimal scheme of

merging is a multidimensional combinatorial optimization problem, very similar to

the well known Bin-Packing problem. An heuristic algorithm, similar to the First-

Fit Decreasing [96] heuristic used for Bin-Packing. is developed.

Fundamentally, the aforementioned merging step of the algorithm tries to uti-

lize the empty index space that is left in some partitions. As can be seen from the

example in Figure 3.7, partition P2 has 9 VPNs. Since it is a 4-bit partition, the

index space of the 4 LSBs is 16, which results in utilization of 9/16 of the available

index space and, thus, translation table resources. After the merging steps, though,

it can be seen that the utilization of the final partition is 100% as it is a 4-bit par-

tition with 16 VPNs. This final VPN partition can be mapped into a translation

table with 16 entries indexed by the 4 LSBs of the VPNs. Consequently, the driving

force behind the proposed algorithm is the goal of using the empty space in the

initial partitions by fitting there smaller partitions.

Consequently, the merging phase of the algorithm starts with the partition

having the largest dimension and then tries to merge as many smaller partitions

as possible; the step is repeated until no additional merges are possible. If there
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are more than one partition of the same dimension, we use their empty index space

as a tie-breaker by picking the one with larger empty space as this increases the

likelihood of merging more smaller partitions into the selected one. This step is

repeated until all the partitions not merged yet are tried.

The pseudo-code shown in Figure 3.8 describes the proposed algorithm. Step

1 represents the initial formation of complete partitions which correspond to consec-

utive VPNs. Step 2 is a preparatory step executed prior to the merging phase of the

algorithm. Here the initial set of complete partitions is sorted in decreasing order

of their dimension. This is needed for the subsequent merging step as the partitions

with highest dimensions are first explored as candidates to merge other smaller par-

titions. Step 3 represents the merging phase of the algorithm. Starting from the

partition of highest dimension, all remaining partitions are tried to be merged into

the selected one, thus significantly increasing the utilization of that partition without

increasing its dimension. Additionally, priority is given to smaller partitions which

contain VPNs access by a load/store instruction, which also accesses VPNs from

the selected “absorbing” partition. This would improve the likelyhood that if there

are load/store instructions accessing VPNs from different initial partitions, these

partitions will be merged into a single partition this enabling the utilization of the

proposed DTT translation mechanism. Step 4 of the algorithm checks whether there

are load/store instructions which can access VPNs from more than one partition.

These load/store instructions, if any at all, will be directed to the default D-TLB for

address translation. The final step of the algorithm is to select the partitions that

can be allocated to the DTT, given the limited DTT size and other hardware limita-
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Algorithm input: Set of VPNs

Step 1: Partition the set of VPNs={V1,. . . ,Vm},

into groups of consecutive VPNs

P={P1,. . . ,Pn}

Step 2: Order the partitioned set P in decreasing order of dimension,

(use number of VPNs and/or access frequency as a tie-breaker);

P={. . . ,Pi,Pj,. . . ,} where Pi > Pj

Step 3: For all Pi in P {

For all Pj <= Pi {

if(Pi,Pj are mergeable) {

merge Pj into Pi’s empty space

remove Pj

} } }

Step 4: Check every load/store instruction,

make sure it only accesses one partition,

otherwise mark it for the default D-TLB

Step 5: Select the most beneficial VPN partitions

for allocation into the DTT

Figure 3.8: Pseudo-code of the VPN-partition formation algorithm
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tions. Because of hardware limitations of mapping load/store instructions to VPN

partitions, only a limited number of VPN partitions can be handled by the proposed

approach (up to 8, which for all the embedded benchmarks we have experimented

with covers all the available VPN partitions). Furthermore, the limited DTT size

imposes an additional constraint as well. At this final stage of the algorithm, the

VPN partitions which result in most energy benefits are mapped to the DTT. Each

partition is evaluated by the execution frequencies of the load/store instructions

mapped to them. Subsequently, the most frequently accesses VPN partitions are

selected until the DTT space is exhausted. It is noteworthy that this last step of

the algorithm is in essence the well-known knapsack problem [97] with each VPN

partition having its value in terms of frequency of utilization and also it has its

cost in terms of space needed in the DTT. However, for our problem it is the case

that the largest partitions are typically the ones that are most heavily accessed and

that in the majority of cases all the VPN partitions can be allocated into the DTT.

Consequently, a greedy solution at this step provides an optimal solution for any

practical purposes.

In terms of algorithmic complexity, it can be noted that the worst-case running

the time of the proposed algorithm is O(n2), where n is the number of partitions in

the initial set P of consecutive VPN groups. The worst-case of O(n2) corresponds

to the Step 3 of the algorithm, which is somewhat similar in its traverse pattern to

the insertion-sort algorithms. Steps 1, 4, and 5 exhibit linear time complexity in

terms of n, while Step 2 can be be implemented with O(n ∗ log(n)) time complexity

if sorting algorithm such as Heap-sort is used. Therefore, the worst-case running
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time of the partition forming algorithm is O(n2), with n equal to the number of

initial partitions. As reported in our experimental results, this number is rather

small and for the selected embedded applications always less than 20. This implies

that the proposed algorithm imposes no run-time overheads in practice for any

embedded software developmen toolchain. As discussed later in the section, the run-

time software overhead, which is needed to handle to allocation of DTT is similarly

small; it only needs to load the DTT once per application hotspot execution.

At the end of this algorithm, a small set of VPN partitions is produced with

very high utilization of the index space. The high utilization implies that very few

entries in the DTT segments allocated for these partitions will remain unused. An

important requirement in the above algorithm is that in the process of merging,

the dimension of the large partition is left unchanged. This might leave a few very

small partitions each having several VPNs. However, SRAM arrays are typically

implemented as a set of smaller banks. Therefore, as an optional step to the proposed

algorithm, it may be beneficial to combine the small partitions into a larger partition

with a dimension identical to the memory bank size. This step is performed by

starting from the smallest partitions (sizes 1 or 2) and trying to merge them with

the next larger one by possibly increasing the partition dimension while keeping it

under the memory bank size.

As we mentioned in the previous section, using the DTT for a load/store

instruction is only possible if the load/store can generate virtual addresses that be-

long to the same VPN partition. It is typical that a load/store instruction generates

addresses within the same VPN or across adjacent VPNs, especially when it ac-
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cesses data structures confined within a region of the address space. Because of the

nature of our partitioning algorithm, all such load/store instructions will generate

addresses within the same VPN partition. This property ensures that there is a

one-to-one mapping between a memory reference instruction and a VPN partition.

Consequently, it is at the level of load/store instructions where we identify the VPN

segment which is to be accessed. As shown in Section 5.6, the proposed algorithm

results in a very few VPN partitions within each application hotspot (fewer than

8), thus, enabling an efficient hardware scheme for mapping load/store instructions

to VPN partitions. One such possibility is to use 2 or 3 extra bits from the instruc-

tion encoding to mark which VPN partition should be accessed for the particular

load/store instructions. The memory reference instructions outside hotspots or the

very few load/store instructions which access virtual addresses from different VPN

partitions are handled by the default D-TLB.

3.1.3.2 Stack and Heap Memory

Stack memory is typically used to allocate local data of functions and also to

preserve various system-level pieces of information such as return address, content

of windowed register files, etc. Unless the program employs a deep recursion that

depends on the data set, it is relatively easy to statically identify the maximum

amount, or at least find a good upper boundary, of stack memory that the program

will require while executing. As stack usually grows in consecutive address in the

virtual address space, it becomes easy to accommodate stack memory. The set
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of consecutive VPNs, which have been identified for stack usage, are entered as a

complete partition in the first phase of our VPN-partition forming algorithm. This

stack VPN-segment has the same properties as other segments of consecutive VPNs

and does not require any special attention from this point on.

Dynamic memory allocation, a software technique rarely used in memory con-

strained embedded applications, presents an issue that needs special consideration.

If an application requires dynamic memory allocation, such allocation can occur

inside or outside the application hotspots. It is the more frequent case that such an

allocation is typically performed outside the hotspots and only references to these

locations are performed inside the hotspots. This follows from the fact that the

hotspots are highly optimized parts of the program, where dynamic memory allo-

cation and deallocation is avoided due to its high performance cost. For instance,

in nine out of the ten benchmarks that we have considered in our experimental

study, no dynamic memory allocation or deallocation occurs inside the applications

hotspots. In these nine applications if dynamic memory is used at all, it is always

allocated prior to entering the computationally heavy parts of the code. In the

benchmark susan, a dynamic memory allocation occurs within the hotspot; how-

ever, that dynamic memory footprint is very small (a few pages) an can be easily

handled as a separate partition in the following way.

Although the virtual addresses for such memory references are not available at

compile time, the data heap is normally assigned by the OS and spans consecutive

virtual pages. Therefore, a separate VPN partition can be reserved in the DTT, and

all the references to dynamically allocated memory are directed to this partition. In
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order to establish such a VPN-partition, it is important that an upper bound is found

for the dynamically allocated data which is to be accessed within the application

hotspot. For the cases where such dynamic memory is allocated outside the hotspots

and only accessed inside, it is easy to determine the size of this memory (or an

upper bound) either through static analysis or profiling in a way similar to the

stack memory. Since the heap region is always assigned to a continuous set of

virtual pages, i.e. it is mapped into a well-known and defined region from the

virtual address space, these pages can be easily treated as a partition comprising of

contiguous VPNs. As we have shown earlier in this section, such complete VPN-

partitions can be easily resolved through the dlog2 ne least significant bits. If the

span of the heap allocated objects to be accessed inside the hotspot is too large

and cannot be accommodated within the DTT, the references to the heap will be

handled by the default D-TLB.

As the physical memory is allocated by the OS at run time, the setup code

executed prior to entering a hotspot will acquire the correct physical addresses for

the heap VPNs and will store the correct address translation information into the

DTT. Inside the hotspot, load/stores to dynamically allocated data are therefore

treated as any other memory references and mapped to their own DTT partition,

which corresponds to the heap VPNs partition. For the rare cases where dynamic

memory allocation is performed inside the hotspot, it is the responsibility of the OS

memory manager to update the DTT translation entry in the case of VPNs being

mapped to new PPN - this situation is identical to the baseline case where the

memory manager updates the TLB in the case of page remappings due to allocation
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and deallocation. Additionally, load/store instructions that correspond to pointer

accesses, which address can change dynamically while executing the hotspot and

thus is not possible to statically map them to any VPN partition, are marked for

address translation through the default D-TLB.

3.1.3.3 DTT Management and Multi-Tasking Environments

As this approach can be used in multitasking environments or in a program

with multiple hotspots, special care needs to be taken to efficiently utilize the DTT

space. If all the VPN partitions of the application can be accommodated within

the DTT, they are loaded during system setup. However, when this is not possible

due to large number of VPN partitions across all the hotspots, the PIT and DTT

have to be initialized with the appropriate data just prior to entering the hotspot,

thus sharing DTT space with other hotspots and processes. For this, the compiler is

responsible for inserting a special setup code prior to entering the application hot-

spot. During run-time when entering the hotspot, the special setup code is executed

and loads the DDT and the PIT entries with the address translation information

regarding the upcoming hotspot.

In order to avoid security shortfalls that arise when the application program

is allowed to write any values in the DTT, the setup code can be in the form of

invoking a function, which runs within the kernel and guarantees that the actual

PPN corresponding to the application VPN segments are loaded into the DTT.

Allowing an application code to directly enter its PPNs into the translation hardware
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can create possibilities for control hijacking where a buffer overflow can be exploited

to map physical memory into the program address space (without OS intervention),

which contains malicious code. This can be easily resolved by allowing only the

OS kernel to modify the DTT. The setup code inserted by the compiler prior to

the hotspots would simply request from the OS that the PPNs corresponding to

the particular VPN-partitions used in the hotspot are loaded into the DTT. The

application setup code provides the the OS kernel the set of VPN-partitions that it

requires for the subsequent hotspot execution. The OS then appropriately loads the

corresponding PPNs into the DTT and also remembers this set of VPN-partitions.

This set of partitions may be needed by the OS task switch handler as explained

below in order to load the DTT for that task again in case it is preempted by another

task and later on resumed. In this way if the OS kernel is trusted, then the DTT

will be loaded only with valid PPN that corresponds to the application VPNs and

are known and established by the OS memory manager.

The performance overhead of this setup code is practically zero as it will take

tens or at worst a few hundred cycles, which are to be followed by executing the

subsequent application hotspot which usually takes millions of cycles. If a pre-

emptive context switch is needed during the hotspot execution, the DTT and the

PIT contents are to be treated as a part of the program’s state and need to preserved.

Since the DTT content depends on the set of active VPN-partitions, which the

application uses when it has been interrupted, there is no need to save the DTT

content on task switch. In this case, it is the responsibility of the OS context

switch mechanism to only load into the DTT the correct PPNs for the active VPN-
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partitions of the preempting task by overwriting the DTT. When the preempted task

is resumed, the OS again loads the DTT with the set of VPN-partitions captured as

part of the interrupted task state. Fundamentally, the PIT, which is rather small,

and the list of active VPN-partitions become part of the process state (PC, status

registers, etc.) which is maintained and properly loaded by the OS. They can be

stored by the OS at memory locations dedicated by the OS kernel for preserving

tasks contexts. In order to speed up this process, the OS can easily use the services

provided by a hardware Direct Memory Access (DMA) controller to rapidly load the

PIT and the DTT content while in parallel preserving the other context, such as the

register file and control register by software. We have assumed this implementation

strategy when experimenting and analyzing the proposed methodology.

In situations where frequent and extremely fast task preemptions are required,

such as in reactive systems [98] where environmental events trigger various tasks,

an alternative DTT management could be implemented as well. For such situation

where the tasks are short and triggered by asynchronous events, reducing the time to

load the DTT may be required. For such cases, an on-demand DTT loading scheme

can be implemented. To achieve this, each DTT entry needs to be associated with a

task identifier. When a DTT entry is accessed, the task id stored in it is compared

against the id of the current task. A match would indicate that the DTT entry

contains a valid translation information. Otherwise, the default D-TLB is looked

up to perform a traditional, general-purpose address translation and the resulting

translation entry brought in its place in the DTT. Such a default D-TLB translation

is invoked only once per DTT entry while executing the task, since the translation
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entry obtained through the default TLB mechanism is loaded into the DTT; any

subsequent access to that VPN would find the valid translation in the DTT. In

effect, this approach would allow multiple tasks to use the DTT without the need

to preserve its content on context switch. The DTT entry would be extended with

the task id, which purpose is to determine the validity of the DTT translation

entry in a way similar used in virtually addressed caches. When multiple tasks

have their VPN segments only partially overlapped in the DTT, some DTT entries

would be preserved in the DTT for the next execution of that task. In this way, the

DTT would not have to be stored/loaded during task switch - this increase in task

responsiveness is achieved, however, with the cost of task id comparison operations

each type the DTT is accessed.

3.1.4 Hardware Support

The proposed approach requires a specialized hardware support which purpose

is to map load/store instructions to their corresponding VPN partitions, to compute

the appropriate DTT index, and to access the DTT in order to obtain the physical

page number. The VPN partitions are identified by using two or three extra bits from

the instruction encoding of the memory reference instructions in a way similar to

that described in [60]. Our experimental results demonstrate that even for the most

complex applications such as the mpeg video encoder and the mp3 audio encoder,

the total number of partitions does not exceed 8. In cases, where there is more

than 8 partitions, only the 8 VPN partitions with highest access frequency, or the
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maximum number of partitions allowed by the DTT size, will be mapped to the

DTT. Consequently, the three bits in the instruction encoding will be used to identify

a total of 7 partitions to be allocated to the DTT and the remaining eight value is

used for load/store instructions directed to the default D-TLB.

The partition information for each VPN partition is stored in a very small table

that is efficiently implemented as a register file with four or eight registers, referred

to as the Partition Identification Table (PIT). Each VPN partition is assigned a

PIT entry. The partition identifying bits, which we discussed above, are used to

access one of these registers, which in turn contain information regarding the VPN

partition. The number of VPN partitions which are to be supported by the hardware

determine the number of PIT entries. In our experimental results we have shown

that supporting 8 VPN partitions per hotspot is enough for all practical purposes.

Consequently, we model a PIT with 8 entries. In fact, only 7 entries are needed

because one of the eight 3-bit combinations used to identify the partition is used to

mark the load/store instructions which are to be treated with the default D-TLB.

Each VPN partition is completely defined by its partition dimension m and its offset

within the DTT. This pair of numbers is stored in the PIT entry for each VPN

partition as shown Figure 3.9. A default value of the VPN partition identification

bits is used for the load/store instructions that need to be translated through the

default D-TLB.

Each VPN partition must be mapped to an exclusive segment within the DTT.

As multiple VPN partitions are mapped, an efficient index computation logic is

needed. If VPN partitions are allocated in arbitrary positions within the DTT,
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Figure 3.9: DTT index computation and DTT access

accessing such a segment would require the hardware to compute the DTT index

by adding the partition offset to the LSB index of that partition. While such an

addressing scheme is not difficult to implement, it would introduce a delay on the

address translation critical path, possibly increasing the L1 cache access time or

the on-chip memory access time. We propose, instead, an alternative hardware

scheme, which requires only a concatenation of the partition LSB index and the DTT

segment offset. This could be achieved by allocating the VPN partition at an address

boundary multiple to the partition size, i.e. align the VPN partition in the DTT by

the partition dimension. For instance, a partition of dimension 5 can be allocated at

DTT addresses, which are multiple of 32. When such an alignment is implemented,

in order to compute the final DTT index, the partition offset and the m LSBs of

the VPN are simply concatenated. This scheme and the required hardware logic

are illustrated in Figure 3.9. To facilitate the hardware implementation, instead of

storing directly the dimension m for each partition, a partition mask is used instead,
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Figure 3.10: Hardware architecture

containing m 1s on the least significant bits, extended with zeroes towards the most

significant bits. By using such a representation, the logic needed to compute the

final DTT index comprises of one OR and one AND gate per bit position. The pairs

of Partition Offset and Partition Mask defining each partition are stored in the PIT.

As demonstrated in Section 5.6, eight such entries are typically enough to target all

the VPN partitions for each hotspot.

Figure 3.10 shows the entire address translation architecture. The load/store

instructions mapped to VPN partitions are directed to the DTT and their addresses

translated rapidly, energy-efficiently, and in a time-deterministic manner. The re-

maining few load/store instruction, if any at all, are directed to the default D-TLB

for traditional address translation.

It is noteworthy that the lookup into the PIT is performed early in the pipeline

when the load/store instruction is decoded. Therefore, the PIT lookup is outside

the critical path of cache lookup or data memory access. Only the circuitry for
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computing the DTT index, which consists of two logic gates per bit, is needed when

the virtual address is generated by the processor. In our experimental results we

show the access times for the DTT tables that we experiment with and compare

them with the access time of the baseline D-TLB. From these numbers it is evident

that the introduced DTT-based address translation does not increase the critical

path delay for memory accesses. The area overhead of the proposed approach is also

minimal. Even though we are introducing a new SRAM array for the DTT table,

the size of the default D-TLB is much smaller than the baseline D-TLB typically

used in such systems. This can be done without any sacrifice of performance since

very few load/store instructions will utilize the default D-TLB; in our experimental

study we report on this as well.

3.1.5 Analysis and Discussion

3.1.5.1 Real-Time Performance Improvements

The proposed address translation organization greatly improves on the worst-

case timing analysis for real-time applications. All the load/store instructions al-

located to the DTT are guaranteed a single cycle translation with performance

implications identical to a guaranteed TLB hit. This situation is very similar to

the application of scratchpad memories (SPM) where memory references to data

allocated in the SPM are guaranteed a single cycles memory access. As can be seen

from our experimental results, the great majority of load/store instructions for all

benchmark hotspots are guaranteed translation through the DTT. Such guarantees,
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which are known at compile-time will greatly improve the upper bounds of the Worst

Case Execution Timing (WCET) analysis of the code as for most of the memory

reference a single cycle address translation is guaranteed. The static WCET analysis

[95, 99] is a traditional compile-time step for any real-time application, which ob-

tains guarantees for the worst-case scenario in executing a particular piece of code.

Traditionally, when it cannot be inferred by the WCET analysis that a memory

reference will always hit in the TLB, the worst case, i.e. TLB miss, must be as-

sumed. With the proposed DTT methodology, however, the majority of load/store

instructions (and in many cases all of them) can be guaranteed a single cycle address

translation by our VPN partitioning algorithm and DTT allocation methodology.

Consequently, the upper bounds of execution times produced by WCET analysis

can be greatly reduced. Only for the very few load/store instructions, which are left

for translation by the default D-TLB a worst case timing pertinent to the particular

processor architecture needs to be used.

It is noteworthy that the proposed DTT architecture does not guarantee single

cycle address translations for any program or program hot-spot. This is due to the

fact that for some applications with large memory footprint, it may be possible

that not all of the load/store instructions (and VPN partitions) can be allocated

to the DTT. Consequently, these few remaining load/store instructions need to be

handled by a traditional TLB with possibility for misses and multiple cycle page

table traversals. However, in our experimental study we have found out that for

many applications or applications hot-spots a reasonably sized DTT of 256 entries

covers all the VPN partitions and as such provides guaranteed single cycle address
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translation for all memory references. Whether all of the VPN partitions for a given

application hot-spot can be covered by the DTT translation mechanism depends

both on the application memory footprint and the DTT size.

3.1.5.2 Leakage Power

As the approach we offer fundamentally targets dynamic power consumption,

in our experimental study we report only dynamic power reductions. Even though

our approach introduces an extra SRAM array to implement the DTT, it must be

noted that the default D-TLB is used for the very few references outside the hotspots

and the ones, which cannot be handled by the DTT. From our results it can be seen

that the majority of memory references (frequently even all the references) inside the

hotspots can be handled by the DTT. Consequently, the D-TLB that is needed for

the remaining few references can be significantly reduced in size as compared to the

baseline architecture with traditional TLB only. Without sacrificing performance

and without introducing new translation misses the default D-TLB can be left with

only a fraction of the usual number of translation entries, thus saving silicon ares

from both the reduced tag and data arrays. This reduction of the tad and data

arrays will offset the introduced SRAM array for the DTT and its leakage power.

As reported and discussed in the next section, our default D-TLB is limited to 16

entries only and the entire area of the proposed translation hardware is smaller or

comparable to a typical baseline TLB of 64 entries. Consequently, we estimate that

our approach does not have a practical impact on the leakage power. Furthermore,
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as can be seen from our experimental results, for many of the application hotspots

the default D-TLB can be entirely turned-off or placed in drowsy mode [100, 101]

during the hotspot execution time since all of the memory references inside the

hotspots can be handled by the DTT. Consequently, for such hotspots, the D-TLB

will consume no leakage power. The small TLB needs to be kept operational only

for the very short periods of time (less than 5% of the entire execution time) when

the program executes code outside the hotspots.

3.1.6 Experimental Results

In evaluating the proposed techniques, we have performed a quantitative anal-

ysis and comparison of baseline D-TLB architectures and the proposed application-

driven address translation organization. The baseline D-TLB organizations contain

64 entries, with 4-way and 8-way set associativity (64-4SA, 64-8SA), as well as fully

associative (64-FA). The virtual page size is conventionally fixed to 4K. We have

evaluated two DTT organizations, one with a DTT size of 256 entries and another

one with 128 entries. The energy per access, time delay, and area of the baseline

D-TLB organizations as well as the DTT structures have been obtained by using

the CACTI-3 tool [102] for a 0.18µ process technology. As a default D-TLB in the

DTT configurations, we have utilized a 16-entry 2-way set associative (16-2SA) and

a fully associative (16-FA) TLB structures. Because of the significant difference in

terms of energy and area between set associative and fully associative TLBs, we

have evaluated a DTT configuration with fully associative default TLB to compare
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Energy (nJ) Delay (ns) Area (cm2)

64-4SA 0.405366 1.037 0.001732

64-8SA 0.71175 1.08001 0.002108

64-FA 0.176706 1.80768 0.002270

16-2SA 0.238378 0.96902 0.000738

16-FA 0.105995 1.58034 0.000934

256 DTT 0.114782 0.795045 0.001904

128 DTT 0.103756 0.743074 0.000846

Table 3.1: TLB and DTT characteristics

it against the 64 entries fully-associative baseline configuration.

Table 3.1 shows the energy, time, and area characteristics of the evaluated TLB

and DTT structures. From this table it can be seen that the DTT configuration of

(128-DTT + 16-2SA D-TLB) occupies less area than any of the 64-entry baseline

TLBs, while the configuration of (128-DTT + 16-FA D-TLB) is comparable area-

wise to 64-4SA and is smaller than the 64-8SA and the 64-FA baseline TLBs. It can

also be seen from these data that the proposed DTT introduces no performance over-

head, as its delay is smaller than the delay of the baseline TLBs. The access to the

PIT is performed early in the pipeline, when the load/store instruction is decoded,

hence it does not contribute to the DTT delay. Another interesting observation

from the data in Table 3.1 is that the per access energy to the fully-associative TLB
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is smaller than the per access energy to the same sized but set associative TLBs.

However, the delay and area characteristics of fully associative TLBs are worse than

the set associative organizations. For this reason, we have used as a default D-TLB

in the DTT configuration both set-associative and fully associative organization in

order to produce consistent comparisons with the baseline TLBs.

h-sp Freq(%) Enrg Misses Enrg Misses Enrg Misses

64-4SA 64-4SA 64-8SA 64-8SA 64-FA 64-FA

adpc 1 100 0.21 3 0.37 3 0.09 3

g721 1 100 14.3 2 25.1 2 6.22 2

gsm 1 100 20.9 3 36.6 3 9.09 3

epic 1 100 2.77 2295 4.86 2323 1.21 2354

jpeg 2 11,72 2.38 53 4.19 53 1.04 53

mpeg 3 81,1,11 138.5 3026 243.1 3046 60.4 3122

mp3 5 25,13,24 128 53316 224.8 60360 55.8 61969

16,18

susan 1 100 0.58 17 0.33 17 0.15 17

sha 1 100 2 8 1.14 8 0.5 8

aes 1 100 60.7 5 34.6 5 15.1 5

Table 3.2: Baseline D-TLB characteristics and energy (in mJ)
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Table 3.2 shows the baseline characteristics. The first column in the table

contains the benchmark name. The first 6 applications are from the Mediabench

[103] set of benchmarks, while the seventh application is a widely used open source

mp3 encoder (http://www.mp3dev.org/). The last three benchmarks are from the

MiBench [104] collection. The 10 benchmarks we have used in our study cover the

important domains of speech, audio, image, and video processing, as well as two

important encryption tasks (sha, and aes). The subsequent column shows the num-

ber of hotspots identified for each benchmark with the execution frequency for each

hotspot in percentage presented in the next column. The application hotspots have

been identified through profiling and simulation. The next three pairs of columns

show the energy consumption (in µJ) and the number of TLB misses for the three

baselines TLB organizations.

A banking memory architecture is assumed with each bank having 32 DTT

entries. Consequently, partitions are merged to maximum dimension of 8 and min-

imum of 5. Furthermore, if the VPN partitions of the application do not occupy

the entire DTT, the unused DTT banks are turned off. The maximum number of

partitions per hotspot is set to 7, thus resulting to a total of 7 PIT entries, each

consisting of 8-bit partition offset and 8-bit partition mask (7-bit for the 128 entry

DTT). From the results reported in Table 3.3, it can be seen that the number of

VPN partitions per hotspot is always below eight even for the most complex bench-

marks. Table 3.3 reports all the information regarding the VPN partitions that is

independent from the DTT size. The first column (I.Part.) shows the number of

initial VPN partitions for all the benchmark hotspots. This number corresponds to
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I. Part. Part. Dim. #VPN Util.(%) ld/st Freq.

adpc 2 1 2 3 75 11 100

g721 2 1 2 2 50 103 100

gsm 3 1 2 3 75 772 100

epic 4 3 1,7,7 2,74,87 100,58,70 951,547,34 9,32,59

jpeg 4 3 1,3,5 1,4,32 50,50,100 228,77,24 65,14,21

7 1 6 44 69 1709 100

mpeg 5 3 1,6,7 1,55,66 50,86,52 606,204,42 11,13,76

3 2 1,7 1,77 50,60 6,33 1,99

5 4 1,5,7,7 2,25,88,99 100,78,69,77 27,30,2,7 53,30,2,15

mp3 8 4 1,4,5,5 1,15,17,27 50,94,53,84 1,349,104,770 1,6,31,62

11 2 5,5 16,26 50,81 961,458 87,13

7 3 1,3,4 2,5,8 50,63,50 75,65,22 29,3,68

7 2 1,4 2,11 100,69 10,439 2,98

12 3 2,4,5 3,11,19 75,69,59 22,1149,156 3,82,15

susan 5 2 1,4 2,15 100,94 104,576 1,99

sha 4 2 2,3 3,5 75,63 204,142 86,14

aes 2 2 2,1 4,1 100,50 224,151 53,47

Table 3.3: VPN-Partition Information
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the number of partitions produced by the first step of our partition forming algo-

rithm. The next column (Part.) presents the number of VPN partitions for each

hotspot after the termination of the proposed algorithm. It can be observed that

the algorithm merges a significant number of the initial groups of consecutive parti-

tions and thus produces a relatively small number of compact VPN partitions. For

instance, the jpeg benchmark has two hotspots, where the first one exhibits three

VPN partitions, while the second hotspot has only one partition. The next column,

labeled with Dim. shows the dimension for each partition. The three partitions of

the first hotspot of jpeg have dimensions of 1, 3, and 5 respectively, while the single

partitions of the second hotspot is of dimension 6. As described earlier in the sec-

tion, the partition dimension is equal to the number of least significant bits from the

VPN, which will be used to access the DTT. The next column, labeled with #VPN

reports the number of VPNs for each partition. The format for this information

is similar to the previous column. The next column shows the utilization of each

partition in percentage. Utilization is defined as the ratio between the number of

VPNs and 2Dim., i.e. how much of the index space has been used for actual VPNs.

It can be observed that our algorithm consistently achieves utilization ratios at and

above 50%. The subsequent column shows the number of load/store instructions,

which have been associated with each VPN partition. As explained earlier, each

load/store instruction is either mapped to a single VPN partition and translated

through the DTT or routed for address translation to the default D-TLB. The last

column in Table 3.3 shows the access frequency for each VPN partition. This data

is the ratio between the number of accesses to VPNs in the partition and the total
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number of memory references for the hotspot. From the data in this table it can

be concluded that the proposed approach forms a relatively small number of VPN

partition with high utilization of the index space.

The simulation is performed with the SimpleScalar toolset [105]. Optimiza-

tion level -O2 has been used when compiling the benchmarks with the provided gcc

2.7.2 cross-compiler. Since the proposed approach exploits knowledge regarding the

virtual address space mapping of the program data objects and not the particular

order or pattern in which they are accessed, we don’t expect any major deviations

in the reported results if more aggressive compiler optimizations are used. Through

benchmark simulation and analysis, the hotspots and their virtual memory layout

are identified. For the proposed address translation technique, DTTs of 256 and 128

entries are evaluated, where each DTT entry consists of four bytes. The number of

the AND and the OR gates for computing the DTT index is set to 8 due to the DTT

size. Additionally, a default D-TLB with 64 entries is assumed for VPNs outside the

hotspots, and for VPNs inside hotspots but not included in directly translated VPN

partition. The DTT access energy is obtained by using CACTI; this is achieved by

subtracting the tag-related energy from the total energy of a direct mapped cache.

The access energy of the PIT register file is estimated by using the data presented

in [106]. The energy for 0.2µ and 2V Vdd process technology parameters has been

scaled down to 0.18µ, 1.7V Vdd process technology by applying the same estimation

methodology as the one utilized in CACTI. The power consumption of the few logic

gates needed in the computation of the final DTT index is accounted for as well, even

though their contribution is orders of magnitude less than the power consumption of
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the DTT table. After applying the proposed VPN partition generating algorithm,

a setup code is inserted on the entrance to each hotspot; the so instrumented pro-

gram is subsequently simulated with a modified version of the SimpleScalar where

we model the impact of the proposed address translation architecture. This setup

code has no impact on the total power consumption for all practical purposes, as it

is executed only once on the entrance of the application hotspots, which typically

execute for tens of millions of cycles. The final power consumption is computed by

summing up the energy for all the VPN to PPN translations including the energy

needed for all the hardware we have introduced. The reported data accounts for

all the memory references, including the ones to dynamically allocated (heap) and

stack memory. During the short periods of time when the program executes out-

side the hotspots, we have accounted for the traditional TLB address translations.

Additionally, we show the total number of address translation misses for both the

baseline and the proposed architectures.

Table 3.4 shows the energy dissipation and reduction for the proposed address

translation methodology with a 256-entry DTT and a default D-TLB of 16 entries.

The first column shows the DTT utilization for each benchmark and each hotspot.

DTT utilization is defined as the ratio in percentage of the actively used DTT

entries and the total number (256) of DTT entries. For the adpcm, the g721, and

the gsm benchmarks it is rather low (0.78%) because of the very small number

of VPNs accessed by these applications. The next column shows the number of

VPN partitions allocated to the DTT. It is shown how many of all the available

partitions for each hotspots have been mapped to the DTT. The number of covered
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DTT Part DTT Enrg. Red. Red. Misses Enrg. Red. Misses

util. Cover. Freq. 16-2 64-8 64-4 16-2 16-fa 64-fa 16-fa

adpc 1.56 1/1 100 0.06 83.9 71.7 0 0.06 35.0 0

g721 1.56 1/1 100 4 83.9 71.7 0 4 35.0 0

gsm 1.56 1/1 100 5.9 83.9 71.7 0 5.9 35.0 0

epic 100 2/3 90.9 0.86 82.3 68.9 2 0.78 35.1 2

jpeg 16,25 3/3,1/1 85.9 0.78 81.4 67.4 185 0.67 35.8 32

mpeg 76,51 3/3,2/2 92.9 42.2 82.6 69.5 408102 39 35.4 12270

63 3/4

mp3 32,25 4/4,2/2 97.3 37.3 83.4 70.9 10891 36.2 35.2 11436

10,7 3/3,2/2

20 3/3

susan 7 2/2 100 0.09 83.9 71.7 0 0.09 35.0 0

sha 4.69 2/2 100 0.32 83.9 71.7 0 0.32 35.0 0

aes 2.34 2/2 100 9.78 83.9 71.7 0 9.78 35.0 0

Table 3.4: Direct address translation with 256-DTT
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DTT Part DTT Enrg. Red. Red. Misses Enrg. Red. Misses

util. Cover. Freq. 16-2 64-8 64-4 16-2 16-fa 64-fa 16-fa

adpc 3.13 1/1 100 0.05 85.4 74.4 0 0.05 41.3 0

g721 3.13 1/1 100 3.65 85.4 74.4 0 3.65 41.3 0

gsm 3.13 1/1 100 5.34 85.4 74.4 0 5.34 41.3 0

epic 100 1/3 59 1.09 77.7 60.8 8546 0.72 40.8 183

jpeg 33,50 3/3,1/1 85.9 0.72 82.8 69.7 185 0.61 41.1 32

mpeg 100 1/2 71.4 48.6 80 64.5 412858 35.7 40.9 12766

100,27 1/2,2/4

mp3 64,50 4/4,2/2 97.3 33.9 84.9 73.5 10891 32.9 41.3 11436

20,14 3/3,2/2

41 3/3

susan 14 2/2 100 0.08 85.4 74.4 0 0.08 41.3 0

sha 9.38 2/2 100 0.29 85.4 74.4 0 0.29 41.3 0

aes 4.69 2/2 100 8.85 85.4 74.4 0 8.85 41.3 0

Table 3.5: Direct address translation with 128-DTT
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partitions depends on the DTT size, the total number, and size of VPN partitions;

each partition is allocated, if possible, at DTT offset aligned with the partition

dimension. It can be seen, for example, that for the epic benchmark, only two of

the 3 partitions are mapped to the DTT, while for the jpeg all the partitions have

been allocated to the DTT. The partition selection processes, which was described

in details in Section 3.1.3.1, takes into account the access frequency of each partition

and the DTT size. The third column, labeled with DTT Freq., shows the frequency

in percents of DTT utilization. This number is the ratio of the address translations

handled by the DTT and the total number of address translation including the ones

performed through the default D-TLB. The subsequent column shows the energy

dissipation (in mJ) for the 256-enrty DTT with a 2-way set associative 16-entry

default D-TLB (DTT/16-2). The next two columns show the energy reduction

of this DTT configuration compared to the 64-8SA and the 64-4SA baseline TLBs,

while the subsequent column displays the total number of the default D-TLB misses.

It can be observed that compared to the baseline configurations, a large number of

the TLB misses is eliminated. The column, labeled with Enrg (16-fa), shows the

energy dissipation (in mJ) for the same DTT but with a fully associative default

D-TLB and this energy is compared to the fully-associative baseline (64-fa) and the

reduction in percentage is presented in the subsequent column. This is followed by

number of misses of the default fully-associative (16-fa) D-TLB misses. Similarly,

the number of misses is greatly reduced compared to the baseline fully-associative

case.

Table 3.5 shows the same information but for a 128-entry DTT. Again, two
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Figure 3.11: Energy comparison (normalized) for set-associative organizations

default D-TLB organizations are explored: 16-2SA and 16-FA. Due to the smaller

DTT for a few of the hotspots some partitions that were covered with a 256-entry

DTT will not be allocated to the smaller DTT. For instance, it can be seen that

for the epic benchmark, only one out of the three partitions can be covered, which,

of course, results in less energy reductions compared to the 256-entry DTT. This

is because even though the smaller DTT consumes less energy, more memory refer-

ences will be routed to the default D-TLB for address translation, which consumes

significantly more power than the DTT table.

Figure 3.11 shows a bar diagram of normalized total energy dissipation for

both the 128- and 256-entry DTT case with 16-2SA default D-TLB compared to

the set-associative baseline TLBs. The energy consumption for the 64-8SA baseline

is normalized to 100%, while the energy for the other baseline (64-4SA) as well

as the two DTT cases are scaled accordingly. It can be readily observed that the
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Figure 3.12: Energy comparison (normalized) for fully associative organizations

proposed approach consistently reduces the energy needed for address translation

to a 15% - 25% fraction of the energy consumed by the 64-8SA baseline, and to a

20% - 35% fraction of the energy needed by the 64-4SA case. It can be also seen

that for the epic and the mpeg benchmarks, the 128-DTT consumes slightly more

energy than the 256-DTT case. This can be explained by the fact that for these two

benchmarks, the smaller 128-entry DTT cannot handle all of the VPN partittions

that the 256-DTT can translate, thus resulting in more default D-TLB lookups,

which are more energy consuming than the DTT. Figure 3.12 shows a similar com-

parison but for the fully-associative baseline (64-FA) compared to the 256- and to

the 128-entry DTTs with 16-FA default D-TLB. For this case, the energy reduc-

tions are smaller than the ones achieved for set-associative organizations, because

the relatively small fully-associative buffers consume slightly less energy compared

to a traditional set-associative implementation with multiple tag arrays. This data
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was shown in Table 3.1 as obtained from the latest version of the Cacti tool. How-

ever, the small fully-associative buffers exhibit a worse timing delay as compared

to set-associative implementations. Consequently, if the default D-TLB is always

selected to be 16-FA, then the propagation delay of this organization would be worse

than a baseline 64-4SA or 64-8SA TLBs (but better than 64-FA). This is another

reason to introduce the two choices of 16-2SA and 16-FA as a default D-TLB, so

that depending on the baseline, the appropriate choice of default D-TLB is made

in order to stay within the timing of the baseline organization and thus not impact

the clock cycle time.

3.2 Heterogeneously Tagged Cache

3.2.1 Introduction

In the presence of virtual memory, caches can be accessed in several different

ways. Since there are both virtual and physical addresses present in the system,

either one can be used to access the cache. Furthermore, the cache access operation

can be split into two components: indexing and tagging. Consequently, four types

of cache access mechanisms can be constructed depending on the type of address

used for indexing and tagging. If virtual addresses only are used to access the cache,

the resulting cache is referred to as virtually-indexed and virtually-tagged. The ben-

efits of this cache architecture is that there is no need for address translation when

accessing the cache, which results in fast access time and, even more importantly

for embedded processors, low power consumption [53, 66, 107]. Virtually indexed
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and tagged caches, however, exhibit severe drawbacks namely cache aliasing and

synonyms [108, 107]. Cache aliasing is a situation where the same virtual address

from different tasks is mapped to different physical addresses. Such a situation

necessitates flushing the cache on context switch, which can lead to significant per-

formance degradation. The aliasing problem is avoided if the tags are extended to

store a Process IDentifier (PID), a unique key associated with each process. Ad-

ditionally, since no TLB lookup is performed, each cache line must be extended to

capture the access control bits for the cache line address range. At the same time,

however, the cache synonym problem has been traditionally difficult to overcome.

Cache synonyms occur when different virtual addresses, usually from different vir-

tual address spaces, are mapped to the same physical address. This situation occurs

naturally when two processes share data. If virtual addresses are used to access the

cache, the different virtual synonyms of the shared physical location will end up in

different cache blocks. This, in turn, can easily lead to cache coherence problems

if one of the processes writes into the synonym location, leaving the other cached

copies of the shared data stale. Various solutions for avoiding cache synonyms have

been offered for general-purpose processors [66, 53] all of which introduce non-trivial

hardware structures with significant power overhead, thus making their adoption in

embedded processors infeasible. Because synonyms occur when sharing writeable

data, virtually indexed and tagged caches have been mostly used as I-caches where

such sharing usually does not exist.

Physically-tagged and physically-indexed caches are the exact opposite. In this

cache architecture, only physical addresses are used for indexing and tagging. Nat-
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urally, aliasing and synonyms are no longer an issue. However, address translation

needs to be performed for each cache access and before forming the cache index,

which results in delayed cache access time and significant power overhead.

Physically-tagged and virtually-indexed caches are the most typical D-cache

architecture for processors with virtual memory support. By performing address

translation only for the tags, the cache indexing is overlapped with the tag trans-

lation, thus effectively hiding the address translation latency. By imposing cer-

tain restriction to the OS memory manager and by introducing additional hardware

support, the physically-tagged and virtually-indexed cache eliminates the cache syn-

onym problems with no performance implications. However, the power consumption

of such a cache architecture is quite high as address translation is performed each

time the cache is accessed in order to obtain the physical tag.

In this section, a novel cache architecture, which selectively uses either physical

or virtual tags with the objective of minimizing the number of address translations

is investigated. In this way the power benefits of virtual caches are combined with

the synonym elimination benefits of physically-tagged caches. Application-specific

information regarding the type of memory references is used to determine whether

to use a virtual or a physical tag. Tag translation is performed only for memory

references which can potentially refer to shared memory and as such result in cache

synonyms. The majority of cache accesses which refer to private data in the pro-

cess’ virtual address space, i.e. pages only mapped to that address space, are being

handled with virtual tags, thus necessitating no address translation on cache access.

Not only is the majority of tag related address translations eliminated, but also for
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the shared-data memory references we introduce a new translation scheme, which

utilizes the knowledge of physical page locations in order to replace the power ex-

pensive TLB lookups with simple arithmetic operations. This novel cache tagging

approach coupled with specialized address translations for the shared physical pages

results in very energy efficient cache operations.

3.2.2 Heterogeneous Cache Tagging - A Functional Overview

The proposed cache tagging policy takes into account application information

regarding the page status of the memory location being accesses. A virtual page,

which is known to be mapped to a physical page, which in turn is mapped to at least

one other virtual page from another address space (belonging to another process)

is considered to be shared. Such mappings are established and controlled by the

OS on the request from the application or when there is a need to share code or

data between different address spaces. Physical tags are used with the purpose of

resolving the serious problems which such shared memory pages can cause when

stored in the data cache. The proposed heterogeneous cache tagging in its essence

is a hybrid approach which combines the low-power benefits of virtual tags, with

the cache synonym avoidance properties of physical tags.

Synonyms are multiple virtual addresses which are being mapped to the same

physical address. Synonyms can naturally appear when a shared data in physical

memory is being mapped to different virtual address in more than one tasks in order

to facilitate data communication between processes. With synonyms, only a single
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Figure 3.13: Using PID to eliminate aliasing with virtually tagged caches

copy of the shared data is maintained in physical memory, which is very beneficial

for embedded systems which typically have limited memory resources. Not only is

memory usage minimized, but the performance overhead of copying the shared data

between the processes address spaces is eliminated.

In general-purpose processors, the application usually comes in binary-only

format. Consequently, no information regarding data sharing is available to the

microarchitecture which assumes that a large variety of programs will be executed.

Thus every memory access is assumed to be a potential synonym address. Embed-

ded processors and systems, however, have the distinctive advantage of complete

application knowledge, as the embedded software is usually developed concurrently

with the hardware design or is available in a source code format.

For example, if it is known in advance that there is no shared data mapped

to different address spaces or there is no shared data at all in the target embedded

system, then it is clear that no cache synonyms could exist. Figure 3.21 shows an

example of two processes sharing the cache and no shared physical pages. It can be
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seen that the first virtual pages from both process have the same virtual address,

but they are mapped to different physical pages. In situations like this when no

synonyms are possible, the combination of process ID and virtual address can serve

as the single identifier to differentiate among all data addresses. Even though the

virtual address of the two first pages from both address space are identical, the

Process IDdentifier (PID) of each process which extends the tag would suffice to

distinguish the two identical virtual addresses. Thus no physical address is needed

to locate the data in the cache, and the TLB lookup step prior to access the cache

could be avoided completely. Consequently, the cache for such references can be

virtually-indexed and virtually-tagged with tags extended with process IDs. Only

when physical memory needs to be accessed in the cases of a cache miss or a cache

write-back, the virtual address is translated into physical address through the TLB.

Additionally, the Access Control (AC) bits and other status bits are associated with

each cache block and obtained from the TLB when the data block is placed in the

cache. For virtually-tagged caches it is inevitable that the cache line status bits

need to be extended to contain the access control for the cache line address. Since

no TLB lookup is performed on cache access (and hit) the AC bits (usually from 2

to 4) need to be present in the cache.

In general, however, it is common that multiple processes working under the

same application would need to share data in order to communicate with one an-

other. While the majority of the data accesses are typically non-shared data which

can use virtual tags with the traditional for virtually-tagged caches extension of PID

and AC, as shown in the example in Figure 3.21, special care needs to be taken for
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the memory references mapped to shared physical pages.

A virtual address consists of a VPN and a page offset. When used to access

the cache, the same address is split into block offset, cache index field, and a tag. A

synonym group is the set of VPNs from the different processes, which are mapped to

the same physical page. In order for the cache to work properly it must be ensured

that all the synonyms from the group are mapped to the same cache location in

order to access the shared physical page. If the cache index part of the address is

completely contained within the page offset part, thus implying that the cache index

from the virtual address is identical to the physical index, then no synonyms can

occur if physical tags are used. When the virtual page size, however, is smaller than

the cache size divided by the associativity, then a fraction of the most significant bits
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of the cache index field overlaps with the VPN. The intersection bits of cache index

and VPN are called superset bits, or color bits. The set of synonyms are aligned

if their superset bits are identical to the superset bits of the physical address, as

shown in Figure 3.14. In this case, the virtual cache index is the same as the

physical index, and consequently the physical tag is sufficient to differentiate among

synonyms in the cache. If the superset bits are not identical and do not match with

the corresponding bits from the physical address, which is often the case when no

special care is taken, it becomes possible that the same location in physical memory

is cached at two different cache locations. Furthermore, if the synonyms from the

same groups are only aligned in the virtual address space, i.e. the virtual superset

bits are identical but do not match the physical superset bits, then it is possible that

this synonym group may conflict in the cache with another memory location which

happens to have the same virtual index, virtual superset bits, and physical tags, but

different physical superset bits; such a conflict will not be resolved in the cache with

the physical tags as they are identical. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.15.

Of course, this situation cannot happen if the synonym group is completely aligned

(both in virtual and physical address space) or larger physical tags are used that

overlap the superset bits.

Traditionally, general-purpose processors with virtual memory utilize virtually-

indexed and physically-tagged caches. To avoid the synonym problem, the OS mem-

ory manager is required to align the set of all synonyms to the physical page frames

to which they map, i.e. provide for a complete superset alignment in both virtual

and physical address spaces. Such a requirement imposes a significant constraint
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in terms of physical memory utilization, as physical frames can be placed only in

a subset of all possible page locations. This could impact the page fault rate in

general-purpose systems, while in the case of embedded system with limited physi-

cal memory it could result in cases where such alignment is simply not possible for

the given working set unless physical frames are moved to secondary flash memory.

Not only such requirement is prohibitive for energy-efficient embedded system, but

also such a cache organization requires tag address translations each time the cache

is accessed resulting in significant power consumption.

The technique offers a cache architecture where both virtual and physical tags

are utilized at the same time. Virtual tags are used for the majority of memory

references to non-shared data, while physical tags are used only for references to

shared memory. No restriction in terms of synonym alignment is imposed to the OS

memory manager. A special mode bit is associated to each cache line to indicate

whether a virtual or a physical tag is being used for that cache line. All the cache

lines are virtually indexed, with non-shared data tagged with virtual tags while
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shared data references are tagged with physical tags. Figure 3.22 illustrates an

example where two processes share a data block, while each one of them having its

private data. The shared blocks are identified in advance, in a way described in a

subsequent section, and physically tagged when placed into the cache from physical

memory. The private data blocks are tagged with extended virtual tags. The

physical tag can be translated in parallel with the cache indexing. Thus significant

amount of power for address translation for non-shared data references is saved,

with practically no performance degradation.

As a virtually tagged cache line can overlap with a physically tagged cache

line, the mode bit is used to differentiate between them even if it happens that the

virtual tag is identical to the physical tag - for all practical purposes the mode bit

can be thought of as an extension to the tag. Consequently, when a sequence of

references to private data is being generated by the processor and all of the data is

in the cache, no address translations will be needed to access the cache. In the case

of a cache miss, the address for the missed reference need to be translated in order

to access the physical memory. Furthermore if the replaced cache line is virtually

tagged but dirty (in the case of a write-back cache), it needs to be translated into a

physical address before writeback to memory.

3.2.3 Write-Back and Write-Through Caches

Write-back and write-through organizations need to be treated differently by

the proposed methodology as they treat differently the write accesses to memory.
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For write-back caches, the proposed methodology works as explained so far. Cache

lines containing data from shared memory regions utilize physical tags. For the rest

of the memory, virtual tags are used for both read and write lookups to the data

cache.

When a cache miss occurs, one or two address translations are needed. In the

case of read-only cache lines being replaced, only one translation is needed for the

reference which is being brought to the cache. However, in the case of replacing

a modified cache line, two address translations are needed. The first translation

is to obtain the physical address for the read data and the second for the physical

address of the modified cache line that needs to be stored back to main memory or

to the lower level of the memory hierarchy. The translation for the missed reference,

of course, has a higher priority and needs to be performed first as the processor

is waiting for that data in a way identical to traditional virtually-tagged caches.

The second address translation needs to be performed for the just replaced cache

line. As writing back to memory is typically not a time critical operation for the

processor, it is usually done on the backend of the processor by using a write-buffer

implemented as a queue; for instance, the XScale processor features an 8-entry write

buffer. The entries in the write buffer are written back to memory when the memory

bus is not occupied servicing processor reads. In the organization we propose, the

write operations will enter the write buffer immediately with its virtual address

and a single bit that specifies a virtual address (a write-buffer entry contains the

address and the data to be written). The needed address translation will typically

be performed during the next clock cycle; the only exception being that the TLB is
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needed to translate another cache miss in the subsequent cycle. In such a case, the

write will remain in the write buffer until the TLB is available and its virtual address

is translated into a physical one. Having two cache misses in two consecutive clock

cycles is an extremely rare situation and even in such a case, the write to memory

will be delayed in the write buffer for a cycle, which will not impact the processor

performance. The only modification needed to the TLB controller is the simple

logic that checks whether there is a write buffer entry carrying a virtual address

that needs an address translation. The typical size of a write buffer is four entries

and the needed multiplexing for reading these entries already exists as on cache

miss the processor first checks the write-buffer entries before going to memory. For

the proposed organization checks in the write-buffer are performed in the same

way as in the cache by using either a virtual or a physical tag. Consequently, the

only hardware overhead to the TLB controller is the logic of utmost several gates

that checks the mode bit for the write-buffer entry and subsequently replacing the

write-buffer entry address with a physical one.

Write-through caches propagate each write to the lower level of the memory

hierarchy. Because of this, in the case of memory write the physical address is always

needed regardless of whether the memory location is shared or not. Read memory

references are handled in the same way as for the write-back cache organization.

Consequently, the proposed technique will not achieve as large energy reductions

as in the case of write-back caches. This effect is quantitatively evaluated in our

experimental results. Note that this situation is different from the case explained

above when two address translations are needed. In this case all the writes, which
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hit in the cache, would need to be propagated to physical memory, thus requiring

physical addresses (and the corresponding single TLB lookup) regardless of whether

they are to private or shared memory regions. In order to alleviate the write effect

for write-through caches, we introduce a Physical Page Latch (PPL), which stores

the translated address for the most recent memory write. Together with this latch,

we also introduce a register, which holds the VPN for that most recently accessed

physical page frame. This VPN serves as a tag, which identifies whether the cur-

rently write-accessed memory page is the same as the most recently written to page.

Such a check is preformed by simply comparing the VPN of the write operation

with the VPN stored in the register. In the case of a match, no TLB lookup needs

to be performed as the physical page number for that VPN is present in the PPL.

In this way, a long series of writes to the same memory page will require only a

single TLB lookup for the first write, while all of the subsequent writes will reuse it

from the PPL. The only overhead associated with the PPL is the VPN comparator

activated on a write to memory. The power needed by such a comparator, which is

essentially a collection of XOR gates is extremely smaller, than the power taken by

a TLB lookup. In our experimental results we evaluate in details the utility of the

PPL to achieve significant power reduction for write-through caches.

3.2.4 Identifying the References to Shared Memory

One of the important aspects of the proposed low-power cache tagging orga-

nization is that it needs to be known in advance whether the address generated
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by the processor refers to shared or private data for that program. The proposed

scheme performs address translations only for shared memory regions. It is impor-

tant to understand what these shared regions are with respect to the program’s

address space and when are the addresses of these locations known. In the con-

text of the traditional physically-tagged/virtually-indexed caches and the proposed

heterogeneously-tagged caches, a shared memory region is considered to be a phys-

ical memory page, which is mapped by the OS memory manager into the virtual

address spaces of at least two processes. Such shared physical memory pages exist

for the purpose of communicating data between two different processes running in

different virtual address spaces; it is controlled and provided by the OS in the from

of Inter-Process Communication (IPC) facilities, such as shared memory regions or

shared buffers for message passing. The shared memory pages, following a request

from the application program are mapped to the virtual address space by the OS.

Consequently, this inter-process sharing is always established and performed explic-

itly by the application process and controlled by the OS. The compiler can be easily

made aware through special #pragma directives as of whether a particular data

buffer from the application address space is to be treated as a shared or private.

It is noteworthy to mention that the inter-process memory sharing that re-

quires special attention in terms of caching is completely different from the data

sharing that exists in multi-threaded programs. Multi-threaded applications are

formed by running multiple lines of control (threads) that execute in the same ad-

dress space - the address space of the process within which the threads are created.

Consequently, the multiple threads belonging to that process share the address space
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and any communication between them is to be handled by the programmer with

no intervention of the operating system. Such independence from the OS is the

major advantage of the light-weight threading as switching between them is usually

performed entirely in user space, thus incurring a minimal overhead. From the ad-

dress space and data caching perspectives, however, all the memory accessed by the

multiple threads for sharing or non-sharing purposes amongst them is private for

that address space and is completely indistinguishable from the private memory of

processes which do not carry multiple threads. No cache synonyms are possible for

the thread-level sharing because the threads use the same virtual addresses to access

the internally shared data. From the cache point of view, only memory pages, which

are mapped across multiple address spaces and can thus be referred to by different

virtual addresses can result in cache synonyms.

Since the shared data buffers are explicitly defined by the application process,

they can be easily identified by the compiler and the OS. A mechanism is needed,

however, to distinguish the virtual addresses referring to these inter-process shared

pages with the rest of the virtual pages. One possibility is to use an extra space from

the load/store instructions encoding in order to tag the memory instructions which

refer to shared pages. For shared data, which is explicitly declared by the program-

mer and accessed directly, it is a trivial job for the compiler to tag the corresponding

load/store instructions. However, if the program uses pointers to access such shared

memory pages it becomes significantly more difficult to determine which pointers

can access shared pages; in most of the cases a conservative assumptions need to be

made and the majority of pointers marked as potential references to shared memory
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pages.

An alternative approach, which we have followed and recommend for our tech-

nique, is to distinguish the references to shared data through their virtual addresses.

The modern embedded processors, such as the Intel XScale and the ARM9, feature

a 32-bit virtual address space, which is very large for the demand of any embedded

application. In order to distinguish references to shared pages through the virtual

address, a portion of that address space may be easily reserved for such pages. For

example, a small set of the most significant bits from the virtual address may be used

to signify whether a shared page is being accessed. In this way, the inter-process

shared buffers will be mapped by the OS into the upper parts of the virtual address

space and as such will be trivial to identify at run-time when generated by the pro-

cessor. For instance, a value of “111” in the three most significant virtual address

bits may signal that this is a reference to a shared buffer. The hardware needed for

this check is a simple 3-input AND gate, which constitutes a zero overhead for all

practical purposes.
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3.2.5 Low-Power Synonym Alignment

Preventing memory synonyms to be cached at different cache locations, even

in the case of physically tagged caches, requires a special alignment in physical

memory referred to as page coloring. The OS memory manager must ensure that

for each synonym group the virtual and the physical superset bits are identical. In

embedded systems when the physical memory resource is limited, such alignment

causes additional constraints to the memory management. In order to eliminate

this constraint, we introduce a rapid translation for the superset bits, thus leaving

the virtual and physical pages of shared memory regions unaligned. In such cases,

the superset bits of each virtual page address are not necessary identical to the

superset bits of the physical address. Subsequently, the virtual cache index is no

longer identical to the physical cache index, thus it can potentially conflict with

other virtual cache indices which do not belong to the same synonym group as was

shown in Figure 3.15.

In order to avoid such conflicts, the virtual superset bits need to be translated

to the physical superset bits with minimal costs. In embedded applications which are

intensive on DSP and numerical computations, the shared data buffers are typically

input/output buffers, coefficient tables, or just message passing buffers. For most

of the cases, the shared buffer fits within a single page, and in the cases where it

spans multiple pages it is common to allocate it in consecutive physical memory

addresses and also map it to consecutive virtual address pages. Such consecutive

property shows that their PPNs can be computed by adding an offset to their VPN.
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Moreover, the physical superset bits of each physical address can also be converted

by adding an offset to the virtual superset bits as show in Figure 3.17. The offset can

be determined by the OS when it loads the shared data into the physical memory.

Since the width of superset bits is log2(cache size/(cache associativity∗page size)),

only a few bits need to be manipulated. A fast parallel adder can translate the

physical superset bits rapidly with little delay. Figure 3.23 shows an example of two

processes as in the previous example but with no alignment property. The physical

superset bits are translated with the introduced superset offset adder, and the TLB

for page translation is replaced with the page offset adder which is significantly more

power efficient. Multiple shared buffers could results in multiple offsets present. For

such cases, the multiple offsets can be stored in a very small table (or a small set of

registers/latches), the Synonyms Offset Table (SOT), and retrieved before the add

operation.

As we pointed out in the previous section, the inter-process shared memory
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regions are identified through their virtual addresses. Each such shared buffer is

allocated in a pre-specified region of the large virtual address space, which can be

uniquely identified by a small subset of the most significant virtual address bits. For

example, shared data buffers can be mapped only in the upper half of the virtual

address space each such buffer can be placed in a partition, which is uniquely identi-

fied by the three bits to the right of the most significant address bit. Consequently,

these identifying address bits can be easily used as a direct index into the synonyms

offset table to obtain the offsets needed to compute the aligned superset bits as well

the physical page number of the shared memory page. The most significant virtual

address bit in this example is used as an indication for whether the referenced data

belongs to a shared memory page or not.
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3.2.6 Hardware Support

The proposed methodology requires a specialized hardware support, which

purpose is to perform the different cache access policies for synonym and private

references. Changes are needed in the cache line structure and the address transla-

tion path to the data cache.

Each data cache line is associated with an additional bit to indicate whether

a physical tag for a synonym or a virtual tag for non-synonym reference is being

used. To accommodate the virtual tags, the tag field is extended with a Process ID

(PID) and Access Controls (AC) bits. The AC bits are transferred from TLB when

the cache line is placed from physical memory. Extending the cache tags with PIDs

and also associating the AC bits with the cache line is not a requirement freshly

introduced by the proposed heterogeneously-tagged cache, but a general requirement

of the traditional virtually-tagged caches. Since the proposed technique effectively

makes the cache function as a virtually-tagged cache for many references to the

cache with no TLB looksups, the small PID and AC extensions to the cache line

are required. In our experimental results we take into account the power overhead

of these bits.

A very small table (or a small set of registers), the Synonyms Offset Table

(SOT), is introduced to capture the few offset constants needed for the superset

bit alignment and for address translation for the shared pages. As shown in Fig-

ure 3.26a, each SOT entry includes a VPN offset field, a superset offset field, and the

access control bits. Each SOT entry represents one shared data block. The SOT
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is directly indexed by a few of the most significant virtual address bits. For our

experimental results we have assumed 8 entries/registers. As the number of SOT

entries bounds the number of shared regions that can be aligned and translated

through adders, it is important that there is enough SOT entries for this. However,

because of the nature of this inter-process sharing, which typically corresponds to

input/output data buffers and buffers for message passing, the number of shared

regions is very small and almost always within the range of 2-4. Even though our

benchmark did not require so many SOT entries, in order to be conservative in the

evaluation of our approach we have accounted for the power overhead of an 8-entry

SOT.

The number of SOT entries establishes an upper bound of the number of shared

regions per process that can be handled with the adder-based synonym alignment.

If the number of such regions exceed the number of SOT entries, the remaining

shared regions can be handled in the traditional way through the TLB and memory

alignment. An example virtual address space layout is shown in Figure 3.26b. The

upper quarter of the address space is reserved for shared buffers, which are always

mapped by the OS in this part of the address space. Depending on the number of

SOT entries, a corresponding number of shared buffers are mapped into the upper

half of the shared memory portions of the address space. The remaining shared

buffers are mapped in the lower half of that space, thus translated through the

TLB and aligned by the OS in physical memory. With such a layout it becomes

trivial to distinguish the address to the inter-process shared memory through a

single 2-input AND gate connected to the 2 most significant bits of the virtual
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address. The 3rd most significant bits is used to determine whether the reference

will be aligned through the proposed superset alignment architecture or will use

the TLB. Even though the delay of the region identification logic and accessing the

very small SOT is trivial, it can be completely hidden as well. Practically all high-

end embedded processors support indexed addressing modes where the value of an

immediate field or index register is added to a base register in order to compute

the effective virtual address. The value of the base register typically contains an

address of a memory segment where the accessed data are allocated. The most

significant bits, which define the segment’s positions remain the same in this process

as the index register or the immediate field typically contain only an offset within

that segment. In this way the most significant bits of the virtual address, which

determine whether the reference is to a shared region are available earlier in the

pipeline before the actual effective address computation and as such can be used to

index the SOT and obtain the superset offset prior to entering the memory pipeline

stage. Consequently, determining the type of memory address and accessing the

SOT table do not introduce any performance overhead.

For all non-shared references, the virtual tag is extended with the PID and

send to access the data cache block. The access-control bits field is an aggregate of

the access control bits for each VPN in the shared memory block. This aggregation

relaxes the access right granularity from page level to multiple consecutive pages of

a shared memory block. However, it is very rare that different pages in the shared

block have different access rights.

The two adders are used to rapidly and energy-efficiently translate the VPN
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and the virtual superset for synonym addresses. The virtual superset bits are added

to the superset offset to form an index to the data cache. The VPN tag is added

to the VPN offset and the translated physical tag is send to the tag comparator in

parallel to the cache indexing. The width of the VPN field is usually much larger

than that of superset bits. For 32 bit address and 4k page size with the 16k cache

column size, the VPN is 20 bits and the superset is 2 bits. Consequently, the delay

of the superset offset adder is much smaller than the delay of the VPN adder. As

only the small (typically 2-bit wide) superset adder is on the cache access path, the

introduced delay is extremely small. The longer VPN to PPN adder, which replaces

the traditional TLB lookup, is on a path parallel to the cache indexing, hence

introducing no performance overhead. In any case, the adder delay is significantly

smaller than the TLB delay, which it replaces. In our experimental results we

have taken into account the extra energy introduced by the superset and the VPN

adders. The entire hardware architecture of the proposed approach is presented in
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Figure 3.27.

3.2.7 Experimental Results

In evaluating the proposed technique, we have performed a quantitative anal-

ysis and comparison between baseline data cache with default TLB structure and

the proposed architecture of heterogeneously tagged cache. We have evaluated both

the adder-based translation and a traditional TLB-based translation for the shared

memory regions. The baseline assumes aligned synonyms, thus the reported advan-

tages would be even larger in reality as handling non-aligned shared memory pages

requires extra hardware or software support in the baseline architecture.

In our experimental study we have explored two major configuration. The first

configuration is representative for the Intel XScale processors and consists of 32K

data cache and 32-entry fully associative TLB; both direct-mapped and 4-way set-

associative data cache organizations have been evaluated. The second configuration,

which corresponds to the ARM 920T processors, consists of 16K data cache and 64-

entry fully associative TLB. Similarly to the first configuration, both direct-mapped

and 4-way set-associative data cache organizations have been evaluated. The virtual

page size is kept conventionally to 4K size. The energy for each access to data cache

and D-TLB are estimated using the Cacti-4 [109] tool, with process technology of

0.18µm.

Table 3.6 shows the dynamic energy (per access) and the leakage power for

the baseline cache architectures, the TLBs, and the heterogeneously tagged cache
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32-DM 32-4SA 16-DM 16-4SA TLB-32 TLB-64

Dynamic 0.06845/ 0.29496/ 0.06051/ 0.18089/ 0.08393 0.19222

(nJ) 0.07072 0.29825 0.06084 0.18516

Leakage 0.30440/ 0.30446/ 0.15280/ 0.15935/ 0.00933 0.01786

(mW) 0.31323 0.31207 0.16183 0.16338

Table 3.6: Energy for the baseline and the proposed D-Cache/TLB architectures

architecture. The baseline caches are physically tagged and no special tag extensions

beyond the standard ones, such as valid and dirty mode bits, are modeled. For this

configuration we have used the default Cacti-4 models. The proposed technique

relies on a support for virtual tags, thus requiring the tags to be extended with

process identifier (PID) and access control (AC) bits. For this we have added 4 extra

bits for PID and 2 bits for AC. The only extra bit that our methodology requires,

which is in addition to the typical support for virtual tags, is the V/P-bit that

specifies the type of the tag; we have included that bit as well to the total of 7 extra

mode bits compared to the baseline cache. To model these bits, we have used the

standard support for extending the tags in Cacti-4, which is implemented through a

special variable, which sole purpose is to define any tag extensions, if needed. Each

entry in Table 3.6 depicts a pair of numbers; the first number corresponds to the

baseline cache, while the second one for the heterogeneously tagged cache. The last

two columns show the energy numbers for the 32- and the 64-entry TLB that we

have used for our experiments. As the proposed technique requires no modifications
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to the TLB, a single number is shown. The TLB energy numbers are similarly

obtained through Cacti-4. In order to model a TLB structure, we have modified

the number of address bits to match the VPN length of 20 bits (4K pages within

32-bit address space). Since the proposed technique reduces dynamic power only,

the numbers for the leakage power show the impact of the technique on the leakage.

As can be seen from the numbers, because of the slight increase in the tag size, the

leakage power is slightly increased. This increase, however, is extremely small; for

instance, for the 32K caches the increase is around 2%, while for the 16K caches it

is around 2.5%.

We have performed our experimental study on a set of widely used multimedia

benchmarks from the Mediabench [103] set. The SimpleScalar [105] toolset is used

as a simulation test-bed. All the input and output buffers used by these applica-

tions are considered shared memory. In a multitasking environment, these input and

output data buffers (speech/image/video frames) would be usually communicated

from one process to another. For simulation purposes we have captured the address

ranges of these shared memory buffers and have provided them to the simulation en-

vironment, which was appropriately modified to model the proposed heterogeneous

cache tagging. Through architectural simulations, the execution statistics, includ-

ing the total number of TLB/cache accesses and the number of accessed to the

shared memory regions are collected. The overall power consumption is computed

by summing the energy needed for all data cache accesses and address translations

accounting for the entire application program.

Table 3.12 shows the baseline D-TLB characteristics. The first row in the table
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adpcm g721 gsm epic jpeg mpeg mp3

TLB-32 75 4051 4381 640 494 28666 26634

TLB-64 171 9279 10034 1465 1131 65654 60999

32K-DM/32 136 7356 7954 1161 897 52047 48357

32K-4SA/32 338 18290 19778 2887 2230 129410 120235

16K-DM/64 225 12200 13193 1926 1487 86322 80202

16K-4SA/64 332 18011 19476 2843 2196 127437 118401

Table 3.7: Baseline D-TLB and overall D-Cache+TLB energy (in µJ)

contains the benchmark name. The first 6 applications belong to the Mediabench

set of benchmarks, while the seventh application is a widely used open source mp3

encoder. The next two rows report the energy (in µJ) dissipated by the 32-entry and

the 64-entry fully associative TLBs only, respectively. The 32-entry TLB is used in

combination with a 32KB cache as in the Intel XScale, while the 64-entry is used

in combination with a 16KB cache as in the ARM9 architecture. The subsequent

two rows show the combined energy of a 32KB cache, direct-mapped and 4-way set-

associative, and a 32-entry TLB. The last two rows report the energy of the 16KB

cache, direct-mapped and 4-way set-associative, and a 64-entry TLB.

Table 3.8 shows some important execution statistics for each benchmark. All

the numbers reported in this table are in thousands. The total number of memory

accesses is reported in the first row, while the number of accesses to shared memory
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adpcm g721 gsm epic jpeg mpeg mp3

Access 891 48272 52199 7621 5885 341549 317333

Shared 590 295 251 2018 134 93306 4335

Writes 373 11640 11784 841 1620 22924 82971

Private Writes 4 11640 11683 547 1588 21867 80960

Table 3.8: Benchmark cache access statistics (x1000)

regions is shown in the second row. The third row (Writes) show the number of

memory writes, while the last row reports the number of memory writes to the

shared memory buffers. It can be seen, for example, that for adpcm the shared

memory accesses are a large part of the total number of accesses, while for gsm

they are a relatively small part of all the accesses. This can be easily explained by

the fact that adpcm is not computationally intensive and most of its work processes

directly its input and output stream of speech frames. Gsm similarly works on a

stream of speech frames, however, it is significantly more computationally intensive

and for each frame it performs a large number of operations and accesses to the

private state of the computation.

We first evaluate the effect on the data cache of using the proposed heteroge-

neously tagged cache organization for write-back cache policy. The physical address

translation uses the default D-TLB. For the memory accesses to non-shared mem-

ory regions, the overhead is in extending the cache tag with access control bits and
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adpcm g721 gsm epic jpeg mpeg mp3

Enrg(32kD) 113 3441 3713 721 512 34006 24731

Red.(32kD) 33.7/17.1 99.3/53.2 99.5/53.3 71.6/37.9 80.5/42.9 65.6/34.7 91.4/48.9

Enrg(32k4) 315 14422 15590 2450 1851 111203 96545

Red.(32k4) 33.7/6.61 99.4/21.2 99.5/21.2 72.3/15.1 80.6/16.7 67.4/14.1 92.9/19.7

Enrg(16kD) 168 2999 3226 887 582 44319 25680

Red.(16kD) 33.7/25.5 99.3/75.4 99.5/75.6 71.1/54.0 80.2/60.9 64.2/48.7 89.6/68.0

Enrg(16k4) 278 8995 9714 1818 1312 84627 63354

Red.(16k4) 33.7/16.2 99.4/50.1 99.5/50.1 72.2/36.1 80.4/40.3 67.4/33.6 92.5/46.5

Het.-Tag &

Adder Tr.:

Enrg(32kD) 66 3415 3693 551 501 26679 23586

Red.(32kD) 95.7/51.2 100.0/53.6 100.0/53.6 98.2/52.6 82.8/41.1 91.2/48.7 95.7/51.2

Enrg(32k4) 269 14399 15570 2285 1840 104361 95766

Red.(32k4) 95.7/20.3 100.0/21.3 100.0/21.3 98.2/20.9 82.8/17.5 91.3/19.4 95.8/20.4

Enrg(16kD) 57 2939 3177 476 551 25924 21859

Red.(16kD) 98.1/74.5 100.0/75.9 100.0/75.9 99.2/75.3 82.9/62.9 92.2/70.0 95.8/72.7

Enrg(16k4) 168 8939 9666 1423 1283 68322 61258

Red.(16k4) 98.1/49.4 100.0/50.4 100.0/50.4 99.2/50.0 82.9/41.6 92.3/46.4 95.9/48.3

Table 3.9: Energy consumption of proposed organization for write-back caches
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process ID bits; no tag translation is performed for such memory accesses. When

there is a cache miss or a write-back of a cache line containing a virtual tag, the

D-TLB is used to obtain the physical memory address. Note that in the case of re-

placing a modified cache line associated with a virtual tag, two address translations

would be needed - one for the address of the new data which is being brought to

the cache and one for the dirty cache line that needs to be stored back to memory.

In our evaluation we have taken into account this situations and the correspond-

ing number of address translations have been performed. For potentially synonym

memory references, i.e. memory references to shared memory regions, the cache

access mechanism is identical to the traditional mechanism with the tag part of the

address translated through the D-TLB.

Subsequently, we include the effect of the tag and superset bits translation

trough the introduced adder-based physical address computation logic. For private

memory accesses, the energy per access is unchanged. However, for accesses to

shared memory regions, the translation overhead includes the read from the Syn-

onyms Offset Table (SOT) in order to obtain the superset bits offset and the VPN

offset. It also includes the two adders to compute the physical superset bits and

the PPN. In our experiments we have included the energy consumption of the SOT

tables and the two adders, the small (2-3 bit) superset bit translation adder and the

wider (20-bit) VPN translation adder. We have modeled the SOT energy through

Cacti-4 by specifying a small direct-mapped cache with a data array of 8 entries,

each 24-bits wide. This is achieved by modifying the address bits and the bit-

lines accordingly. The energy for this very small SRAM array have amounted to
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adpcm g721 gsm epic jpeg mpeg mp3

Enrg(32kD) 113 4417 4693 764 622 35682 31092

Red.(32kD) 33.3/16.9 75.2/39.9 77.1/41.0 64.8/34.2 58.2/30.6 59.8/31.4 67.5/35.7

Enrg(32k4) 316 15399 16570 2494 1961 112903 102926

Red.(32k4) 33.3/6.5 75.3/15.8 77.1/16.2 65.5/13.6 58.3/12.0 61.5/12.8 68.9/14.4

Enrg(16kD) 168 5236 5472 985 834 48132 40055

Red.(16kD) 33.3/25.2 75.2/57.1 77.1/58.5 64.4/48.8 58.0/44.0 58.3/44.2 66.0/50.1

Enrg(16k4) 279 11232 11959 1918 1563 88519 77931

Red.(16k4) 33.3/16.0 75.3/37.6 77.1/38.6 65.4/32.6 58.1/28.8 61.5/30.5 68.6/34.2

Het.-Tag &

Adder Tr.:

Enrg(32kD) 66 3479 3757 554 508 26789 24000

Red.(32kD) 95.7/51.2 98.4/52.7 98.5/52.8 97.7/52.3 81.4/43.3 90.8/48.5 94.1/50.4

Enrg(32k4) 269 14462 15634 2288 1847 104472 96181

Red.(32k4) 95.7/20.3 98.4/20.9 98.5/21.0 97.8/20.8 81.4/17.2 91.0/19.3 94.2/20.0

Enrg(16kD) 58 3002 3241 479 558 26032 22267

Red.(16kD) 98.1/74.5 99.3/75.4 99.3/75.4 99.0/75.1 82.3/62.5 92.0/69.8 95.1/72.2

Enrg(16k4) 168 9003 9730 1426 1290 68433 61672

Red.(16k4) 98.1/49.4 99.3/50.0 99.4/50.0 99.0/49.9 82.3/41.3 92.1/46.3 95.2/47.9

Table 3.10: Energy consumption of proposed organization for write-through caches
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0.00237nJ . An alternative implementation for the SOT is to simply use a set of reg-

isters, which would consume a similar amount of power. It is evident that the SOT

energy is orders of magnitude smaller than the energy of the caches or the TLBs.

We have accounted for the power consumption of the both adder circuits by using

the data presented in [110]. In that research project the authors have implemented

and evaluated in terms of power and performance a number of different parallel

adder architectures. They have used a 0.13µm process technology to implement the

adders. For our study we have used the Carry-Select Adder (CSA), which in terms

of speed is very close to the fastest adders (SCL and KS) while exhibiting an area

complexity close to the one of the traditional ripple-carry adder. The experimental

results show that a 32-bit CSA adder has been measured to dissipate 1.78pJ per

access. Using the Cacti formula for scaling process technologies (linear correlation

in gate-size and quadratic in voltage) we have estimated the CSA energy for the

0.18µm technology process of our cache, TLB, and SOT components, and subse-

quently scaled it down (linearly) to a 20-bit and 3-bit adders. The energy numbers

that we have computed thus for our 20-bit and 3-bit adders are 2.37pJ and 0.1pJ ,

respectively.

Table 3.9 shows energy dissipation for the proposed methodology for writeback

cache organization. The table is split into two halves. The upper half reports the

total energy for the four cache/TLB organizations enabled with heterogeneous tag-

ging and the energy reductions for these configurations compared to baseline cache

+ TLB organization. The energy reductions reported are in percentage and for each

benchmark we include a pair of numbers. The first number shows the energy reduc-
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adpcm g721 gsm epic jpeg mpeg mp3

Enrg(32kD) 82 3527 3756 718 517 34036 25558

Red.(32kD) 75.1/39.9 97.2/52.1 98.5/52.8 72.0/38.2 79.6/42.4 65.5/34.6 88.3/47.1

Enrg(32k4) 284 14509 15633 2448 1855 111257 97392

Red.(32k4) 75.0/15.8 97.2/20.7 98.5/21.0 72.7/15.2 79.7/16.8 67.2/14.0 89.7/19.0

Enrg(16kD) 97 3197 3325 880 592 44363 27380

Red.(16kD) 75.0/56.9 97.2/73.8 98.5/74.8 71.6/54.3 79.3/60.2 64.1/48.6 86.8/65.9

Enrg(16k4) 208 9193 9813 1812 1321 84750 65256

Red.(16k4) 75.0/37.5 97.2/49.0 98.5/49.6 72.6/36.3 79.5/39.8 67.2/33.5 89.3/44.9

Het.-Tag &

Adder Tr.:

Enrg(32kD) 64 3421 3696 551 501 26681 23640

Red.(32kD) 98.4/52.7 99.8/53. 99.9/53.5 98.2/52.6 82.8/44.1 91.2/48.7 95.5/51.1

Enrg(32k4) 267 14404 15573 2284 1840 104364 95821

Red.(32k4) 98.4/20.9 99.8/21.2 99.9/21.3 98.2/20.9 82.8/17.5 91.3/19.4 95.6/20.3

Enrg(16kD) 55 2944 3180 476 552 25925 21907

Red.(16kD) 99.3/75.4 99.9/75.9 100.0/75.9 99.2/75.3 82.9/62.9 92.2/70.0 95.7/2.7

Enrg(16k4) 166 8945 9669 1423 1283 68326 61312

Red.(16k4) 99.3/50.0 99.9/50.3 100.0/50.4 99.2/50.0 82.9/41.6 92.3/46.4 95.8/48.2

Table 3.11: Energy consumption of proposed organization for write-through caches

with a latched most-recently written physical page
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tion of the address translation logic only. This only include the energy dissipated by

the TLB. The second number reports the total energy reduction for the data cache

and the TLB. Clearly, the TLB reductions are directly proportional to the number

of shared memory accesses and how large of a fraction they are to the total number

of accesses. As can be seen from the table, the TLB energy reductions for adpcm

are around 33% only since this benchmarks features a large number of accesses to

shared memory. On the other extreme is gsm, which achieves 99% TLB energy

reduction as it is heavily dominated by local computations, which do not access the

shared input/output buffers. The other benchmarks span the range of 67%-92%

TLB energy reductions. The total (cache+TLB) energy reduction depends on both

the TLB reduction and also on the energy complexity of the particular cache or-

ganization. The reduction for 4-way set-associative cache tend to be smaller than

the reduction for direct-mapped caches, as the former cache organization is signif-

icantly more power consuming than the latter. It is noteworthy that the proposed

heterogeneously tagged organization does not reduce the energy dissipated by the

cache - it only eliminates the need for translating the tags for most of the accesses to

the cache, thus achieving its power reductions from the significantly reduced TLB

energy. We report the total (cache+TLB) energy reductions in order to evaluate

what is the energy impact of the proposed technique to the entire cache system.

The lower half of Table 3.9 reports the total energy and the energy reductions

for the same cache/TLB configurations but this time using the adder-based trans-

lation for the superset bits and tags of the accesses to shared memory regions. The

organization of the rows is identical to the upper half of the table. Since the TLB
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lookups for the shared memory regions are replaced with the much less energy con-

suming adder operation, it can be seen from the table that the address translation

energy reductions are in the range of 82%-99%. This energy reduction include the

energy overhead of the SOT table and the both adder circuits.

Table 3.10 shows the energy dissipation and reductions for write-through

caches. For this cache organization there is a cache write-back operation for each

memory write operation. Consequently, address translation is required for each

memory write. Therefore, for the case of write-through cache organization, the pro-

posed methodology reduces the power on reads to private memory regions only; all

the write references and the references to shared memory regions would need to be

translated as they either utilize physical tag or need a physical address in order to

access the lower level of the memory hierarchy. The organization of Table 3.10 is

identical to the previous table. It is similarly split into two halves, where the upper

half reports on the basic heterogeneously-tagged architecture, while the lower half

shows the impact on the adder-based superset alignment and tag translation. Write-

through caches, as expected, result in less energy savings as compared to write-back

caches, due to the need to perform address translation for each write operation re-

gardless whether it is to a shared or private memory. The energy reductions for

most of the benchmarks are with 10%-25% less than the reductions for write-back

caches.

Table 3.11 shows the energy dissipation and reductions for write-through cache

with the introduction of the Physical Page Latch (PPL) caching of the last address

translation as described in Section 3.2.3. For this architecture, the physical address
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for the last write memory operation is stored into a special output address latch,

accompanied by the VPN, which serves as a tag. Thus if two subsequent writes

access the same physical page frame, no address translation needs to be performed

for the writes after the first one. The translated physical address is latched and

reused for any subsequent writes to the same memory page. The organization of

this table is identical to the previous two tables. It is clear from the data in this table

that the PPL optimization helps significantly for write-through caches and brings

back the energy reductions close to the ones for write-back caches. Interestingly, for

the epic benchmark write-through caches with the PPL optimization achieve slightly

better energy reductions than the write-back cache, which can be attributed to a

series of write-backs to the same memory page that can benefit from the PPL and

avoid address translations.

3.3 Address Translation through Arithmetic Operations

3.3.1 Introduction

The TLB and page table organization assume no prior knowledge regarding the

application virtual access patterns and also no assumption is being made regarding

the physical addresses where the pages are placed. Such a general organization is

needed for general-purpose processors, but can be significantly refined for embedded

processors where the program or the set of programs to be executed is known in

advance.

By leveraging the unique embedded system characteristics, we introduce a
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methodology for application-driven address translation where most of the TLB

lookups are replaced with fast and energy-efficient arithmetic add operations. As

mapping multiple tasks to the same processor becomes a common case for many

embedded systems, light-weight and real-time OS kernels are used. These systems

typically allocate and load the physical pages for all the applications during boot

time, and subsequently keep the memory map unchanged during the system run-

time, and especially within the application hotspots, where most of the execution

occurs. In such cases, the address translation scheme can be significantly improved

as not only are the application VPNs known but also the physical frames to which

these VPNs map are fixed and known after loading the system. Typically, the set

of VPNs accessed by the program constitute segments of consecutive VPNs. Such

VPN sequences correspond to the various data objects accessed by the application.

When the OS allocates the physical pages during system load, it has the freedom

to place them at various positions but typically they are allocated consecutively in

oder to maximize the utilization of physical memory. If the translation architecture

is to exploit this knowledge, the mapping between VPNs and their corresponding

physical pages can be easily established by the addition of fixed offset instead of

looking it up in a table.

In this section, we target the sequence of consecutive VPNs mapped to con-

secutive physical pages. With the help of the compiler and the OS such pairs are

identified and the adjustment constant enabling the arithmetic transformation from

VPN to PPN determined and captured by the proposed translation hardware. Sub-

sequently, during program execution this constant is added to the VPN in order to
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compute the corresponding PPN. In this way, a significant amount of power is saved

as no accesses to the power-hungry TLB are performed. As an additional benefit of

avoiding TLB lookups, such a translation always succeeds as there is no possibility

of unpredictable conflicts which typically prevent the TLB from finding the trans-

lation entry. In this way, the execution time of the important program fragments

is not only improved but can also be statically estimated with higher precision as a

part of the Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) analysis [95, 111] - an extremely

important requirement for any real-time system.

As implementation flexibility is one of the major advantages of using embedded

processor cores, it is extremely important that the hardware support for the pro-

posed technique is reprogrammable. In this way, the proposed technique is applied

across multiple applications and even across multiple parts of the same program.

Consequently, the proposed hardware support includes a set of registers which cap-

ture the information regarding the VPN segments and the adjustment constant to

produce the corresponding physical pages. In this way, by changing the information

captured in these registers (usually controlled by the OS or the compiler) we are

able to efficiently reprogram the hardware support in order to apply the proposed

technique to another program or program phase within the same application.

3.3.2 Arithmetic Address Translation

Multitasking operating systems are extensively used in many embedded appli-

cations [6, 112]. To share the limited physical memory and provide protection of the
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Figure 3.21: A data object forming a

VPN-segment

Figure 3.22: Multiple objects forming a

VPN-segment

kernel and user tasks, various virtual memory management schemes are utilized. In

practice, any real-time OS loads all the tasks to the physical memory at boot/load

time, and does not replace physical pages during runtime of the system. The reason

for this being that moving physical frames to slower memory might introduce signif-

icant delays when these frames are needed later and also introduce unpredictability

in the execution times of time-critical parts of the application.

Traditionally, TLB architectures assume no information regarding current

physical location (PPNs) of VPNs, i.e. an arbitrary PPN is assumed each time

that virtual page is accessed. Consequently, the VPN-to-PPN mapping is captured

in a tabular form; the TLB lookup mechanisms uses only the VPN as an input

parameter and retrieves the PPN, which can have an arbitrary value. Often times,

however, especially in the domain of resource constrained and real-time embedded

applications, there is a strong linear correlation between the VPNs and their re-

spective PPNs. For instance, a computationally intensive function or a loop would

require accesses to a number of data objects such as data buffers or coefficient ta-
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bles. Each such data object occupies a consecutive address range in the virtual

address space of the program, i.e. the object is placed across a set of consecutive

VPNs. Even though in theory the corresponding physical frames are allowed to oc-

cupy arbitrary locations and migrate during run-time, for practical reasons the set

of PPNs is usually fixed during the execution of the critical program function/loop

and, furthermore occupies (or can be enforced to occupy) consecutive physical lo-

cations. Such sequences of VPNs and their PPNs are refered to as VPN-segments

and PPN-segments. Figures 3.21 and 3.22 illustrate two situations where VPN-

segments are mapped to PPN-segments. First, a single data object is shown to

form one VPN-segment, while in the second example, three distinct data objects

form a single VPN-segment, which is mapped to a single PPN-segment. The latter

situation is relevant to closely related data objects, such as coefficient tables and a

set of frames from a data stream, which are accessed by an application function or

a loop.

Clearly, in situations where data objects reside within VPN-segments, which
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in turn are mapped to PPN-segments, the linear correlation between the VPNs and

the PPNs can be exploited to efficiently compute the PPNs for each VPN. This

computation can be effected by adding a predefined constant offset, which we refer

to as a Segment Adjustment (SA). The value of the SA constant depends on the

particular physical location at which the PPN-segment is placed. All the VPNs in

a VPN-segment can be transformed directly to their PPN by adding the same SA.

By avoiding the power consuming TLB lookups and replacing them with fast and

energy-efficient addition operations not only is power significantly reduced but also

performance is improved and made deterministic since for the majority of load/store

instructions a single-cycle address translation can be guaranteed. The net effect on

the address translation power is quite significant. For the majority of memory

accesses, the address translation would be performed through an energy-efficient

adder operation instead of a lookup into a highly associative TLB structure.

When executing a particular part of the program, such as a loop or a func-

tion, multiple VPN-segments can be expected to exist. Naturally, each such VPN-

segment requires a different SA constant to perform the computation between VPNs

and PPNs. Figure 3.23 shows such an example where two VPN-segments exist; the

proposed address translation for these two VPN-segments is achieved through the

corresponding SA as shown in the figure. The hardware architecture must be pre-

pared to determine to which VPN-segment does the memory reference belong to

and then to compute the PPN accordingly.

In order to efficiently implement the outlined address translation technique, a

cooperative support from the compiler, the operating system, and the hardware is
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required. In general, the set of possible VPN-segments need to be identified during

compile-time so that during program load, the OS memory manager is informed

about this set of potential VPN-segments and is requested to allocate, if possible,

the corresponding PPNs in such a way so that they form PPN-segments as well. A

mechanism is also required to associate load/store instruction to VPN-segments, so

that the hardware architecture identifies the corresponding SA in order to compute

the correct PPNs. The hardware architecture is required to capture the set of SA

constants for each active VPN-segment and use them appropriately to compute the

PPN. The OS loader is responsible for identifying the correct SAs and to store them

into the specialized hardware architecture.

3.3.3 Compiler and OS Support

It has been known that practically any program spends most of its execution

times in a few relatively small parts of its code, typically corresponding to loops or

functions. Such parts of the code are usually referred to as phases of hotspots [87, 88].

By targeting the application hotspots, practically all the benefits from the proposed

technique can be achieved with minimal OS and hardware cost. Consequently, the

proposed technique is applied on the application hotspots, while for the rest of the

infrequently executed part of the applications, the general-purpose TLB address

translation mechanism is used. Upon entering or exiting a hotspot, the compiler

inserts a special setup code which stores certain information into special registers

and tables implemented as a part of the specialized hardware support and, thus,
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Figure 3.24: Compiler support and setup code insertion

informs the OS and the hardware that a hotspot has just been entered.

The role of the compiler and the profiler in the proposed approach is very

important. Initially, the application is profiled in order to identify the hotspots.

Each hotspot is targeted by our approach in an independent manner. At that stage

after the linking is performed, the set of all VPN-segments is identified. This set

consists of groups of consecutive VPNs into which various data objects accessed by

the program are mapped. For each hotspots, it is also determined which subset of

these VPN-segments is required.

Figure 3.24 illustrates the compiler role in the proposed technique. After the

set of all VPN-segments is identified, the compiler inserts a special setup code,

which is executed in the very beginning of the program, before the application code

is run. The purpose of this setup code is to inform the OS memory manager that the

compile/link analysis has identified the provided set of VPN-segments and that the
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OS loader must try to allocate the corresponding PPNs in physical memory in such a

way so that they form PPN-segments as well. Due to reasons of memory compaction

and that the set of distinct VPN-segments is usually small, the OS loader would be

able to map most (if not all of them) to PPN-segments. The compiler also inserts

a special setup code prior to entering each hotspot. The purpose of this setup code

is to inform the OS and the hardware support that an application hotspot is about

to be executed; it also informs the OS which VPN-segments are accessed by that

hotspot. This information is needed by the OS so that the appropriate SA constants

are loaded in the hardware tables for run-time utilization by the arithmetic address

translation hardware. The values of the SA constants are initialized at this time

with their appropriate values, given the current placement of the PPN-segments. In

most cases, these values will not change as the physical frame placement is usually

fixed. A similar setup code is inserted on the exit from the hotspot, in order to

notify the OS and the hardware that the hotspot has finished and that a default

D-TLB address translation must be used from this point.

In order to insert the proper hotspot setup code, the compiler needs to iden-

tify the VPN-segments accessed inside the hot-spot. Such a step is requires since

due to limited hardware resources only a certain number of VPN-segments would

be possible to target. These VPN-segments are selected by giving priority to the

ones with the highest frequency of access - an information easily collected from the

program profile. When the maximum VPN-segments supported by the hardware is

reached, the memory references to the remaining VPNs are assigned to use the de-

fault D-TLB. Figure 3.24 illustrates this by showing that the first hotspot is assigned
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Figure 3.25: Mapping load/store instructions to VPN-segments

the set of VPN-segments denoted as HS1, while the second hot-spot is assigned the

set HS2. A priority measure, as already mentioned, could be the total number of

accesses to a particular VPN-segment. Another measure could be the size of the

segment, since when cached in the default D-TLB, the smaller segment would have

fewer VPNs and thus be less susceptible to conflicts than a larger segment with more

VPNs. In Section 3.3.6 we see that for most of the benchmarks all of the VPNs

inside the application hotspots are a part of a VPN-segment and the total number

of VPN-segments per hot-spot is small.

After identifying the VPN-segments within the hot-spots, the compiler needs

to provide an identification as of to which VPN-segment does a particular load/store

instruction (memory reference) belong to. Figure 3.25 illustrates the structure of this

mapping. As the number of VPN-segments is very small per application hotspot,

this information can be easily encoded as a part of the load/store instruction en-

coding. Since the number of segments is limited to only a very few (up to 4 for

all practical purposes as our results demonstrate), the number of bits needed to

encode the VPN-segments is limited to two or three. Such an identification scheme
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implies that each load/store instruction accesses VPNs which belong to the same

VPN-segment. This is true for almost any case, and particularly for embedded

DSP/multimedia applications, where the application hotspots access a number of

arrays or matrices in a regular way. If there is load/store instruction that represent

pointer accesses across various VPN-segments, it is assigned to the default D-TLB

as this types of memory references cannot take advantage of the proposed approach.

Our experimental results, however, demonstrate that such situations are limited

especially for embedded applications.

3.3.4 Hardware Support

The proposed methodology requires a specialized hardware support that per-

forms the arithmetic-based address translation and the actions needed for its proper

functionality. Special hardware support is needed in order to identify the VPN-

segments, to read the SA constant and perform the addition operation to compute

the PPN. Consequently, a small table is needed to capture the SA constants for all

the supported VPN-segments per application hot-spot. The Segment Adjustment

Table (SAT) is introduced for this purpose. An entry in the SAT contains an SA

constant for a particular VPN-segment. The SAT size is limited to 8 or 4 entries,

as for all of the applications on which we have applied to proposed technique, the

total number of VPN-segments is well below 8 and in many cases below 4. In our

experiments we have evaluated both 4 and 8- entries SAT tables.

Figure 3.26 shows the organization of the SAT table and how its content is
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used to compute the PPN for a given VPN. The special bits identifying the VPN-

segment are encoded by the compiler within the load/store instruction code are

used to directly index into this small table. As mentioned earlier, in our study we

have limited the number of SAT entries to 8/4 as the number of VPN-segments per

hot-spots is typically well below these number; our experiments demonstrate that

a 4-entry SAT achieves almost all of the reductions that an 8-entry SAT achieves

for most of the benchmarks. This is also very beneficial in terms of minimizing

the overhead on the load/store instruction encoding. The SA constant read from

the SAT table is fed to an adder which adds it to the VPN in order to obtain the

physical page frame number. It is noteworthy that the access to the SAT table is

performed early in the pipeline right after decoding the load/store instruction. Only

the adder is utilized in the pipeline stage where the virtual address is computed and

its corresponding physical address determined.

When the PPN-segments are loaded by the OS to the physical memory, their

offsets are computed given the starting addresses of the corresponding VPN-segments.
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After computing these values, the OS loader places them in a predefined location

known to the compiler, so that later on when a hot-spot is to be entered, the setup

code that the compiler has inserted loads the SA values into the SAT table.

Figure 3.27 illustrates the entire address translation architecture. The SAT

table and the adder are combined with a default D-TLB. The default D-TLB is

looked up very rarely and only in the cases where the load/store instruction has

been identified to be outside of the VPN-segments supported within the hot-spot.

Additionally, when executing outside hot-spots, the default TLB is used for VPN to

PPN translation. In Section 3.3.6 we present experimental data covering all these

cases while also taking into account the small overhead introduced by the SAT table

and the adder circuitry.

It is noteworthy that the lookup into the SAT table is performed early in the

pipeline when the load/store instruction is decoded. Therefore, the SAT lookup is

outside the critical path of cache lookup or data memory access. Only the adder

functionality is needed when the virtual address is generated by the processor to

compute the physical address. However, the delay of the adder is orders of magni-

tudes smaller than the delay exhibited by the D-TLB structure.

3.3.5 System Analysis and Discussion

3.3.5.1 Multitasking Support

Since the proposed approach targets multitasking environments special care

needs to be taken to preserve and restore the correct values within the SAT. When
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a task switch is initiated by the OS scheduler, it is important that the information

regarding the VPN-segments of the currently executing task is preserved. This can

be achieved by treating the SAT table as part of the task state, such as the register

file and other status registers, which needs to be preserved and later restored when

the task is resumed. Since the content of the SAT table is rather small (only 8 or

4 entries), the impact on the context switch time would be negligible. It is also

possible that the OS memory manager decides to move some of the PPNs of the

suspended task in order to free up space for the physical pages of the new task. In

this case, it is important when the old task is resumed that its physical pages are

brought back into the main memory in the way so that they form a PPN-segment.

This does not impose any extra delay, as these pages would need to be brought back

to memory even in the case of traditional address translation architectures. The

OS has the degree of freedom to allocate the PPN-segment at different location -

in such a case it only needs to compute the new segment adjustment constant and

write it into the SAT table.

It is noteworthy that the proposed approach targets a single processor with a

virtual memory support, which can potentially execute multiple tasks. Chip mul-

tiprocessors and networks-on-chips (NOCs) have emerged as a new implementation

platform where multiple processors cores are integrated into a single chip. Nonethe-

less, in many cases some of these processors would still support virtual memory

since often times it is more cost-efficient to allocate a subset of the tasks on a single

processor core, especially when there is a significant communication between these

tasks and the processor provides sufficient computational power for all of them. The
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proposed technique aims at reducing the address translation energy for such cases.

3.3.5.2 Dynamic Memory

Another issue that requires special consideration is dynamic memory alloca-

tion, which is rarely used in real-time embedded application. Even if an application

requires dynamic memory allocation, such allocation is typically performed outside

the hot-spots and only references to these locations are allowed inside the hot-spots.

Although virtual addresses for dynamically allocated data are not known at compile

time, such data objects are normally assigned by the OS to the heap memory region

which occupies a continuous region on the address space. Consequently, heap refer-

ences can be treated to belong to a separate VPN-segment and a SAT entry can be

dedicated for it; the OS determines the SA constant as it allocates the heap. This

constant is identical for all the data references to the heap. If the heap VPN-segment

grows large and its corresponding PPNs cannot be allocated as a PPN-segment, then

the heap references would be assigned to the default D-TLB for address translation.

3.3.5.3 Real-Time Performance

The proposed technique additionally improves on the worst-case timing anal-

ysis for real-time applications. All the load/store instructions mapped to VPN-

segments are guaranteed a single cycle translation with performance implications

identical to a guaranteed TLB hit. This situation is very similar to the application

of scratchpad memories (SPM) where memory references to data allocated in the
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SPM are guaranteed a single cycles memory access. Our experimental results show

that the majority of memory references are guaranteed single-cycle arithmetic-based

translation. Such guarantees will greatly improve the upper bounds of the Worst

Case Execution Timing (WCET) analysis of the code as for most of the memory

reference a single cycle address translation is guaranteed. The static WCET analysis

[95, 111] is a traditional compile-time step for any real-time application, which ob-

tains guarantees for the worst-case scenario in executing a particular piece of code.

Traditionally, when it cannot be inferred by the WCET analysis that a memory ref-

erence will always hit in the TLB, the worst case, i.e. a TLB miss, is assumed. For

the proposed methodology, however, the majority of load/store instructions (and in

many cases all of them) can be guaranteed a single cycle address translation, hence

greatly improving on the upper bounds of execution times produced by WCET

analysis.

3.3.6 Experimental Results

In evaluating the proposed technique, we have performed a quantitative analy-

sis and comparison between baseline D-TLB structure and the proposed mechanism

for arithmetic-based address translation. The baseline D-TLB has 64 entries, with

either 4-way or 8-way associativity. The virtual page size is kept conventionally of

4K size. The energy needed to access the D-TLB are estimated using the CACTI

tool [113], with process technology of 0.18µ.

In our experimental study we have included the overhead introduced by the
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SAT table and the adder circuitry. We have modeled the SAT table as a register file

with 8/4 entries. The energy needed to access such a register files is evaluated by

using data from [106]. We have accounted for the power consumption of the adder

circuitry by using data presented in [114]. We have also adjusted the size of the

adder to match the VPN and PPN lengths. For a 32 bit virtual address space with

pages of size 4K, the size of the VPN is 20 bits. Additionally, a default TLB with

64 entry is assumed, for VPNs outside the hot-spots or VPNs not covered by our

approach due to SAT limitations.

We have performed our experimental study on a set of widely used multime-

dia benchmarks from the Mediabench set [103] and the MiBench set [104]. The

SimpleScalar toolset [105] is used as a simulation environment. After profiling the

benchmarks, the hotspots and VPN access patterns are captured through special

code inserted to the program prior to simulating the benchmarks to collect run-time

statistics regarding the memory references. The final D-TLB power consumption is

computed by summing the energy needed for all the VPN to PPN translations.

Table 3.12 shows the baseline D-TLB characteristics. The first row in the table

contains the benchmark name. The first 6 applications belong to the Mediabench

set of benchmarks, while the seventh application is a widely used open source mp3

encoder. The last three benchmarks are from MiBench and include one automotive

and two security applications. The subsequent two rows show the number of hot-

spots identified for each benchmark along with the execution frequency for each

hot-spot in percentage. The next two pairs of rows report the energy dissipation in

mJ and the number of D-TLB misses for 4-way set associative and 8-way associative
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adp g721 gsm epic jpeg mpeg mp3 susan sha rij

hotspots 1 1 1 1 2 3 5 1 1 1

freq(%) 58 73 99 75 11,72 81,1 25,13,24 97 100 66

,11 ,16,18

Energy 0.39 21 22.7 3.32 2.57 149 138 0.36 1.23 56.5

(4sa)

Misses 8 12 14 2295 2513 1118 46719 26 12 15

(4sa)

Energy 0.66 35.7 38.6 5.63 4.35 253 234 0.61 2.08 95.7

(8sa)

Misses 8 12 14 2323 2510 1126 53730 26 12 8

(8sa)

Table 3.12: Baseline D-TLB characteristics

TLB organizations, respectively.

Table 3.13 shows the energy dissipation after applying the proposed method-

ology and using a default D-TLB of size 64 entries. The first row shows the total

number of VPN-segments in each hot-spot. As can be seen, most of the hot-spots

have fewer than 8 VPN-segments, except in mp3 where some of the hot-spots have

more than 8 VPN-segments. We use the VPN access frequency to prioritize which

VPN-segments to be covered by the proposed approach; the remaining VPNs are

translated through the default D-TLB. The last two pairs of rows correspond to
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adp g721 gsm epic jpeg mpeg mp3 susan sha rij avg

VPN 2 2 3 4 5,7 5,3 8,11,7 5 4 2

Seg. ,5 ,7,12

Energy 0.23 9.99 6.58 1.53 0.98 49 41.7 0.11 0.34 29.7

(4sa)

Red.(%) 42 53 71 54 62 67 70 70 72 47 61

Energy 0.34 13.9 6.8 2.1 1.23 56.2 44.8 0.11 0.35 43.1

(8sa)

Red.(%) 49 61 82 63 72 78 81 81 83 55 71

Table 3.13: Arithmetic-based address translation with an 8-entry SAT

4-way set associative and 8-way set associative default D-TLB. The first row for

each pair reports the energy dissipation in mJ after utilizing the proposed technol-

ogy, while the second rows shows the improvement comparing the reduced energy

dissipation against the baseline case. The reported results account for the entire

application run including execution outside the hot-spots; the power overhead of

the introduced hardware support is accounted for as well. The last column shows

the average energy reduction across all the benchmarks; our technique achieves on

average 60.8% energy reduction compared to a 4-way set-associative baseline D-TLB

and 70.5% compared to a 8-way set-associative D-TLB.

Table 3.14 shows the energy dissipation after applying the proposed method-

ology with 4 entry SAT. The table rows contain the same information as in the
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adp g721 gsm epic jpeg mpeg mp3 susan sha rij avg

VPN 2 2 3 4 5,7 5,3 8,11,7 5 4 2

Seg. ,5 ,7,12

Energy 0.23 9.99 6.58 1.53 1.10 49.3 52.0 0.11 0.34 29.7

(4sa)

Red.(%) 42 53 71 54 57 67 62 70 72 47 60

Energy 0.34 13.4 6.8 2.1 1.47 56.8 65.0 0.11 0.35 43.1

(8sa)

Red.(%) 49 61 82 63 66 78 72 81 83 55 69

Table 3.14: Arithmetic-based address translation with a 4-entry SAT

table for the 8-entry SAT. The first row shows the total number of VPN-segments

for each hot-spot. As can be readily observed this time, since some of the hot-spots

have more than 3 VPN-segments, not all the VPN-segments will be covered by the

arithmetic translation logic. The set of VPN-segments to be translated through

the proposed approach is determined based on their access frequency. The VPN-

segments with the highest VPN access frequency are to be covered by the proposed

approach; the remaining VPNs are translated through the default D-TLB. Conse-

quently, the default D-TLB will be accessed more often as compared to the case of

an 8-entry SAT; thus resulting in smaller energy reduction. Similarly to the previous

table, the last column reports the average energy reduction for all the benchmarks.

By comparing the average reductions to the previous table, it is evident that the
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Figure 3.28: Energy reduction comparison

smaller 4-entry SAT table insignificantly lowers the average energy reduction by less

than 2%. For most of the benchmarks the reductions are identical and only for jpeg

and mp3 a more sizable difference of 9% exists. Consequently, adopting a 4-entry

SAT table proves to be practical as the overhead in identifying the VPN-segments is

2 bits only and the achieved energy reductions are extremely close to the reductions

achieved by an 8-entry SAT.

Figure 3.28 shows a direct comparison between the energy reductions (in per-

centage) for the proposed methodology between the 4-way set-associative and an

8-way set-associative baseline configurations. The first two bars in each group rep-

resent the energy reductions of an 8-entry SAT case compared to both baselines.

The second pair of bars represents the energy reductions of a 4-entry SAT cases
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compared to both baselines. It can be noted that the 4-entry SAT case exhibits less

energy reductions for the mp3 benchmark, as this benchmarks has 5 VPN-segments.

In the case of a 4-entry SAT one of these segments (the least frequently accessed)

is assigned for translation through the default D-TLB.

3.4 Interval Page Table

3.4.1 Introduction

The hardware support for address translation is only one of the system com-

ponents needed for virtual memory. The system software must maintain a data

structure, which purpose is to capture the mapping between virtual pages in the

application address space and frames in physical memory. This data structure, re-

ferred to as a page table, is typically implemented in a table format which occupies

a significant amount of memory and is traversed when the hardware MMU cannot

provide the physical address due to a miss. The need to perform such page table

lookups is the major obstacle for providing real-time guarantees.

The traditional page table organizations, as surveyed in [45], have been de-

veloped for general-purpose computing systems and servers where it is typical for

a very large number of tasks to be simultaneously active. Each task has its own

address space and competes for the physical memory with the other tasks, resulting

in changes of the memory map. These changes need to be reflected in the page table.

Moreover, the tasks compete for entries in the TLB as well. In the case of TLB miss,

which as pointed out in [115] can be a very frequent event in many general-purpose
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workloads, the page table needs to be traversed to find the requested translation

entry.

Two major page table organizations have been established and used in the

majority of modern general-purpose processors and operating systems: the Hier-

archical Page Table and the Inverted Page Table. However, the former requires a

significant amount of memory, while the latter exhibits highly unpredictable traver-

sal times. Many embedded systems, however, are often memory constrained because

of low-cost and low-power requirements and at the same time require strong real-

time guarantees. Consequently, none of the traditional page table organizations are

well suited for such real-time and memory-constrained systems.

In this section, a novel page table organization targeting real-time and memory-

constrained embedded systems is investigated. The proposed organization not only

significantly reduces the memory needed to store and manipulate the table but also

provides for fast and predictable page table lookups. In many embedded applica-

tions, however, the application memory footprint is much less dynamic as dynamic

memory allocation and deallocation are extremely expensive operations in terms of

performance and power. This property of embedded systems can be exploited, so

that the translation information in the page table is stored in a much more com-

pacted form. As page table changes are very infrequent and occur during program

load and setup time only, more time-consuming page table insertion/deletion oper-

ations can be easily tolerated. The introduced Interval Page Table (IPT) represents

the mapping between virtual and physical pages in a much more compact way by

exploiting the fact that many consecutive virtual addresses are mapped to consec-
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utive physical ones and that this mapping changes very infrequently when dealing

with real-time and memory-constrained embedded systems. Its compact represen-

tation together with application information is exploited to design a very fast and

predictable hardware traversal, which completes within a few cycles and requires no

system software intervention.

3.4.2 Motivation

In general purpose computer and server systems, various workloads exhibit

large variation of memory requirements. Not only the number of active tasks could

change rapidly, but also the memory demands of each task could be very dynamic

and unpredictable. These properties result in frequent dynamic memory allocations

and deallocations. Such activities cause memory pages to be frequently moved to

secondary storage and thus later remapped; in addition it also causes the creation

and removal of memory mappings from the page table. Consequently, page table

lookups and maintenance operations could be very frequent, which results into an

optimization goal of speeding up the page table traversal and maintenance opera-

tions on average, with page table sizes being not a major concern as large parts of

them can be swapped to a secondary storage. Thus fast average lookups and efficient

entry manipulation have been the major considerations in page table designs.

In many embedded systems, however, the aforementioned conditions are typi-

cally not present. Dynamic memory allocations and deallocations are very expensive

in terms of not only performance, but even more importantly energy and real-time
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Figure 3.29: Virtual memory architecture

responsiveness and guarantees. The code and data footprints are, thus, quite static

and usually no or very limited page re-mapping occurs. Energy-efficiency and real-

time guarantees are primary requirements for many embedded systems together

with their limited memory resources. Meeting these requirements in the presence

of virtual memory has been the major challenge for employing the virtual memory

concept in real-time and energy-efficient embedded systems.

Figure 3.29 shows the general organization of virtual memory support. In the

case of a MMU miss, a procedure for traversing the page table is executed. This

traversal procedure can be implemented either in hardware or executed as a system

software routine. The highly-associative MMU translation cache is to be blamed

for the excessive power consumption, while the need for a page table traversal in

the case of MMU miss contributes to poor real-time behavior. Additionally, due to

their large sizes, many of the traditional page table organization are infeasible to

adopt in many memory- constrained embedded systems.

Consequently, two major issues need to be addressed when implementing a vir-
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tual memory support in an embedded system. First, energy-efficient MMU organi-

zations for address translation are needed. Recent research projects have addressed

this problem by introducing new hardware/software address translation schemes,

which target embedded applications and their inherent properties of determinis-

tic application knowledge and the resulting possibility for sophisticated compiler

involvement, such as [60, 68, 54, 55, 11]. Specialized MMU organizations are intro-

duced which provide deterministic and energy-efficient address translation. Most or

all of the needed address translations for a critical program section are pre-loaded

and allocated into the MMU in a deterministic way. These techniques significantly

reduce the number of page table lookups. However, they cannot guarantee that

all memory references will be translated through the MMU. Page table lookups,

even though rare, can still occur, and as such need to be taken into account in the

real-time worst-case analysis.

The second major problem to be addressed in supporting virtual memory is the

page table organization and its contribution to the poor real-time behavior and sys-

tem cost due to its often excessively large memory space demands. Due to cost and

energy constraints many embedded systems lack large secondary storage. In some

cases flash memory could be used as such; however, its size is limited and is usually

optimized and fine-tuned for the application dataset. In these circumstances, page

table size becomes a critical issue in contrast to general-purpose systems. Moreover,

the page table traversal needs to performed in a fast and predictable manner in or-

der to meet real-time constraints. None of the traditional page table organizations

meet these two fundamental requirements for compact size and real-time traversal
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operations.

We introduce the Interval Page Table (IPT) organization, a page table struc-

tures, which is not only extremely compact in size and significantly smaller than

the traditional page tables, but also provides for a very fast and performance-

deterministic lookup. The IPT traversal is performed completely in hardware and

only the page table maintenance operations, such as inserting or removing an entry,

are implemented as part of the system software.

The IPT organization relies on the fact that embedded applications feature a

number of important and unique properties as compared to general-purpose systems.

The lack of large secondary storage to be used by the virtual memory system to store

physical frames currently not used by the application results in page tables, which

are mostly static with changes occurring in very rare cases, often during the pro-

gram load-time only. Therefore, maintenance operations, such as page re-mapping,

insertion, and deletion, are very infrequent. The page table organization which we

outline in this section follows this principal. Information regarding the virtual and

physical memory footprint is used in order to represent the virtual-to-physical map-

ping in a much more economical way. The set of virtual pages is divided into page

intervals, where each such interval consists of consecutive virtual pages mapped to

consecutive physical memory frames. The proposed Interval Page Table consists of

an entry for each such interval. The information needed is the interval definition,

which includes the starting VPN, the ending VPN, and the access rights for that

interval. The only additional data needed to translate a VPN from a given interval

is the numerical offset between the virtual interval and its corresponding interval of
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physical frames. Consequently, the proposed IPT is highly memory efficient, as it

captures information per virtual page intervals rather than virtual or physical pages.

3.4.3 Page Tables Overview

In systems with virtual memory support, the system software is responsible

for creating and maintaining the page tables - data structures, which contain the

virtual-to-physical mappings. Depending on the page table organization, a table

entry, referred to as a Page Table Entry (PTE), may contain a VPN, a PPN, as well

as protection and status information.

In systems with relatively small virtual address spaces only a very limited

number of virtual to physical mappings need to be captured. Thus a Direct Table

which contains all the memory mappings is allocated in physical memory, as shown

in Figure 3.30a, and directly indexed with the VPN. However, as virtual address

spaces increased in size, direct table organizations are no longer capable to capture

all the physical memory mappings, as its size quickly exhausts the available physical
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memory, even when the application address space contains only a few virtual pages.

Several page table organizations have been introduced in order to resolve this prob-

lem. These approaches allocate only a fraction of the page table or the page table

organization is made to scale with the physical memory, instead of with the virtual

address space.

In the classical Hierarchical Page Tables the linear virtual address space is

viewed as a hierarchical structure of multiple smaller and fixed-size virtual spaces.

In this way, the page table is partitioned into a number of hierarchy levels, which

are looked up sequentially when traversing the table. The top table, which is known

as the root table, is placed in a known memory location and contains the address

of the second level tables, which in tern capture the addresses of the next levels.

The leaf tables, contain the actual PTEs. Figure 3.30b shows the structure of

a 3-level hierarchical page table. Only the parts of the hierarchical table, which

contain translation information of the current memory map of the application need

to be allocated. However, if the program accesses a few but scattered virtual pages,

multiple second- and third- level page tables need to be allocated with very low

memory utilization. As shown in our experimental results, the hierarchical page

tables may require a significant amount of memory.

In the Inverted Page Tables, as depicted in Figure 3.31, only the mappings

of pages present in physical memory are allocated and captured in the page table.

This table organization follows the organization of hash-tables. A hash function

is used to compute the index from the VPN. The potential collisions are resolved

through the utilization of collision chains within the table. The worst case lookup
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time is determined by the size of the longest collision chain present in the table. The

total table size is scaled to the size of physical memory, as the page table contains

entries for each allocated physical memory frame. Virtual page number are usually

included in each entry in order to resolve the hashing conflicts. In most of the

cases, the physical frame number have to be included in the entry as well, in order

to overcome problems related to memory sharing and collision minimization. The

collision chains are formed either by rehashing or by putting explicit pointers for

each entry. Even though the inverted page tables are smaller in size compared to the

hierarchical tables, their major drawback in the context of the real-time embedded

system is the non-deterministic traversal time. This is due to their organization

as hash tables, which can result in rather lengthy collision chains that need to be

traversed. The worst-case time analysis needs to take into account the possibility

of very long chains, which can result to hundreds of cycles for page table traversal.

As can be readily seen from the review above, none of the traditional page

table organizations is well suited for real-time and resource constrained embedded
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systems. The hierarchical page tables exhibit deterministic traversal time, however,

they usually require an excessively large amount of memory which prevents them

from utilization in resource constrained systems. The inverted page tables are rel-

atively less memory demanding then hierarchical tables. However, their hash table

structure renders them unusable in real-time systems. The proposed interval page

table organization demands significantly less memory than both the hierarchical and

the inverted page table, while featuring very fast and time-deterministic traversal

times.

3.4.4 The Interval Page Table

The traditional virtual memory implementation assumes no information re-

garding relations between virtual and physical pages, and no knowledge regarding

the physical locations of each page. Consequently, no correlation is assumed between

VPNs and their corresponding PPNs. Therefore, the number of page table entries

is proportional to the number of pages in either virtual space or physical space. In

embedded applications, however, the allocated physical ranges usually conform to

certain rules. For example, data arrays are usually allocated to consecutive physical

addresses due to considerations of memory compaction and the high cost of page

re-mapping. Therefore, if a large data array occupies multiple consecutive virtual

pages, the physical pages to which these VPNs are mapped are consecutive as well.

Thus there exists a strong correlation between all the mappings of the pages of the

data array. Additionally, such sequences of virtual pages usually have identical ac-
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cess rights as they correspond to data arrays, and structures that are accessed by

the same task, or to an executable binary code.

3.4.4.1 IPT Organization

The proposed interval page table organization considers the virtual address

space as a collection of groups of consecutive VPNs which are mapped to their

corresponding set of consecutive physical frames. As we explained above and also

as observed in our experimental results, such groups of VPNs and PPNs are typical
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for embedded systems, and which is even more important change very rarely and

are usually defined when the application program is loaded to the system. We refer

to such groups of VPNs and PPNs as page intervals; examples of page intervals are

shown in Figure 3.32. As can be seen from these examples, each mapping from a

VPN to its PPN in a page interval has the evident property that the PPN can be

computed from the VPN by adding a predefined constant. The value of the constant

can be computed by the difference from the first virtual page number and the first

physical frame number from the group of pages.

For any page interval, all the physical frame locations can be computed from

the virtual page by adding a single constant determined from the corresponding vir-

tual interval. Thus rather than using multiple entries and capture physical locations

in each entry, a single combined entry with the interval information and the single

offset constant is enough to maintain all the mappings. As shown in Figure 3.33

where multiple such intervals exist, a much smaller page table can be used with each

entry corresponding to one interval.

Each entry in the IPT captures the information related to a single virtual page

interval, [V PNi1, ..., V PNin]. The mapping between the virtual interval and its

corresponding physical page interval, [PPNi1, ..., PPNin], is established through the

offset constant Oi, which is defined as PPNi1 − V PNi1 and computed during load

time, or by the memory manager when the physical interval or a page is allocated

into the physical memory. Consequently, an entry in the IPT will have the following

structure: {V PNi1, V PNin, Oi, Access−Rights}, plus some additional status bits

defining the access control rights for this page intervals. All the pages in the interval
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are assumed to have identical access control bits, captured within the IPT entry. If

different access control bits are needed, the interval is split into multiple intervals

each having its own access control bits.

3.4.4.2 IPT Manipulation

The page table is manipulated when entry is added or removed. This mostly

happens during load-time when the table structure is created, or in the cases of

dynamic memory allocation and deallocation. Because of its complexity, dynamic

memory allocation typically occurs outside the critical application regions if it occurs

at all. Nonetheless, the page table needs to be able to handle such operations. In

order to achieve efficient IPT traversal, the IPT PTE entries are maintained in a

sorted order of the page interval VPNs. In the next subsection, we demonstrate

how this sorted order is used by the hardware traversal process to rapidly find the

required page mapping.

When a new VPN to PPN mapping is to be added to the IPT table, two

situations can occur. First, it may be possible to assign the new mapping to an

already existing page interval. Clearly, this is the case when the new mapping can

be “attached” to the beginning or the end of an existing page interval. In this

case, the IPT table entries remain the same and only the information regarding the

expanded interval needs to be modified by updating wither the new starting VPN or

the new length for that interval. The second situation occurs when the new mapping

cannot be assigned to any of the existing intervals. In this case, a new page interval
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1. NewMap = new IPT PTE entry

2. Interval = FirstIPTEntry;

3. While(Interval!=LastIPTEntry)

4. if(NewMap attaches to Interval)

5. Attach NewMap to Interval; return;

6. if(VPN(NewMap)<StartVPN(Interval)

7. CreateNewInterval(NewMap); return;

8. Interval=NextIPTEntry;

Figure 3.34: Adding an IPT mapping

needs to be created and inserted accordingly into the IPT by preserving the sorted

order of all the intervals. The pseudo-code for adding a page mapping to the IPT

is shown in Figure 3.34. In this pseudo-code, the process of finding the place of the

new mapping is performed through a linear iteration through the IPT. This step

can be performed to run in logarithmic time, O(logn), with respect to the number

of intervals n through binary search. However, the subsequent step of inserting the

new interval takes linear time, O(n), to maintain the IPT sorted and thus the total

running time would be O(n). For the sake of clarity, in our pseudo-code we have

used the linear search procedure for finding the new mapping positions within the

IPT. Similarly, when a mapping is to be removed, its page interval is either left

intact as in the case when the mapping is positioned at the interval border (either

beginning or end of interval), or is split into two new intervals. The pseudo-code for

this operation is shown in Figure 3.35. The time complexity of removing a mapping
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1. ToRemoveMap = Mapping to be removed;

2. Interval = FirstIPTEntry;

3. While(Interval!=LastIPTEntry)

4. if(ToRemoveMap belongs-to Interval)

5. if(ToRemoveMap is First-Or-Last-Map in Interval)

6. RemoveFrom(Interval,ToRemoveMap); return;

7. else /∗ ToRemoveMap inside Interval ∗/

8. RemoveAndSplitInterval(Interval,ToRemoveMap); return;

9. Interval=NextIPTEntry;

Figure 3.35: Removing an IPT mapping

from the IPT is linear, O(n), with respect to the number of page intervals n captured

by the table. Similarly to adding a mapping, the linear complexity comes from the

situation where an interval needs to be split and the new interval inserted into the

sorted table, and possibly requiring the rearrangement (moving with one entry up)

of the entire table. Again, for the sake of clarity in the pseudo-code we use a linear

search to find the interval to which the mapping that is to be removed belongs to.

It is noteworthy that these two procedures are executed only when there is a

need for a change in a virtual-to-physical mapping. This is a situation occurring

very rarely, especially for embedded systems, and only when a dynamic allocation or

re-allocation has been requested or when the operating system has transferred some

of the physical pages to a secondary storage device. Such operations require not only

a page table manipulation but also a significant execution time inside the memory
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management module of the operating system. If existing at all, such operations

would only be executed either during the initialization phase of the applications

or prior to entering a critical execution section (a function or a loop processing

events) that requires real-time guarantees. For the page table lookup operation, the

frequency and need of which depends on the capability of the hardware translation

buffer, we offer not only fast, but also a time-deterministic procedure.

3.4.4.3 IPT Lookup

Even though page table traversals are rare, especially after the recent offer-

ings for novel MMU organizations for embedded systems, the worst-case real-time

analysis must take them into account. Consequently, it is extremely important

for real-time embedded systems that this operations are completed in a fast and

predictable manner.

The proposed interval page table is traversed by hardware. The IPT page inter-

vals are partitioned into four categories. The code intervals capture the instruction
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code mappings. The stack intervals map the stack pages, the data intervals repre-

sent the data objects, both statically and dynamically allocated. This partitioning

is performed in order to speed up the IPT table lookup. For this reason, the memory

reference instructions are tagged with two bits, which identify what type of memory

is referred to, i.e. stack, or program data. For the cases, where such ISA tagging is

not feasible, the page intervals are partitioned to code and data intervals references

to which are easy to distinguish without any ISA modifications.

A binary search procedure is applied within the corresponding IPT partition.

The introduced hardware architecture is shown in Figure 3.36. The IPT Index Gen-

erator provides the access indices for the binary search. It requires two short adders

in order to compute in parallel the indices for both the left and the right search

paths. Depending on the results provided by the Range Comparator, one of these

two indices is selected to continue the binary search procedure. The Range Com-

parator consists of two magnitude comparators with width equal to the VPN width.

If the IPTs for all the applications are allocated within one very small memory bank,

then a one cycle implementation for reading an IPT entry and range comparison

will be possible. The two adders within the index generator work in parallel with

the range comparator. The Offset Adder, which provides the PPN, works in parallel

with the range comparator as well. Only when the range comparator finds that

the VPN lies withing the current interval, the output of this offset adder is to be

provided to the MMU and the processor.

Consequently, the number of cycles needed for IPT lookup depends on the

number of page intervals of the corresponding IPT partition (code, stack, data). As
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Total Hier Hier Hier Inv Inv IPT IPT Red Red

#pgs #pgs size (%) size (%) (bytes) (Hier) (Inv)

adpcm 4 5 40K 0.0 12K 0.4 3 36 99.9 99.7

g721 6 5 40K 0.1 12K 0.6 3 36 99.9 99.7

gsm 12 5 40K 0.1 12K 1.2 4 48 99.9 99.6

epic 17 5 40K 0.2 12K 1.7 8 96 99.8 99.2

jpeg 20 5 40K 0.2 12K 2.0 5 60 99.9 99.5

mpeg 99 5 40K 1.0 12K 9.7 7 84 99.8 99.3

adpcm 16 10 80K 0.1 12K 1.6 7 84 99.9 99.3

/gsm

jpeg 119 10 80K 0.6 12K 11.6 12 144 99.8 98.8

/mpeg

adpcm 22 15 120K 0.1 12K 2.1 10 120 99.9 99.0

/gsm

/g721

jpeg 136 15 120K 0.4 12K 13.3 20 240 99.8 98.0

/gsm

/gsm

Table 3.15: Interval Page Table (IPT) size and comparisons - 8K pages
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Total Hier Hier Hier Inv Inv IPT IPT Red Red

#pgs #pgs size (%) size (%) (bytes) (Hier) (Inv)

adpcm 8 6 24K 0.1 24K 0.4 3 36 99.9 99.9

g721 12 6 24K 0.2 24K 0.6 3 36 99.9 99.9

gsm 24 6 24K 0.4 24K 1.2 4 48 99.8 99.8

epic 34 6 24K 0.6 24K 1.7 8 96 99.6 99.6

jpeg 40 6 24K 0.7 24K 2.0 5 60 99.8 99.8

mpeg 198 6 24K 3.2 24K 9.7 7 84 99.7 99.7

adpcm 24 12 48K 0.2 24K 1.2 7 84 99.8 99.7

/gsm

jpeg 238 12 48K 1.9 24K 11.6 12 144 99.7 99.4

/mpeg

adpcm 36 18 72K 0.2 24K 1.8 10 120 99.8 99.5

/gsm

/g721

jpeg 272 18 72K 1.5 24K 13.3 20 240 99.7 99.0

/mpeg

/epic

Table 3.16: Interval Page Table (IPT) size and comparisons - 4K pages
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Total Hier Hier Hier Inv Inv IPT IPT Red Red

#pgs #pgs size (%) size (%) (bytes) (Hier) (Inv)

adpcm 16 7 14K 0.4 48K 0.4 3 36 99.7 99.9

g721 24 7 14K 0.7 48K 0.6 3 36 99.7 99.9

gsm 46 7 14K 1.3 48K 1.1 4 48 99.7 99.9

epic 68 7 14K 1.9 48K 1.7 8 96 99.3 99.8

jpeg 80 7 14K 2.2 48K 2.0 5 60 99.6 99.9

mpeg 396 7 14K 11.0 48K 9.7 7 84 99.4 99.8

adpcm 46 14 28K 0.6 48K 1.1 7 84 99.7 99.8

/gsm

jpeg 476 14 28K 6.6 48K 11.6 12 144 99.5 99.7

/mpeg

adpcm 70 21 42K 0.7 48K 1.7 10 120 99.7 99.8

/gsm

/g721

jpeg 544 21 42K 5.1 48K 13.3 20 240 99.4 99.5

/mpeg

/epic

Table 3.17: Interval Page Table (IPT) size and comparisons - 2K pages
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this is known or can be efficiently estimated prior to executing the application pro-

gram, a careful real-time program analysis can be performed. Because the number

of page intervals for each IPT group is typically very small, as evidenced by our ex-

perimental results, the number of cycles need for IPT traversal is withing the range

of 2 - 3. Not only is such traversal very fast, but the number of cycles for translating

the four address groups is known prior to the program execution and available for

real-time performance analysis. In the next section we quantify this analysis of the

IPT utility with experiments on a number of well known applications.

Because the IPT is looked up very rarely, i.e. less than 0.001% of all the mem-

ory references as shown in the next sections, the energy overhead of the introduced

traversal hardware is practically non-existent. The area overhead of the introduced

hardware is limited to two short adders, 5-6 bit wide, one offset adder which width

is equal to the VPN width, usually in the range of 20 bits, and one range compara-

tor, which features two magnitude comparators. We estimate the required die area

of this logic to be less than 1% of the total area of a modern embedded processor

featuring pipelining, media instructions, and on-chip instruction and data caches.

3.4.5 Experimental Results

To evaluate and analyze the proposed interval page table, we have performed

an experimental study with the M5 full-system simulator [116]. This simulator

models a complete computing system with an Alpha-like ISA. The ISA is a classical

RISC architecture similar to the ISA used by many modern embedded processor.
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The M5 simulator boots the Linux kernel v2.6 and executes binaries compiled with

a gcc-based cross compiler.

We have evaluated the IPT for a set of widely used embedded applications

from the Mediabench [103] benchmarks, including speech coders, image, and video

processing. We have also created multitasking benchmarks by running simultane-

ously two or three of this benchmarks. We have modified the Linux kernel in order

to monitor the page table operations and to collect statistics regarding the virtual

to physical maps and the number of the page table manipulation and traversal op-

erations. The Linux kernel implements a traditional 3-level hierarchical page table;

we have included it as a baseline in our experimental results. As another point of

comparison we have included a traditional inverted page table organization as well.

These two baseline page table configurations are evaluated separately and compared

to the proposed IPT. For the hierarchical page table, the total table size includes

the sub-tables from all the three levels. We have also provided data regarding the

actual utilization of the page table, i.e. the ratio between the size of the actual PTE

entries versus the size of the entire table. Similar data is provided for the inverted

page table.

To evaluate the proposed interval page table, the page intervals are constructed

using information from both the linker map and the Linux memory manager after

loading the program. The memory manager provides us with information regarding

the actual physical pages used. In this way, the start/end VPNs for each interval

together with the offset to its physical pages are identified.

Tables 3.15, 3.16, 3.17 show the experimental results collected on the set of
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Total Code Data Stack

#Intervals Intervals Intervals Intervals

adpcm 6 1(1) 1(2) 1(1)

g721 5 1(2) 1(2) 1(2)

gsm 6 1(4) 2(7) 1(1)

epic 44 2(4) 5(12) 1(1)

jpeg 6 2(11) 2(8) 1(1)

mpeg 8 3(10) 3(87) 1(2)

adpcm/gsm 12 2(5) 3(9) 2(2)

jpeg/mpeg 14 5(21) 5(95) 2(3)

adpcm/gsm/g721 17 3(7) 4(11) 3(4)

jpeg/mpeg/epic 58 7(25) 10(107) 3(4)

Table 3.18: Interval Page Table (IPT) entries characteristic - 8K pages
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Total Code Data Stack

#Intervals Intervals Intervals Intervals

adpcm 8 1(2) 1(4) 1(2)

g721 7 1(4) 1(4) 1(4)

gsm 7 1(8) 2(14) 1(2)

epic 79 2(8) 5(24) 1(2)

jpeg 7 2(22) 2(16) 1(2)

mpeg 9 3(20) 3(174) 1(4)

adpcm/gsm 15 2(10) 3(18) 2(4)

jpeg/mpeg 16 5(42) 5(190) 2(6)

adpcm/gsm/g721 22 3(14) 4(22) 3(8)

jpeg/mpeg/epic 95 7(50) 10(214) 3(8)

Table 3.19: Interval Page Table (IPT) entries characteristic - 4K pages
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Total Code Data Stack

#Intervals Intervals Intervals Intervals

adpcm 9 1(4) 1(8) 1(4)

g721 8 1(8) 1(8) 1(8)

gsm 7 1(16) 2(28) 1(4)

epic 149 2(16) 5(48) 1(4)

jpeg 9 2(44) 2(32) 1(4)

mpeg 9 3(40) 3(348) 1(8)

adpcm/gsm 16 2(20) 3(36) 2(8)

jpeg/mpeg 18 5(84) 5(380) 2(12)

adpcm/gsm/g721 24 3(28) 4(44) 3(16)

jpeg/mpeg/epic 167 7(100) 10(428) 3(16)

Table 3.20: Interval Page Table (IPT) entries characteristic - 2K pages
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benchmarks. The three tables report the collected data for memory pages of size

8K, 4K, and 2K, respectively. The first column contains the benchmark name. The

first six applications are from the Mediabench set of benchmarks. The next four

rows represent groups of benchmarks that are executed in parallel under the control

of the Linux kernel. The second column shows the total number of pages mapped

and accessed by the application. This set of pages corresponds to the entire memory

footprint of the application, including code and data. The next three columns show

the characteristics of the hierarchical page table as implemented by the Linux kernel.

The first column from the group (Hier. #pages) reports the number of memory pages

occupied by the page table itself. The next column shows the total memory size

of the table, while the last column in the group (Hier. util.) reports on the actual

utilization of the page table. The utilization is defined as the ratio between the bytes

actually used to store page mapping information as compared to the total size of

the table structure. The sixth and seventh columns (Inv. size and Inv. util.) show

the total size and the space utilization for an inverted page table. The next two

columns, (#IPT entries and IPT size), report the characteristics of the proposed

Interval Page Table. The first one shows the total number of IPT entries required

by the application, while the second column reports the total size (in bytes) of the

IPT table. Finally, the last two columns report on the space reduction achieved by

the IPT as compared to both the Hierarchical and Inverted page table organization.

It can be seen, for instance, that the IPT requires consistently less than 1% of

the hierarchical page size. It is noteworthy that for many of the applications the

hierarchical page table occupies almost as much memory as the memory needed for
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adpcm g721 gsm epic jpeg mpeg

Total Mem 22791 469293 458618 104036 45734 2308522

64/48 D(I)TLB 2 ∗ 10−5 9 ∗ 10−7 1 ∗ 10−6 2 ∗ 10−5 2 ∗ 10−5 2 ∗ 10−6

48/32 D(I)TLB 2 ∗ 10−5 9 ∗ 10−7 1 ∗ 10−6 3 ∗ 10−5 2 ∗ 10−5 2 ∗ 10−6

Table 3.21: Number of Page Entry Lookups

the entire program data and code.

Tables 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20 show the IPT entries characteristics - it lists all the

page intervals classified by their type as well as the number of pages for each interval

category. The three tables cover the cases of virtual memory support with page sized

of 8K, 4K, and 2K, respectively. The first column lists the benchmarks, while the

second column (Total Intervals) shows the total number of page intervals identified

for each benchmark. The subsequent three columns show the number of intervals

and the number of pages for the corresponding interval type (in parenthesis) for

code, data, and stack memory pages. It is evident from data in these tables, that

the total number of intervals, i.e. IPT entries is quite small even for benchmarks

exhibiting large memory footprints, such as the mpeg, jpeg, and the epic applications.

From the number of code and data page intervals it can be seen that it takes at

most 2 cycles for IPT lookup for code and data, and only data translations for the

epic benchmark require 3 cycles.

Table 3.21 shows the number of page table lookups for each benchmark. The

first row contains the benchmark name. The second row reports the total number of
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memory access (x1000). The third and fourth row show the percentage of page table

lookup as a fraction of all memory references. The third row shows a hardware TLB

combination of 64 entry D-TLB and 48 entry I-TLB, while the fourth row shows a

TLB combination of 48 entry D-TLB and 32 entry I-TLB. As shown in the table, the

number of page table lookups in these embedded benchmarks is only a tiny fraction

of all the memory accesses, yet it still occurs and must be taken into account for

real-time guarantees. The fact that this happens extremely rarely results in the zero

energy overhead of the proposed hardware IPT traversal scheme.
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Chapter 4

Cross-Layer Customization for Multitasking Management

4.1 Introduction

Many modern embedded applications, such as personal organizers, cell phones,

and various hand-held devices, constitute complex computing systems where mul-

tiple execution tasks cooperate in implementing the product specification. Due

to market demands, a large number of capabilities need to be supported, such as

aggregated multimedia data processing (speech, audio, video), communication pro-

tocols (GSM/CDMA, VoIP, Bluetooth, CAN), security functions, user interfaces,

and many others. The utilization of embedded processors for real-time and time-

critical control applications have been growing rapidly. The modern automotive

industry, for instance, has adopted the approach where tens to hundreds of such

processors are used throughout a single automobile [70]. They are used for trac-

tion control, anti-lock brake systems, engine control, and many other control and

time-critical tasks. Many real-time data acquisition and processing systems such as

sensor nodes and networks, impose strict real-time constraints and response time

in order to capture, process, and identify rapidly appearing objects and physical

phenomena. At the same time, all this processing power needs to be achieved with

extremely energy-efficient and low-cost embedded processors.

The inherent multi-tasking nature of these applications has led to implementa-
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tions where multiple software tasks are mapped for execution on a high-performance

embedded processor such as the Intel XScale [46] and the ARM9 [48], which offer

multi-tasking support in the form of MMUs and hardware timers, and readily avail-

able operating systems (OS) which utilize this hardware to implement various forms

of multi-tasking.

General-purpose OSs have been known to impose deficiencies in meeting the

real-time constraints of many embedded applications. The main reasons for this are

the lack of real-time scheduling and the high cost in terms of performance and delay

of the context switch procedure. Real-time OS (RTOS) kernels [112, 6] have been

introduced in order to achieve more deterministic scheduling of tasks where certain

priorities need to be followed. The RTOS scheduler ensures that tasks are scheduled

for execution according to their completion deadlines. However, the cost of saving

and restoring the task state remains quite high, as this mechanism depends only on

the size of the hardware state that needs to be preserved in order to transparently

restore the preempted task back to execution. For instance, the process state that

needs to be saved on context switch includes program counter, register files, status

registers, address space mapping, etc. Therefore, a significant number of memory

access operations need to be performed in order to store the state of the preempted

task and to load the state of the new task to be executed. To minimize the size of

the state, light-weighted multi-threading was introduced [117]. In this approach, a

number of threads share some of their state, most commonly their address space.

To achieve a context switch, only the register files, and state registers needs to be

saved and restored. Due to stringent power constraints the modern embedded pro-
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cessors follow the RISC and VLIW paradigms. In these architectures, and even

more so in VLIW, the register file is usually large in order to enable the compiler

or software developer to exploit instruction level parallelism and maintain high in-

struction execution throughput; a typical modern VLIW architecture [77] contains

general-purpose register files of size from 64 to 256. Even though such register files

are clustered, the registers from all the clusters need to be saved on context switch.

This implies that it easily takes a few hundred cycles to save and load the general-

purpose register file on context switch. Such a significant overhead has two major

impacts on the system. First, the system performance is negatively affected, and

second, the response time, which is the time between an event triggering a suspended

task and the moment when the task resumes execution, is significantly degraded.

In this section, a novel cross-layer customization methodology which signifi-

cantly reduces the context-switch overhead is investigated. The proposed low-cost

context-switch mechanisms are achieved through the active cooperation of compiler,

microarchitecture, and operating system (OS). A general-purpose OS or RTOS con-

servatively saves and restores the entire content of the register file. Such a course of

action is needed since no application knowledge is available to the OS task scheduler

regarding which registers are alive in that task and thus need to be saved. Similarly,

when the task execution is resumed all the register values associated to that task

are loaded into the register files. Such a conservative approach has been inherited

from general-purpose computing systems, where no prior knowledge regarding the

application structure is known, and both the microarchitecture and the OS kernel

need to be designed with generality and worse-case assumptions in mind.
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We present two complimentary techniques for low-cost and rapid task pre-

emption. Both of them follow the principle that through the close cooperation of

compiler, OS, and architecture, very fast and low-cost task switch can be imple-

mented where only a minimal amount of task state is swapped on task preemption.

The techniques differ in the way this is achieved; a trade-off is explored between

hardware support and the number of cycles needed to perform the context switch.

A typical application usually spends most of its execution times in loops or func-

tions, which are generally referred to as phases or hotspots [87, 88]. Consequently,

the code in each such hotspot is typically highly optimized. By applying the pro-

posed methodology independently to each program hotspot all of the benefits from

the proposed approach can be achieved with minimal additional hardware.

In the first approach, the Compiler-driven Context Switch (CCS), the compiler

identifies what is the minimal number of live registers that needs to be preserved

and provides custom software routines to the RTOS kernel. These routines are

synthesized by the compiler to save and restore only the live registers for a few

switch points or basic blocks in the application inner loops and “hot-spot” regions.

The switch points/blocks are being optimally identified by the compiler with the

property that only a minimal number of general-purpose registers are alive at these

points, hence drastically reducing on the overhead of the context-switch procedure.

A minimal hardware support is introduced, which is programmed by software and

captures the addresses of the switch points and blocks. These switch points/blocks,

even though very few, are encountered very often during the program execution

as they are fixed by the compiler at positions which are frequently executed and
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inside the application inner-loops. The preemption is subsequently deferred to such

a switch point/block, where the OS kernel invokes the custom routine for that

point/block to store the state and then invokes the custom switch routine for the

task which execution is to be resumed.

The second technique introduced in this chapter relies on an introduced pool

of extra registers, which are judiciously used by the compiler and controlled by the

OS to allocate the minimal set of live registers for the switch points/blocks. We

refer to this technique as the Register Mapped Context Switch (RMCS). Similarly,

this is achieved through the close co-operation of the compiler, the OS context

switch mechanism, and a cost-efficient hardware support in the form of a limited

virtualization of the register file address space. Compile-time register live analysis

followed by a register renaming step actively “packs” the set of live registers into

a set of contiguous registers. At context-switch time the OS exploits the limited

mapping capabilities of the register file to re-map the set of registers, which are

alive during the time of preemption. The effect of the proposed technique is similar

to the effect achieved by aggressively replicating the register file to each task and

simply switching between the register file replicas during context switch. However,

such fast context switch is achieved with a significantly smaller hardware overhead

as compared to multiple replicas of the register files. We show that a pool of extra

registers consisting of 25% to 50% of the register file is sufficient to provide a context

switch with no saving and restoring of general-purpose registers for groups of parallel

tasks. When the combined number of live registers for all the parallel tasks exceeds

the pool of available physical registers, only then and only for the less critical tasks
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Figure 4.1: Context-switch mechanism for preemptive multitasking.

that exceed the pool of available physical registers, the corresponding parts (pages)

of the register files containing live registers will be moved to memory.

4.2 Motivation

In preemptive multi-tasking the OS can pause a low-priority task and assign

the CPU to a higher priority task - an OS controlled event referred to as preemption.

Preemptive multi-tasking relies on a timer to generate interrupts at regular time

intervals. When such an interrupt occurs, the execution control is transferred to a

kernel routine that determines whether a task switch needs to be performed and,

subsequently, to perform the context-switch. This process is depicted in Figure 4.1.

When the preemption interrupt occurs, the OS kernel executes two basic procedures

in order to perform the preemption. In Step 1 the kernel saves the state of Task1,

while in Step 2 it loads the state of the preempting Task2. Switching back to the

original task is performed in the same way. When Task2 is preempted, identical

pair of steps are executed, denoted as Step 3 and Step 4 in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the mechanism of general-purpose task switch in preemp-
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tive systems. Before the preempting task can start execution, there are two steps

as shown. First, the state of preempted Task1 is saved and then the state of the

preempting task Task2 is to be loaded into the processor hardware. When Task2 is

brought back to execution, the identical steps but with reversed state are performed.

The context switch overhead is the sum of the execution cycles for all these steps of

saving and restoring the hardware state. In modern RTOS kernels, deciding which

task is next takes only a few cycles in order to lookup a priority queue which does

not depend on the number of tasks in the system [118]. In this section, we focus on

the cost of the context switch only in terms of execution cycles needed to save and

restore the states of the preempted and the preempting tasks.

Reducing the context switch overhead has been the focus of various research

projects. The main goal is to reduce the number of load/store instructions needed

to save and restore the task context. A simple hardware scheme assigns a separate

register file to each task. During task switch, the preempting task immediately

starts execution by using its own register file copy. The obvious drawback of this

approach is the excessive hardware overhead in terms of an extra register file copy

for each parallel task in the system. In practice, a restricted version of this approach

is used where the kernel and user-level code operate on separate register files.

Instead of having a distinct physical register file for each task, another hard-

ware solution is to have a relatively small ISA-visible set of registers, while imple-

menting a significantly larger physical register file. This organization is illustrated

in Figure 4.2. At run-time, each virtual register is renamed to a free physical regis-

ter. This approach is very popular in superscalar processors, such as Intel Pentium
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Figure 4.2: Hardware register renaming

4 [79] and Alpha 21264 [80]. Such hardware register renaming is mostly used to

exploit the available ILP in the program. Context switches are fast as typically only

a small part of the physical register file needs to be preserved in memory. However,

due to its per-register granularity and the fact that the renaming hardware needs to

be activated at every cycle, the approach suffers from excessive power consumption

and as such is not applicable to embedded systems. With a similar objective, in [81]

the physical register file is implemented as a cache that captures a large number

of virtual registers. Fast access to subroutine and multithread contexts is achieved

with a non-trivial power overhead.

The notion of fast context switch point has been first introduced in [82]. Each

instruction is marked with a special bit to indicate whether a fast context switch is

possible at that point. A fast context switch point is defined as an instruction where

all scratch registers are dead. Scratch registers are a subset of all the registers which

are caller-saved across function call boundaries; the context switch mechanism saves

and restores all the remaining non-scratch registers. Consequently, this is a ”all-or-

nothing” approach targetting old architectures with rather small register files and
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no register windowing. VxWorks [6], on the other hand, provides a special hard-

ware context for interrupt service code in order to avoid preserving the task context,

and thus improving responsiveness to various system generated events. In [83], the

authors have proposed a Simultaneous Multi-Threading platform with mini-thread

execution. This approach, however, introduces a non-trivial hardware overhead. In

[84], the authors have proposed to reduce the task context in the static OS by finding

the live set of each task and merge the set by using the preemption priority infor-

mation. The authors in [74] utilize and explore cooperative multi-threading instead

of asynchronous preemption. Other research has shown that for some applications

with known set of tasks and well known run-time characteristics and interactions,

an efficient cooperative multitasking system can be synthesized through software

thread integration [85, 86]. In a more dynamic system, however, with preemptive

multitasking, the active task may have to be suspended at arbitrary point so that

another task is placed for execution. Even though the task switch overhead is re-

duced, the system responsiveness is limited as the compiler must statically decide

on the way tasks are interleaved. In a way, the context switch points are explicitly

defined by the compiler or the software developer. The tasks are effectively merged

and various optimizations can be performed across tasks.

The task switch customization methodology we propose achieves the determin-

ism and efficiency of co-operative multitasking with the asynchronous and dynamic

properties of preemptive multitasking. Application-specific information is utilized

at context-switch time to preserve the live portion of the task state either through

application-specific software routines or through register file re-mapping. In the
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first techniques compiler-generated software routines are used by the context switch

mechanism to preserve only the minimal set of live registers during preemption in

an application-specific manner. In the second methodology the benefits of hard-

ware and software approaches are combined to achieve the fast context switch of

replicated register files by using compiler analysis of application-specific knowledge

regarding live registers. The compiler renames the set of live registers into small

groups of contiguous registers. The physical register file is extended with a small

set of spare registers with limited mapping capabilities. At preemption time the OS

maps the small fraction of the register file containing live registers to a subset from

the pool of registers assigned to capture the live registers of the preempting task at

the moment when it has been previously suspended. The effect of separate regis-

ter files per tasks is achieved with the hardware cost of slightly increased (≤ 50%)

register file.

4.3 State Liveness and Preemption Deferral

The cost of task preemption is largely determined by Steps 1,2,3, and 4, as

shown in Figure 4.1. Deciding which task to schedule for execution is the respon-

sibility of the OS scheduler. In modern RTOS kernels, this part can be very fast

since it takes only a few cycles to lookup a priority queue structure - an operation

which does not depend on the number of tasks in the system [118]. The techniques

outlined in this chapter are independent from the particularities of the task sched-

uler; the focus is on the mechanism of efficiently preserving and restoring the states
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of two tasks involved in the preemption operation.

The preempting process starts immediately after Step 2. Initially, the state of

the preempted task is saved (Step 1). After that the scheduler spawns or resumes

the new task by loading the context of the preempting task and eventually loads the

PC with the program counter value for the new task. The switch back operation

to Task1 is similar but in reverse order. The context switch overhead is the sum

of the instructions from Steps 1 through 4 where the processor resources are used

for saving and restoring state instead of executing instructions from the application

tasks. The context-switch response interval is the time between the beginning of

Step 1 where the RTOS kernel starts saving the state and the end of step 2 where

the first instruction of the preempting task is executed. The shorter this switch

interval is, the more responsive the preempting task (and the system as a whole)

is. This property is of extreme importance to many time-critical control application

where a suspended task is resumed due to an event from the environment and the

processing of this event needs to start as soon as possible.

4.3.1 Register Liveness Analysis

The timer interrupt which triggers the preemption procedure occurs asyn-

chronously from the application execution, and thus can interrupt the task at arbi-

trary positions. This implies that the processor state actually utilized by the active

task is unknown to the OS kernel. Such a knowledge is impossible to be conveyed to

the OS scheduler from the compiler as it needs to be done for each instruction inside
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Figure 4.3: Register live ranges and live state

the application - a tremendous overhead which no real system can afford. Therefore,

the OS kernel must be conservative in its assumption regarding the actual register

utilization and, thus, save all the general-purpose registers. As we mentioned before,

in modern processor architectures, such as VLIW, this number could be easily near

or above a hundred and result in a significant performance/power overhead during

context-switch and deteriorated responsiveness.

If, however, the OS kernel is provided with extra intelligence regarding the

actual usage of the processor state, only the live registers need to be saved as part

of the task context. During compile-time and especially after the register allocation

phase, the compiler has a complete knowledge regarding register utilization. At

each instruction position inside the application, the lists of assigned and free (dead)

registers are available to the compiler as it is the register allocation of the compiler

which allocates the physical registers to program variables.

Figure 4.3 depicts an example of a code sequence including the register live

intervals. The y-axis of the figure corresponds to the instruction sequence (cycles),

while the x-axis represents all the general-purpose registers. The vertical lines for
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each register correspond to live intervals, which is defined as the time interval be-

tween two instructions during which this register is alive. The live interval starts

with the register definition by the first instruction and ends with the last usage of

that register before it is defined again by a subsequent instruction.

After its last usage and before its subsequent definition by another instruction

this register is dead, and thus does not contribute to the task state during this

interval. From the example assembly code in Figure 4.3 it can be seen that during

the first ADD instruction register R6 becomes alive (we assume that the destination

register of the instruction is the third register). The first ST instruction is the

last usage of register R6 where it is saved to memory. Therefore, after this ST

instruction R6 is no longer alive and it need not be stored during context switch.

Similarly, registers R9 and R12 are no longer alive at time t2. Consequently, for

this example at point t2 three fewer registers need to be saved as part of the task

context. Consequently, it can be seen that for this example at time t1 all registers

from R1 to R12 are alive. Therefore if the timer interrupt happens at this moment

and context-switch is required, all registers need to be saved. It is evident, however,

that if a context-switch is to occur during t2 instead, only the value of the three

live registers, R1, R2, and R3, need to be saved and subsequently restored when the

task is resumed for execution later. The savings are quite significant as only 3 out

of 32 or 64 registers need to be saved and later restored.

As the number of live and dead registers change at each instruction, it is

practically impossible to provide the liveness information to the OS as it would

require a tremendous amount of memory. However, if the live information for t2
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Figure 4.4: Application “hotspot” with two switch points and blocks.

only is captured, and the preemption action which happened during t1 is postponed

to t2, a very efficient context-switch can be performed. The time between t1 and

t2 is spent in executing useful instructions from the preempted application task,

which improves on the system throughput. Furthermore, since at time t2 only a

small fraction of the registers is to be saved/restored the response time compared to

the general-purpose preemption approach is greatly improved. We present detailed

evaluation results in Section 5.6.

4.3.2 Switch-Points and Blocks

A major contribution of the proposed methodologies is the introduction of

the concepts of the switch-point / switch-block and the mechanism of preemption

deferral until such a point/block is reached in the program. The switch-points are

points (instructions) in the program similar to t2 from the example in Figure 4.3.

The switch-points have the property that the set of live registers is minimal. It
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is noteworthy that these points correspond to particular program locations, which

can be captured by a PC value and no extra instructions are introduced into the

application code. The switch-blocks is a similar concept but instead of referring to

a single instruction, it refers to an entire basic block from the application’s Control-

Data Flow Graph (CDFG). The set of live registers for each basic block, including

the switch-blocks in particular, is defined as the union of the live registers for all

the instructions within that basic block.

Figure 4.4 shows an example CDFG of an application hotspot consisting of

a two-level loop-nest; the innermost loop consists of a single basic block, while

the outermost features two basic blocks. As explained above, the number of live

registers throughout the CDFG fluctuates and thus exhibit local minimum for some

instructions. From Figure 4.4a it can be seen that one such minimum exists in

the innermost loop and one in the outermost loop nest. These local minimums

points correspond to two switch-points, denoted as SP1 and SP2 in the figure. The

switch-blocks, denoted as SB1 and SB2, correspond to the basic blocks with minimal

number of live registers. Typically these are the basic blocks in which the switch-

points reside. An example sets of live registers for these points and blocks is shown

in Figure 4.4b.

Such a distribution of the switch-points and switch-blocks is representative for

a typical loop. This is due to the fact that the scheduled loop, whether it is heavily

unrolled or not, typically contains a number of load instructions which load the data

to be computed from a number of arrays into a set of registers; it proceeds by the

computation, and finishes up by storing the values in these registers back to memory.
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This typical sequence ensures that at the end of the loop only a very few registers

are alive and these are the registers carrying a few local variables, including the loop

index registers. Consequently, efficient switch-points/blocks are easily identified at

the end or at the very beginning of even tightly scheduled loop bodies. The graphs

in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 confirm this supposition. These two graphs plot the number

of live registers as a function of execution time for the numerical kernels tri and ej

(tri-diagonal matrix transformation, and extrapolated Jacoby transformation - two

numerical kernels, which we use as part of our experimental setup). It is evident from

this graph that very efficient switch points exist and are easily identifiable as the

local minima in the number of live registers. A drop in the number of live registers

towards the end of the loop body is quite common and is easily explained with the

fact that by the end of the loop all computed values are stored in memory and their

registers are no longer alive. These registers will be defined in the beginning of the

next loop iteration where the next set of data will be loaded from memory.
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Figure 4.7: Switch-points/blocks placement

4.3.3 Live State Preservation

The process of context-switch is deferred and acted upon only at a switch-point

or a switch-block. The decision of whether switch-points or switch-blocks are to be

used is based on the trade-off between responsiveness and state amount that needs

to be preserved. Clearly, the state amount is minimal at the switch-points and as

such less than in the switch-blocks. However, switch-blocks are reachable slightly

faster and in some cases can provide better responsiveness even though a slightly

larger state needs to be preserved. Since the application hotspots are typically

comprised of small amount of code executed iteratively, a very small number of

switch points/blocks will be enough to service the context switch mechanism and

achieve significant reductions in performance overhead and improve significantly

the response interval for each task. As can be seen from the experimental results

reported later in the chapter, for the majority of cases only the definition of a single

switch point/blocks is enough to achieve these improvements.

Identifying the switch-points/blocks for the application hotspot CDFGs is the
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first phase of the proposed technique. These points/blocks are identified statically

by the compiler subject that the amount of live registers is minimal. In order not

to deteriorate the original response time, the distance between any instruction in

the application hotspot to the nearest switch point/block in the dynamic execution

flow must not exceed the overhead reduction of the context-switch. In other words,

the number of cycles to the nearest switch point/block must be smaller than the

number of cycles saved when performing the preemption at the switch point/block.

In such a case, even though the preemption might be deferred with several cycles,

the response time would be better compared to the general-purpose case. Of course,

this is due to the fact that the proposed technique drastically reduces the number

of registers that need to be saved and restored during context switch. Figure 4.7

illustrates this important point. Basic block B4 has been determined to be the

single switch-block for the application loop shown by its CDFG. The worst case

in terms of preemption deferral corresponds to the situation where the preemption

interrupt has occurred during the first instruction of the loop. In this situation,

the preemption is differed until the execution reaches the switch-block B4 at which

point a very fast task switch following one of the two techniques described in the

following sections is utilized. Clearly, the best case is when the preemption interrupt

occurs while the execution is inside the switch-block. In this case the customized

task switch is immediately executed for the switch-block B4. The compiler identifies

as many minimal points/blocks as needed in order to ensure that even with a worst-

case preemption deferral, the net result is faster than general-purpose preemption.

In our experiments we have observed that one minimal point/block per application
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hotspot is sufficient for the majority of cases.

Our experiments show that extremely efficient switch points/blocks exist even

for applications with high register utilization due to large amount of ILP. Second,

due to the limited number of switch points for each application hotspot, the in-

formation regarding live registers that need to be utilized by the RTOS kernel

is minimal. The two proposed techniques, CCS and RMCS, efficiently solve this

problem of transferring the application liveness information in to the OS and pre-

serving/restoring the set of live registers with minimal cost. The CCS techniques

uses custom-generates software switch routines for each switch-point/block. These

routines are registered with the OS kernel when loading the application and invoked

by the kernel. The RMCS techniques uses limited register file mapping to preserve

the live state by simply re-mapping the few registers that carry the live state for

the switch-point/block.

4.4 Compiler-driven Context Switch (CCS)

The CCS technique relies on the compiler to synthesize a special pair of soft-

ware routine for each switch-point/block. These routines preserve and restores ex-

actly the minimal set of the live registers at that instruction or basic block. Since

the register liveness information is available after the register allocation phase of

the compiler, the switch points are determined at compile time. Finding the switch-

points and switch-blocks does not introduce any overhead in the compiler, as it

can be done simultaneously with the register allocation phase. As the registers are
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assigned to each instruction in the generated code, the switch points are dynami-

cally identified as the points in the code with minimal number of live registers. The

number of switch-points/blocks depends both on the size of the hotspots and the

maximal number of switch-points/blocks which the hardware support allows. The

size and structure of the hotspots will determine how many switch points are needed.

This is driven by the constraint that a switch-point must be quickly reachable from

any point within the hot-spot code as explained in the previous section. As we have

observed in our experiments, because of the typical small size of the application

hotspots, one or two switch-points/blocks are usually enough for most of the ap-

plications to cover all the hotspots. In a subsequent section of the chapter we will

describe and analyze the required hardware support for the CCS technique; there

we will show that the proposed approach can easily maintain tens of switch-points

with minimal hardware and power cost, and no performance overhead.

4.4.1 Compiler and OS Support

Fundamentally, the information regarding the set of live register for each such

switch-point needs to be conveyed to the RTOS kernel so that this information is

utilized to minimize the task state that needs to be saved and restored. Traditionally,

the RTOS kernel features a code which as a part of the context switch module saves

the state of the preempted task, including all the general-purpose registers, and load

the entire state of the preempting task. One possible approach would be to save

a list of live register indices in some memory structure, such as the stack frame of
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the task, and have the RTOS kernel use these indices to save and restore only live

registers. This approach can be implemented efficiently only if a special hardware,

such as a simple DMA-like control unit is used to transfer the set of live registers

to/from kernel memory. A software implementation would be quite inefficient as it

has to read in the indices and decode them to actual register indices in a “switch”-

like statement. The solution we propose through the CCS technique is software only,

but instead of storing a set of live register indices and have the RTOS kernel use

them, our method has the compiler generate the custom software code to be used to

save and restore the set of live registers for each switch point. For instance, if only

registers R1 and R5 are alive for a particular switch-point, the compiler will generate

two special software routines. The first one will simply store R1 and R5 to an address

inside the stack frame of the task, while the second would load these two registers

from the task’s stack frame. Prior to entering the hot-spot these two routines will

be registered with the RTOS kernel and will be called back as a replacement of the

general-purpose RTOS routines for storing and loading the entire register file.

Consequently, for each switch point and its corresponding live register set, one

context saving and one context loading software routine is generated at compile

time. They are implemented in a similar way as the functions inside the RTOS

kernel; there is only store or load instructions in them - no caller save or callee save

mechanisms are needed. The target registers are the live register for that particular

switch-point/block. The entry addresses of these subroutines are associated with the

program counter of the switch point and are registered with the RTOS kernel and

the hardware support prior to entering the application hotspot. In order to avoid
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Figure 4.8: Structure of the CCS live state preservation.

any security issue, these routines even though invoked from within the kernel code,

where the context switch has been decided, will be executed at the privilege level

of the preempted and the preempting tasks. Therefore, these routines can access

only memory within the address space of the task and thus expose no security

problems. The routines can be executed within the task address space since they

use the memory of the task to store the live registers. Clearly, the code of these

custom routines is added to the application code. However, these switch routines

are very small as they consist of a single load/store instruction per live register. As

shown in our experimental results, the number of live registers is extremely small

(within 5 - 15 for most of the cases).

Prior to each hot-spot, the compiler would insert a small setup code the pur-

pose of which is to set the processor into a mode of low-cost task switch and register

the call-back functions for the switch points within the hot-spot to the operation

system kernel. During the preemption phase and the resume phase at runtime, the

operation system will use these functions for each switch point to perform the saving

and loading of the live registers.
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With the introduced concepts of deferred task switch and switch-points/blocks,

the preemption interrupt signal from the timer and the actual task switch become

decoupled. 1. The structure and sequences of events of the proposed approach

are depicted in Figure 4.8. When the timer interrupt for preemption occurs, it is

registered with the interrupt controller but the execution of the preempted task is

continued until the switch-point is encountered. Step 8 corresponds to the execution

of the preempted application code before reaching a switch-point. As the switch-

points are encountered dynamically quite often, this step is rather short; nonetheless

it includes the execution of actual application code and is, thus, a useful computa-

tion related to the task at hand. While executing the several instructions from the

preempted task leading to the switch-point, a special hardware mechanism is acti-

vated to identify the occurrence of the switch-point and trigger a signal when this

happens. Step 1 is performed at the moment when the switch-point is encountered.

The timer interrupt is now acted upon and the RTOS kernel is invoked. This step

is identical to the one in the original general-purpose context switch mechanism as

was shown in Figure 4.1. Here, the RTOS kernel decides whether a task switch is

warranted. If the RTOS scheduler decides that a task switch is needed, the custom

software routine generated by the compiler to save the live registers is executed;

this corresponds to Step 2. Step 3 is the part of the RTOS scheduler code, which

1It is possible, however, in order to minimize the overhead of taking the timer interrupt to

program the interrupt controller to defer taking this interrupt only when a switch-point/block is

hit. In this way, Step 1 will be executed just before Step 2 and any pipeline flushes associated with

taking an interrupt, if present, will be eliminated.
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decided which task should be activated for execution. And finally, Step 4, which

is the custom code for loading the state of the preempting task is executed. After

this routine, the control is transferred to the saved PC of the preempting task. An

identical sequence of steps is followed when the new task is preempted in turn from

other task or from the original task. The benefits of the proposed approach stem

from the fact that Steps 2 and 4 are much shorter and faster than their correspond-

ing steps in the general-purpose task switch mechanism, where the entire register

file is saved and restored.

4.4.2 Hardware Support

The purpose of the introduced hardware support is to capture and dynami-

cally identify the switch-points/blocks. This is the only hardware support required

for the CCS technique. Since switch-points/blocks are defined within the appli-

cation hot-spots, inserting instructions to enanle/disable preemption interrupts (in

order to completely eliminate the hardware support) would result in non-trivial

performance overhead. These instructions would have to be executed at each loop

iteration, since preemption interrupts (either timer interrupt or external events)

are asynchronous with respect to the program code and cannot be statically pre-

dicted at what time during loop execution will occur. The scheme that we propose,

instead, does not introduce any new instructions within the application hotspots.

Furthermore, the proposed methodology supports any interrupts that result in task

preemption, such as timer, special external interrupts triggering specific tasks, etc.
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Any such interrupt would triger the detection hardware and be deferred until the

next switch-point/block.

Clearly, the switch-points are uniquely identified with the address of the corre-

sponding instruction in the application hot-spot, while the switch-blocks are defined

by their start and end address. Here we outline the hardware support for identifying

switch-points. The hardware mechanism required for switch-blocks is almost iden-

tical - towards the end of this subsection we explain the difference. The addresses

of the switch-points defined for the particular application hotspot are stored in a

set of special register, which we refer to as switch registers. Once a preemption in-

terrupt/request occurs, the current PC must be compared to the each of the switch

registers at each clock cycle. When there is a match, a signal triggering a switch-

point hit which enables the preemption procedure and initiates the low-cost context

switch mechanism at that point.

The structure of the introduced hardware is shown in Figure 4.9. The addresses

of the switch points are stored into a set of switch registers. This is performed by

a code inserted by the compiler prior to entering the application hotspot. These
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few instructions are executed only once prior to entering the hotspot. As we have

explained earlier and will show in the next section, one or at most two switch-points

are typically enough per application hot-spot for the majority of the applications.

Therefore, the area overhead of the introduced hardware support is extremely min-

imal, as it contains only several switch registers, each 32-bit wide, and a set of

comparators for the parallel check with the set of active switch registers. It is note-

worthy, that these registers become part of the task state and need to be saved and

restored on context switch. We account for these extra cycles in our experimental

results. In steady state, when the program executes and no preemption interrupt

has been observed, this hardware is disabled. At the moment when a preemption

interrupt (timer or other such interrupt) occurs, the circuit is activated and the

comparison between the PC and the switch registers is performed from this cycle

until a match is found. The preemption is deferred since the interrupt controller

is disabled at that moment and the program execution continues. This is the time

period which coincides with Step 8 in Figure 4.8. Consequently, the power overhead

of this activity is negligently small as this comparison is performed only for several

cycles until the switch point is reached. The index of the switch register which

matches is provided to the RTOS kernel in order to inform it which switch point

has been reached so that the appropriate custom routines for saving the task state

are executed.

To support switch-blocks, an additional range comparator is required. A range

(interval) check is performed only once when the timer interrupt occurs in order to

check whether the PC is currently within the starting and ending address of the
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switch-block. If a match is detected, the signal triggering the switch-block hit is

set. Otherwise, the task execution continues and the detection of the switch-block

becomes completely identical to the detection of a switch-point by using the starting

address of the switch-block, which is loaded into a switch register.

4.5 Register Mapped Context Switch (RMCS)

The CCS approach still requires several execution cycles in order to preserve

the set of live registers for the switch-point/block. The RMCS technique, outlined

in this section, aims at eliminating even these extra cycles by using an additional

hardware support. This techniques requires limited mapping capabilities of the

register file so that a small part of the register file address space (the first several

registers) is virtualized and can be re-mapped at context switch. Compile-time

register live analysis followed by a register renaming step actively “packs” the set

of live registers into a set of contiguous registers within the mappable parts of the

register file. At context-switch time the OS exploits the mapping capabilities of the

register file to map the set of registers, which are alive during the time of preemption.

Clearly, the RMCS technique requires more hardware support in the form of

extra physical registers and mapping capabilities to a part of the register file. The

hardware support required to detect the occurrence of a switch-point or a switch-

block, as described in Section4.4.2, is required as well since the actual process of

preemption is deferred to such a point or a block. Fundamentally, the only difference

between the CCS and the RMCS is in the way they preserve the minimal live set at
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the switch-points/blocks. While the CCS technique explicitly saves and restores this

set of registers, the RMCS approach keeps the live set in the register file by quickly

re-mapping the address space of the register file where the live registers reside. In

effect the live register of the preempted task are being hidden, while the live registers

of the preempting task are mapped back (mounted) to the register file space which

is ISA-visible. As this re-mapping can be achieved in a single clock cycle, the task

switch procedure is almost instantaneous. The only small delay incurred is the delay

of deferring the preemption until a switch-point/block is reached.

4.5.1 Compiler and OS support

At compile-time the Control and Data Flow Graph (CDFG) is being analyzed

with respect to register liveness information at basic-block and single instruction

levels when the switch-points/blocks are identified. An important compiler phase

that needs to be executed for the RMCS technique is that the minimal set of live

registers for the switch-points or blocks is subsequently renamed (by the compiler)

into consecutive registers residing in the low-addresses of the register file. This
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compile-time register renaming phase has no impact on the performance as it does

not introduce any extra spill/fill code. The register file is extended to contain a

pool of extra (spare) set of registers, which can be efficiently and rapidly (in 1 cycle)

mapped into the ISA-visible register file address space. In order to further control

and minimize the hardware cost for the re-mapping, the register file address space is

partitioned into small Register File Pages (RFP). By mapping the first several RFPs

only into a pool of spare register pages, the context switch procedure is reduced to

a single cycle re-mapping event for all the cases where the small set of live registers

is accommodated within these pages. Figure 4.10 depicts the design flow and the

major steps in applying the RMCS technique.

Figure 4.11 illustrates the organization of the proposed mapped register file.

The first several RFPs are mappable through a simple hardware block, which is

described in details in the next subsection. For our experiments we have considered

RFPs of size 8 and have allowed for only the first 4 RFPs from the register file

address space to be mapped. In this way, different physical register pages can be

mapped to the ISA-visible register address space. The unmapped pages are not

visible to the application code.

The size in registers of the RFPs does not impact the physical organization

of the pool of spare registers. As our mapping hardware simply replaces the most

significant bits from the register address with an offset within the spare register

pool, the size of the RFPs can be easily changed without any modifications to the

table of extra registers. This hardware implementation also provides the ability to

map any of the spare RFPs to any page from the first four in the register address
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space.

At run-time when a preemption event occurs, the special hardware defers the

preemption until a switch-point or a block is reached for which the OS is aware about

its live register RFPs. Subsequently only these few pages are mapped by executing a

single instruction which controls the special register that defines the mapping. As the

switch blocks or instructions have a minimal number of live registers, the number

of RFPs that need to be mapped is minimal and, as shown in our experimental

results, can be achieved for the majority of cases when running several tasks in

parallel. It is demonstrated that a small sized pool of extra register pages is enough

to simultaneously map the set of live registers for several parallel tasks. The effect

of the proposed technique is identical to the effect achieved by dedicating a separate

register file to each task and simply switching between these register files during

context switch.

During task load-time, the OS can estimate whether the set of live register

pages for all the current tasks can be accommodated within the pool of mappable

RFPs. If not, depending on the task priority, the non-critical tasks live pages can
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be preserved in memory during preemption and not occupy register pages from the

pool. For these tasks the OS saves (and later restores) only the RFPs containing

the live registers of the tasks. It is clear that for this no application-specific routines

are needed as in CCS case - the OS only needs to know which RFPs to save/restore

for each hot-spot and switch-point/block for that task. In such a scenario where

too many parallel tasks co-exist, the OS would assign the most critical ones to non-

swappable register pages in the pool and still take a full advantage of the proposed

technique for the time critical tasks.

4.5.2 Hardware Support

Hardware support is required for two components of the proposed methodol-

ogy. First, an RFP mapping hardware is needed, which would enable the mapping

of the first several RFPs in the register address space to be mapped to a pool of ex-

tra register pages. The second important hardware block is the module that detects

the request for preemption in terms of timer interrupt or external asynchronous

interrupt and subsequently defers the preemption point until a minimal block or

a minimal point is reached. This hardware module was already described in Sec-

tion 4.4.2 since it is required for the CCS technique. In this section, we will focus

on the mapped register file organization.

Figure 4.12 presents the hardware architecture of the mapped register file. The

presented organization assumes 128-entry base register file (ISA-visible) with register

file pages (RFP) of size 8; the first four RFPs are mapped to a pool of extra register
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pages. The size of the mapped pages as well as their number can be easily changed -

such a change can also be performed at run-time with only a very small modification

to the hardware we outline below. The ISA-visible register indices corresponding

to the first four register pages can be mapped to either the baseline register file

(their normal location) or mapped to the pool of extra register pages, which is a

small additional register file. The mapping is implemented by replacing the four

most significant bits from the ISA-visible register index with a new 4-bit value (or

fewer bits, depending on the size of the pool) that selects a register page from the

extra pool. The pool of spare registers can be easily implemented as an additional

small register file. As shown in our experimental results, for all practical purposes

the size of this additional set of register is within 50% of the basic register file.

The 4:1 multiplexer in the figure is responsible for replacing the 4-bit register page

number with the 4-bit physical page number. The four 4-bit Mapped Page Number

(MPN) registers are written by the OS and define the mapping of the current task.

Fundamentally, this set of four MPN registers defines the current mapping for the

first four register pages from the ISA-visible register space. The values stored in the
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four MPNs are analogous to the physical frame numbers used in traditional virtual

memory to represent the address of the physical memory page. In our experiments

we have evaluated both 64-entry and 128-entry register file, which are typical for

modern VLIW processors.

The size of the extra register pool determines the number of parallel tasks

that can benefit from the proposed technique. If the set of all live registers from

the most demanding minimal block in each task can be accommodated within the

extra pool, then no saving/restoring of register is needed for context switch for

that group of tasks. The only action required by the OS context-switch handler

is to replace the values of the four MPN registers. This can be accomplished with

a single instructions as the four MPN registers consist of 16 bits total. When the

extra pool of registers cannot accommodate all the live pages from the tasks, some of

the tasks would be assigned to four pages from the pool, which would be preserved

during context-switch. It is noteworthy that at this step the tasks with highest

demands for responsiveness can be placed in the extra register pool and utilize the

proposed RMCS technique, while the live pages for the less demanding task assigned

to the base register file and (only they) preserved at context-switch.

Overhead Analysis. The area overhead of the introduced hardware con-

sists of the pool of extra registers, the mapping logic, and the preemption deferral

logic. In our experiments we show that 25% or 50% extra registers is sufficient for

achieving zero-cost context switch for several parallel tasks. The mapping logic is

fairly small as it constitutes of a 4-to-1 multiplexer, four MPN registers with a total

volume of 16 bits and a few gates. The preemption deferral logic consists of a range
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comparator and a value comparator per minimal block. The silicon area needed for

this is minimal compared to the area of modern pipelined embedded processor with

instruction and data caches. In terms of power overhead, the preemption deferral

hardware is active only during the few cycles between an interrupt and context

switch. Only the 4-to-1 multiplexer is activated during a regular register file access;

its power, however, is order of magnitudes smaller than the power needed by a base-

line register file only. The minimal delay of the 4-to-1 multiplexer is introduced in

the register access path, even though it can be mostly overlapped with the address

decoder logic.

4.6 Experimental results

In evaluating the proposed technique, we have performed a quantitative anal-

ysis and comparison of baseline general context switch scheme and the proposed

application-specific context switch mechanism. The evaluation is performed with

the VLIW Example - VEX package [119], which is developed and provided by HP

research labs. It includes a state-of-the-art optimizing VLIW compiler and a simula-

tor tool-chain. The VLIW processor core can be configured into various architectures

including multiple clusters, register files, and functional units. Each cluster is con-

figured to have two register files, four integer ALUs, two 16*32-bit multiply units,

and a data cache port. The cluster can issue up to four operations per instruction.

The register set for each cluster consists of 64 general-purpose 32-bit registers. The

simulator that comes with VEX is a compiled simulator. For the purpose of simula-
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tion, a C code for a custom VEX simulator is generated for the application program.

Each VLIW instruction is executed as a call to a function that implements the func-

tionality of the operations within the simulated instruction packet. The number of

executed cycles including pipeline stalls and cache misses is maintained captured

and reported.

We have evaluated two baseline register files, one consisting of 64 registers and

one of 128 registers. We have assumed that the first four pages (each of 8 registers)

in the register file are mappable for the purpose of the RMCS technique. To consider

the effect of aggressive VLIW compiler optimizations on the proposed methodology,

we have included two compiler setups: one where the applications are compiled with

heavy loop unrolling and trace scheduling - we refer to this option as an aggressive

optimization; the second optimization setup includes all scalar optimizations but no

loop unrolling - we refer to this as a scalar-only optimization.

By instrumenting the compiled simulator for each benchmark, we mark the

switch points and model the behavior of the hardware and the RTOS kernel when

a switch point is reached. The timer interrupt is modeled by introducing a counter

which keeps track of the executed cycles in a way similar to a hardware timer module.

When a certain number of cycles is reached, we simulate the occurrence of a context

switch. Since in our study we are interested in the responsiveness of the context

switch procedure, we measure the delay between the timer interrupt signaling the

preemption and the execution of the first instruction from the preempting task. This

delay is determined by the preemption deferral interval and the actual cost in terms

of cycle for preserving and loading the state of the two participating tasks. These
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ej lu tri mmul 2d-dct adp g721 sha sus

# of h-s 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 5 1

Freq.(%) 100 49,51 54,46 100 49,51 100 100 19,21,20,20,20 100

# SP/SB 1 1,1 1,1 1 1,1 1 5 1,1,1,1,1 1

Table 4.1: Benchmarks characteristics

are the two factors that we take into account in our study.

Prior to instrumenting the compiled simulator, we compile the benchmark

application, and the assembly code for the application hot-spots is parsed by a sep-

arate script which identifies the register live ranges. The traditional algorithm for

this analysis, as described in [120], is used. In a subsequent step, we identify the

switch-points and the switch-points as the positions/basic-blocks in the application

hotspots where the number of live registers is minimal. We report on the delay

and task switch cost reductions for both switch-points and switch-blocks in order to

analyze the advantages and disadvantages of both approaches. The baseline archi-

tectures constitute a single-cluster and dual-cluster cores. In the single-cluster case,

each preemption is assumed to involve 64 store instructions and each resumption has

the same amount of load instructions. For the dual-cluster architecture, the registers

saved are doubled which results to a total of two groups of 128 instructions. For the

CCS approach, we have accounted for the cycles needed by the custom switch rou-

tines to execute the context switch. Similarly to the baseline organization, we have

assumed a single load/store unit per cluster. Consequently, based on the number of
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live registers for each switch-point/block, we have accounted for the corresponding

execution cycles introduced by the custom switch routines.

In our experimental study, we have utilized two groups of benchmarks. The

computation kernel group includes Matrix Multiplication (mmul), Extrapolated Ja-

coby (ej) method, the LU matrix decomposition (lu), and the TRI triangular matrix

conversion (tri); these kernels manipulate large matrices and are extensively used

in many algorithms. The application group includes the 2D-DCT - discrete cosine

transform that are widely used in many image and video processing applications, the

adpcm and the g721 speech coders from MediaBench[103], the SHA hash algorithm,

and the susan image recognition program from MiBench [104].

Table 4.1 reports the structure of each application benchmark. The first row

shows the number of hotspots, while the second row reports the execution frequency

of each hotspot. The last row of the table shows the number of switch-points and

switch-blocks for each hotspot. In the register live analysis for each application we

have found out that the switch-block always contains the switch-point. It is also

always the case that the switch-block is always the basic block at the bottom of the

hotspot CDFG. As explained earlier, this can be easily explained (and anticipated

by us) by the fact that the registers carrying temporary variables as well as data

items loaded and stored in memory are dead towards the end of the CDFG and only

the registers carrying live variables across the loop iterations are alive.

Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 shows the achieved results. The four baseline

architectures correspond to 64 and 128 entry register files, each with aggressive and

scalar-only compiler optimizations. The aggressive optimizations include very heavy
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ej lu tri mmul 2d-dct adp g721 sha sus

Live 2/ 20/22, 21/24, 11/17 14/23, 11/ {3/5,7/7 5/20,11/18, 20/

Regs. 8 20/27 15/17 12/24 11 8/8,9/9, 11/14, 20

SP/SB 12/14} 11/18,10/13

CCS 97/ 72/69, 71/67, 85/76 81/68, 85/ {96/93, 93/72, 72/

State 89 72/63 79/76 83/67 85 90/90,89/89, 85/75,85/81, 72

Red.% 88/88,83/81} 85/75,86/82

Avg. 16/ 24/23, 33/31, 18/15 15/4, 21/ 36/32 22/13, 24/

Def. 10 28/23 30/29 19/8 21 13/2,15/12, 24

(cycl) 13/2,15/12

Worst 32/ 47/46, 65/63, 35/30 28/14, 42/ 49/45 42/33, 48/

Def. 25 54/49 60/58 37/24 41 25/10,29/26, 47

(cycl) 25/10,29/26

RMCS 88/ 81/82, 74/76, 86/90 88/97, 84/ 72/75 83/90,90/98, 81/

Resp. 92 78/82 77/77 85/94 84 88/91, 81

Red.% 90/98,88/91

CCS 84/ 50/48, 41/40, 69/63 66/57, 66/ 59/61 75/55,73/68, 50/

Resp. 78 47/38 53/52 66/53 66 71/68, 50

Red.% 73/68,73/70

Table 4.2: Characteristics and response reductions with aggressive compiler opti-

mizations for 64-entry register file
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ej lu tri mmul 2d-dct adp g721 sha sus

Live 3/ 27/28, 29/33, 15/22 20/42, 15/ {3/5,7/7 6/16,11/20, 21/

Regs. 16 20/38 20/24 18/40 15 8/8,9/9, 24/24 26

SP/SB 12/14} 11/18,10/13

CCS 98/ 81/81, 80/77, 90/85 86/71, 90/ {98/97, 96/89, 85/

State 89 86/74 86/83 88/72 90 95/95,94/94, 92/86,83/83, 82

Red.% 94/94,92/90} 92/88,93/91

Avg. 15/ 28/27, 40/36, 22/18 16/8, 24/ 49/45 29/23, 24/

Def. 3 28/24 38/36 20/3 24 28/9,30/11, 24

(cycl) 28/11,30/6

Worst 28/ 55/53, 78/74, 42/39 30/22, 48/ 63/59 56/51, 49/

Def. 11 55/51 75/73 38/15 47 54/31,59/26, 44

(cycl) 54/35,59/26

RMCS 88/ 79/79, 69/72, 83/86 88/94, 81/ 62/65 77/82,78/93, 80/

Resp. 98 78/81 70/72 84/98 81 77/95, 80

Red.% 78/91,77/95

CCS 86/ 57/56, 46/53, 71/67 72/59, 70/ 56/59 73/67,70/72, 64/

Resp. 83 63/51 55/53 70/63 70 58/71, 60

Red% 70/72,69/72

Table 4.3: Characteristics and response reductions with aggressive compiler opti-

mizations for 128-entry register file
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ej lu tri mmul 2d-dct adp g721 sha sus

Live 3/ 18/20, 13/24, 9/13 13/15, 10/ {3/5,7/7 6/6,5/9, 20/

Regs. 14 18/19 10/19 11/13 10 8/8,9/9, 10/14, 20

SP/SB 12/14} 10/15,9/13

CCS 96/ 75/72, 82/67, 88/82 82/79, 86/ {96/93, 92/92, 72/

State 81 75/74 86/74 85/82 86 90/90,89/89, 93/88,86/81, 72

Red.% 88/88,83/81} 86/79,88/82

Avg. 18/ 3/1, 8/1, 4/2 3/1, 14/ 40/36 2/2, 14/

Def. 1 3/1 8/1 3/1 14 5/2,4/2, 13

(cycl) 4/2,4/2

Worst 34/ 5/3, 15/5, 7/4 5/3, 28/ 57/53 4/3, 27/

Def. 7 5/3 15/5 5/3 27 9/6,7/4, 25

(cycl) 7/4,7/4

RMCS 86/ 98/99, 94/99, 97/98 98/99, 89/ 69/72 98/98,96/98, 89/

Resp. 99 98/99 94/99 98/99 89 97/98, 90

Red.% 97/98,97/98

CCS 81/ 70/67, 73/60, 83/78 77/75, 73/ 56/58 89/89,88/84, 58/

Resp. 75 70/69 78/68 80/78 73 81/77, 59

Red.% 81/75,83/78

Table 4.4: Characteristics and response reductions with scalar-only compiler opti-

mizations; 64-entry register file
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ej lu tri mmul 2d-dct adp g721 sha sus

Live 4/ 18/20, 13/24, 9/13 13/15, 11/ {3/5,7/7 8/8,5/9, 20/

Regs. 17 18/19 10/20 11/13 11 8/8,9/9, 10/15, 20

SP/SB 12/14} 10/14,9/13

CCS 97/ 88/86, 91/83, 94/91 91/90, 92/ {98/97, 94/94, 86/

State 88 88/87 93/86 92/91 92 95/95,94/94, 97/94,93/90, 86

Red.% 94/94,92/90} 93/89,94/91

Avg. 17/ 3/1, 8/1, 4/2 3/1, 14/ 54/49 2/1, 11/

Def. 1 3/1 8/1 3/1 14 5/1,5/1, 11

(cycl) 5/1,5/1

Worst 33/ 5/3, 15/5, 7/4 5/3, 28/ 71/67 3/2, 21/

Def. 7 5/3 15/5 5/3 27 10/3,10/4, 20

(cycl) 9/4,9/4

RMCS 87/ 98/99, 94/99, 97/98 98/99, 89/ 58/62 98/99,96/99, 91/

Resp. 99 98/99 94/99 98/99 89 96/99, 91

Red% 96/99,96/99

CCS 84/ 84/83, 84/79, 90/88 88/87, 80/ 52/55 92/92,92/91, 76/

Resp. 84 84/84 86/82 89/88 80 88/88, 76

Red.% 88/86,89/88

Table 4.5: Characteristics and response reductions with scalar-only compiler opti-

mizations; 128-entry register file
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loop unrolling coupled with instruction scheduling. The scalar-only optimizations

include no loop unrolling but all the basic optimizations including scheduling. The

second row reports the number of live registers at the switch-points and the switch-

blocks for all the benchmarks. This data is represented as a pair of number, the first

corresponding to a switch-point and the second to a switch-block. It is noteworthy

that this number directly corresponds to the number of execution cycles taken by

the custom switch routines. For the single-cluster machine of 64 registers we have

assumed one load/store unit, while for the dual-cluster machine with 128 registers

two load/store units are assumed. Therefore, for the single-cluster organization,

the number of cycles taken by the switch routines is identical to the number of

live registers, while for the double-cluster, the number of cycles is equal to the half

of the number of live registers. The next row reports the reduction in state (in

percentage) that is achieved by storing and restoring the live registers only by the

CCS methodology. Similarly, the data for switch-points and switch-blocks is shown

for all the benchmarks and their application hotspots. The next pair of rows reports

the average and worst preemption deferrals (in cycles) for both switch-points and

switch-blocks. These numbers represent the number of cycles from the moment

a preemption interrupt occurs to the moment of reaching the switch-point/block.

The deferral delay is independent from the type of technique used to preserve the

context (CCS or RMCS). Clearly, the deferral is smaller for switch-blocks as they

are more quickly reachable on average than switch-points. The last two rows in

the tables report the reductions (in percentage) achieved by the RMCS and the

CCS methodologies. The baseline architecture is the general-purpose mechanism
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A2 B2 A3 B3 A4 B4

25% 1-cluster 0/0 0/0 1/2 0/2 3/5 3/5

2-clusters 0/0 0/0 0/4 0/3 3/7 2/7

50% 1-cluster 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 1/3 1/3

2-clusters 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/3 0/3

75% 1-cluster 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/1 0/1

2-clusters 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0

Table 4.6: Live pages exceeding page pool; Aggressive optimizations

for storing the entire register file of the preempted task and loading the register file

associated with the preempting task. For the CCS technique, this reduction takes

into account the execution cycles needed by the custom switch routines, which, as

explained above, are directly proportional to the number of live register for that

switch-point/block. For the RMCS technique, a single-cycle switch to remap the

appropriate RFPs is assumed.

It is noteworthy, that not only are the two preemption mechanisms significantly

faster but also useful instructions are being executed from the preempted task during

the deferral interval. This is in contrast with the general-purpose mechanisms where

it is not only significantly slower, but is also the case that the delay is pure overhead

as only system software instructions are being executed.

As is evident from the tables, when more issue bandwidth is available with

the dual-cluster machine, the compiler is more aggressive in unrolling the loops in
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A2 B2 A3 B3 A4 B4

25% 1-cluster 0/0 0/0 0/2 0/0 2/4 3/3

2-clusters 0/0 0/0 0/1 0/0 0/4 1/1

50% 1-cluster 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/2 1/1

2-clusters 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0

75% 1-cluster 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0

2-clusters 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0

Table 4.7: Live pages exceeding page pool, Scalar-only optimizations

order to uncover and schedule parallel instructions. The loop body increases due

to the larger unrolling factor, which in turn leads to increase in the number of live

registers throughout the loop body. However, for the minimal points/blocks, the

number of live registers is only slightly increased and not doubled due to their typical

occurrence towards the beginning or the end of the loop body. Nonetheless, this

increase is limited by the available ILP. Furthermore, due to the more load/store

units available for this architecture, the actual reductions achieved by the CCS

technique are higher compared to the single-cluster architecture; the slight increase

in live registers at the switch-points/blocks is compensated by the ability to save

and load pairs of registers simultaneously.

In order to evaluate the impact of the size of the pool of extra registers required

by the RMCS technique, we have formed sets of multiple tasks for parallel execution.

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show the relation of spare registers pool size and the supported
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multiple task set for worst case scenarios - when for all the tasks the preemption

occurs within the switch-points/blocks with largest number of live register pages.

If all these live pages cannot be accommodated within the extra pool of register

pages, the number of pages which exceed the pool must be saved and restored at

context switch. Only the non-time critical tasks can be handled in this way, while

the rest of the tasks can use the pool of register pages and benefit from the proposed

methodology. In Tables 4.6 and 4.7 we show for each task set the number of live

register pages, which exceed the pool. We have evaluated three cases for the size of

the pool of extra registers: 25%, 50%, and 75% of the size of the baseline register

file.

The first row in the tables shows the set name. Set Ai consists of the first

i tasks from the computational kernels group; A2={EJ,LU}, A3={EJ, LU, TRI},

A4={EJ, LU, TRI, MMUL}. Sets Bi similarly cover the group of application bench-

marks: B2={2D-DCT, ADPCM}, B3={2D-DCT, ADPCM, SHA}, B4={2D-DCT,

ADPCM, SHA, SUSAN}. Table 4.6 reports the obtained data for aggressive com-

piler optimizations. The three main rows contain the data for the cases of 25%, 50%,

and 75% extra register in the pool of spare register pages in addition to the baseline

register file. For both single- and dual-cluster machines we report the number of

live register pages that need to be saved/restored to memory because of insufficient

registers in the extra register pool. The two reported numbers correspond to the

cases of using switch-points and switch-blocks, respectively. It can be seen from this

data that a 25% extra register pool completely covers all the 2-task sets and some

of the 3-task sets, while 50% pool completely covers all the 2-, 3-, and some of the
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4-task sets. Even in the cases where not all the live pages can be covered by the

RMCS technique, the critical tasks can be assigned to the spare pages and utilize the

RMCS methodology, while for the remaining non-critical tasks, the context-switch

time can still be reduced as only the registers in the live pages would be preserved

and restored during task preemption.
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Chapter 5

Compiler-driven Register Re-Assignment for Temperature Control

5.1 Introduction

As feature sizes continue scaling down and clock frequencies steadily increase,

the power density in many modern semiconductor circuits, such as embedded sys-

tems and processors, has been doubling every three years and this rate is expected

to increase even more [121]. Most prominently, the increased power density has

resulted in highly increased temperatures. These new thermal characteristics have,

in turn, resulted in serious design challenges, such as reliability problems [122],

packaging and cooling costs [123], and elevated leakage power [124].

The reliability of an electronic circuit is exponentially dependent on the junc-

tion temperature. A mere 10− 15oC rise in the operating temperature could result

in two times reduction in the life span of the circuit. The packaging and cool-

ing solutions designed to remove the heat from the silicon die surface have been

typically targeted for the worst case peak temperature. However, due to packag-

ing cost becoming extremely expensive with the increasingly rising temperatures -

approximately $10 per Watt after 65oC [123], new design strategies have emerged

where thermal management techniques are used to keep the chip temperature within

the thermal capacity of the cooling package and, thus, prevent both transient and

permanent system failures.
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Figure 5.1: Thermal RC model

Leakage power, which is expected to constitute over 50% of the total power

consumption in post 90nm CMOS technologies has strong dependency on temper-

ature [124]. The positive feedback loop between leakage power and temperature

causes the temperature to continuously rise and, thus, damage the chip when it

reaches a certain threshold (runaway temperature). Even if the temperature is con-

trolled below the runaway threshold, the high static power consumption could have

a significant impact on many low-power devices operating on battery power.

Due to its high utilization and relatively small area, the register file has been

shown to have the highest peak temperature in several studies [125]. In VLIW

processors, where multiple instructions are packaged into a single large instruction

packet, the register file access frequencies are significantly elevated, which causes

the rise of the power density and, thus, peak temperatures. Consequently, reducing

the register file power density spots would lead to reduction in peak temperatures

for both the entire chip and the register file, which in turn would result in improved

reliability and reduced leakage power.

There exists a well-known duality between the power-temperature relation and

the current-voltage relation in an RC circuit network. Heat flow can be described as

a “current” passing through a thermal resistance, leading to a temperature difference
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(“voltage difference”) between a neighboring point temperate and the temperature

of the thermal resistance. Figure 5.1 shows an example of a simplified chip thermal

model when only the vertical heat transfer path is considered, which has been shown

to be the majority of the heat transfer. The temperature response at time t for a

given power dissipation can be obtained through the following equation:

T (t) = P (T ) · Rth + Ta + (Tinit − P (T ) · Rth − Ta) · e
−

t
RthCth (5.1)

where T (t) is the transient temperature, P (T ) is the total power consumption

at temperature T ,Ta is the ambient temperature, Tinit is the initial temperature,

Rth is the thermal resistance which includes junction-to-ambient thermal resistance

of the silicon substrate and the package, and Cth is the thermal capacitance. The

steady state temperature is modeled as:

Tsteady = P (Tsteady) · Rth + Ta (5.2)

where P (Tsteady) is the total power dissipation at Tsteady . Equation 5.2 can be

extended into 5.3,

Tsteady =
P (Tsteady)

Achip
· rA0 + Ptotal(Tsteady) · Rheat sink + Ta (5.3)

where Rheat sink is the thermal resistance of the thermal sink and is less affected

by the chip area since the heat is usually spread out more uniformly by the heat

spreader before it reaches the sink. Also the heat sink resistance have to be designed

to be small enough so that the thermal paste resistance dominates the total thermal
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resistance. rA0 is the unit area thermal resistance of thermal paste and is fixed.

P (T )
Achip

represent the power density of the chip and is determined by the ratio of total

power dissipation and the chip area. Consequently, reducing the power density of a

given block results in effectively reducing the steady temperature for that block.

The proposed temperature reduction methodology introduces a temperature-

aware compiler register re-allocation based on application-specific information re-

garding basic block register accesses and frequency of execution. The register file

peak temperature, the hottest spot in any modern embedded processor, is reduced

by minimizing the peak power density across the register file. If the register file

comprises of multiple banks, the proposed approach distributes the accesses and,

hence, the power density uniformly across all the banks. If a monolithic implemen-

tation is followed, our technique distributes the accesses uniformly throughout the

register file and minimizes the power density and peak temperature. In this case,

the proposed algorithm logically partitions the register file into equally sized small

partitions and uniformly distributes the accesses among them. From this point on

we will use the term “partition” to refer to a group of physically adjacent registers,

which are not necessary implemented as a separate physical bank but are rather

treated by our methodology as a unit entity within the register file.

The power density reduction is achieved through both register name reassign-

ments and register live range reassignments. These tools are used with the objective

of uniformly distributing (spatially) the register accesses across the entire register

file. Since the introduced technique only reallocates live ranges and swaps register

names, no performance overhead is incurred. Moreover, as these transformation are
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applied during compile time, no hardware support is required, thus no area or power

overheads are incurred as well.

5.2 Related Work

Investigating processor thermal characteristics from architecture and systems

point of view have been the goal of several research groups and projects in recent

years [126]. In [127], the authors have proposed several Dynamic Thermal Man-

agement (DTM) techniques including DVFS, decoder and i-cache throttling, as well

as speculation control. A register relabeling technique is introduced, developed,

and evaluated in [128, 129, 130]. The technique relabels the register names with

the objective of minimizing dynamic power on the I-Cache data bus and address

decoders. In [131] the authors have proposed techniques for reducing cache temper-

ature through power density minimization. A cache block permutation techniques is

introduced, which aims at maximizing the distance between blocks with consecutive

addresses. Register assignments algorithm for low-power VLIW register files are in-

troduced in [132]. The compile-time reassignment algorithm together with hardware

support for dynamically disabling register file sub-banks are used to minimize the

dynamic power of large clustered register files. In [133] techniques are proposed to

minimize the thermal emergencies in NOC-based systems through compiler-directed

power density reduction. Several thermal managing techniques for multicore archi-

tectures are explored in [134]. Various core throttling policies applied at core and

processor level are explored for chip thermal management. The authors in [135] have
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introduced a power density minimization through computational activity migration,

while in [136], the authors investigate register temperature reduction through reg-

ister file and register duplication. At time intervals the hardware is controlled to

switch to the other available register file bank and, thus control the peak temper-

ature. In [137], the authors explore the temperature dependence on leakage power

of on-chip caches by systematically evaluating and simulating the interdependence

between temperature and cache organization and its leakage power. In [138] the

author have proposed and evaluated a systematic approach for optimally allocat-

ing and placing thermal sensors within a microprocessor. The placement algorithm

provides for accurate thermal measurements to be used for run-time temperature

optimizations. The relationship between task scheduling and run-time thermal be-

havior has been investigated in [139]. High-temperature profile tasks are interleaved

with low-temperature tasks in order to dynamically control the chip temperature.

The methodology in this chapter aims at reducing the peak temperature of

the register file by spreading the register activity and, thus, minimizing the register

file power density. Since the register file peak temperature determines the peak

temperature for the entire processor, our approach reduces the maximum processor

temperature and relaxes the packaging and cooling requirements. Additionally, it

also results in improved reliability and reduced leakage power of the register file and

its surrounding hardware blocks. All this is achieved with no impact on performance

and no additional hardware.
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Figure 5.2: Histogram of register accesses; Scalar compiler optimizations

5.3 Motivation for Temperature-Aware Register Re-Allocation

A traditional register allocation scheme in temperature unaware compiler starts

by assuming infinite virtual registers for representation and machine-independent

optimization purposes. Each virtual register is used to carry a particular value

from the moment of its definition (writing into it) to the moment of its last usage

before being re-defined. Subsequently, these virtual registers are mapped into the

fixed number of available physical registers. To resolve cases where there are not

enough physical registers, registers are spilled into memory through load/store in-

structions. In effect, the load/store instructions terminate and subsequently resume

the live range associated to a particular virtual register in order to remain within

the limit of available physical registers. The physical registers are usually selected

and mapped to a live range following the linear order of the names of currently

available registers.

The objective of the traditional register allocation approaches is to minimize

the number of load/store instructions introduced for spilling and filling registers.
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Figure 5.3: Histogram of register accesses; Aggressive compiler optimizations

When the register pressure is high, most of the physical registers are allocated and

have to be moved back and forth from memory. In cases (basic blocks, or other

code fragments) with low register pressure, only a very few physical registers are

allocated and as such contain useful values. The decision regarding which physical

registers in particular to be allocated, however, does not take into consideration

the distribution of the register accesses. Consequently, often times a significant

imbalance in the distribution of the register access activity exists.

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the register access distribution for a set of application

benchmarks executed on a state-of-the-art embedded multimedia VLIW processor

as modeled by the VEX infrastructure [119] from HP labs. The 64-entry register file

is logically split into 8 partitions each consisting of 8 registers. The figures report

the percentage of the total register accesses for each bank. Figure 5.2 shows the

access distribution when the benchmarks have been compiled with fairly traditional

optimizations - all scalar optimizations, instruction scheduling and minimal loop un-

rolling, while Figure 5.3 reports the same data but for the case for very aggressive
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compiler optimizations - aggressive loop unrolling combined with trace scheduling.

In our experimental study, we have used benchmarks from MediaBench [103] and

MiBench[104] such as 2D-DCT (discrete cosine transform widely used in many image

and video processing applications), ADPCM and G721 (speech compression codecs),

SHA (commonly used hashing algorithm in security), SUSAN (image manipulation),

DIJKSTRA (graph optimization). We have also evaluated several numerical com-

putation programs, such as Matrix Multiplication (MMUL), Extrapolated Jacoby

(EJ) method, LU decomposition, and TRI (converting a matrix into a triangular

form).

It is evident from the above two figures that the first few partitions (mostly

the first two) of the physical register file are accessed overwhelmingly many more

times than the other partitions. As the power per single register access is identical

for all the registers, the power density of the first partition is significantly higher

than the power density of the other partitions. The peak temperature of the whole

register thus will be reached in the first partition, which will also become significantly

hotter than the other parts of the register file. If, on the other hand, the register

accesses required by the program and established by the register allocator are evenly

distributed through the register file, the power will be uniformly distributed as well

and no extreme temperature hotspots will be formed. Fundamentally, this is the

objective of the proposed compile-time register re-allocation methodology.

Given a fixed amount of register activity, the lowest power density occurs when

the access activities for all the partitions are identical. By rearranging the physical

register allocation evenly into multiple partitions, the peak power density and hence
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the peak temperature could be reduced. The magnitude of the reduction depends on

whether the initial distribution which has resulted from the general-purpose register

allocation algorithm is significantly imbalanced.

Since the proposed technique involves register name and live range reassign-

ments only, it can be independently applied on different application hot-spots, which

correspond to heavily executed program phases. In this way, each such execution

phase that iteratively executes a relatively short code sequence can be optimized in-

dependently1. Such an approach ensures that the quality of the proposed solution is

not diluted throughout a large application program with different execution phases.

Furthermore, due to the iterative nature of the execution phases and their relatively

short static code size, this approach ensures that the register file is not only ac-

cessed uniformly as a whole throughout the program, i.e. spatially, but also that

this uniformity of access is preserved within short time intervals, i.e. temporally, as

well.

Fundamentally, the proposed algorithm can be integrated as a part of the

register allocation compiler phase. The selection of an available register to map a

particular live range would be driven by the optimization criteria of the proposed

technique. The additional profile-based information regarding basic block execution

frequency can be provided as a feedback information to the compiler. For the

1In this case, a register transfer instruction may have to be introduced in between the application

hot-spots for each global variable carried by a register across the program hot-spots. Since such

a register transfer, if existing at all, can happen only outside program hot-spots, its impact on

performance is practically zero.
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Live range for R5:
3 accesses (1 write, 2 reads)

... ...

...
Live range for R5:
7 accesses (1 write, 6 reads)

Live range for R5:
5 accesses (1 write, 4 reads)

6 accesses to R5

5 accesses to R5

N5=1*3+1*7+0.8*6+0.2*5+1*5
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80
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sub R7, R5, ...
add R5, ...

add R6, R5, ...
mul R5, ...

Figure 5.4: A loop Control Flow Graph (CFG) and Register live ranges

purpose of clarity, however, in presenting the algorithm in the subsequent sections

of this chapter we assume that it is applied in a compiler pass after the traditional

register allocation and after profiling the program under compilation.

The proposed algorithm, which utilizes register name and register live range

reassignments does not introduce any performance overhead, because it does not

introduce any new instructions within the frequently executed application hotspots.

It only judiciously reassigns both the register names and the individual live ranges

carried by the registers to carry each incarnation of the program variables in their

define and use cycles. Consequently, the achieved power density and temperature

reductions are achieved at no performance and no hardware costs.

5.4 Temperature-Aware Register Re-Allocation Fundamentals

The fundamental goal of the register allocators is to minimize the amount of

memory traffic by mapping as many as possible variables to registers. The proposed
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register reassignment for power density minimization is performed after the tradi-

tional register allocation phase. Registers are re-allocated without introducing new

memory transfers; in essence, our technique exploits the available degrees of freedom

that exist when selecting a register name to hold a particular live range.

Figure 5.3 shows an example Control-Flow Graph (CFG) for a simple loop

with four basic blocks. The numbers associated with each basic block correspond

to the percentage of loop execution time spent in the basic block. Such execution

frequency numbers can be obtained through profiling. Since the register reallocation

is performed independently on the different application hotspots, corresponding to

frequently executed loops and functions, the profile-based information regarding

register utilization is extremely stable. For instance, our experiments show that for

the G721 speech coder ran on two completely different input data sets, the register

access weights (the ratio of register accesses of a particular register to the total

number of register accesses) are stable with a worst-case difference of 0.00103. Such

a small fluctuation would have no impact whatsoever on the final results achieved

by the proposed algorithm.

Subsequently, a live analysis is performed after the traditional compiler register

allocation to determine the register live ranges (in case such information is not

directly accessible from the already executed register allocator). A register live

range is defined as the interval of time (or sequence of instructions) starting from the

instruction that writes into the register a new value and ending at the instruction

that reads for the last time from it before the register is written to again. Each

basic block is composed of the live ranges for all the registers. In this representation
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each register has its own column, while the rows correspond to the linear sequence

of instructions. In this way the live ranges can be represented as vertical lines. A

particular live range can reside within a basic block or can span multiple basic blocks.

For each live range, the register is accessed by one write (the first instruction) and

one or more reads. In Figure 5.3 we have shown the live ranges for R5 and have also

shown the way we compute the number of accesses to R5, which we denote with

N5. The number of accesses to R5 is essentially defined as the weighted sum of the

number of accesses for each live range of R5 with weights equal to the execution

frequency for the basic block. In general, the number of accesses to any register for

a particular CFG, which represents an application hotspot (function or a loop) is

defined by the following equation:

Ni =
nb∑

b=1

Wb(
∑

j∈Li(b)

NLi(j)) (5.4)

where Ni is the number of accesses to register Ri, nb is total number of basic

blocks, Wb is the weight of block b. Li(b) is the set of all the live ranges of register

i residing in basic block b, and NLi(j) is the access number of register Ri in live

range j. If a live range crosses basic block boundaries, its number of accesses is split

and the corresponding basic block weights are used.

As the register file can be divided into several partitions, the number of accesses

for each such partition is defined as the sum of accesses for all the registers from

that partition. We refer to this value as the partition weight.
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Figure 5.5: Register name reassignment

Wi =
∑

Rj∈Bank(i)

Nj (5.5)

Consequently, the power density for a partition with EB energy per access is:

PDi =
Wi · EB

T ime · Area
(5.6)

Reducing peak temperature is achieved by reducing the power density for all

the partitions, which in turn can be achieved by minimizing the maximal weight of

a register partition. As the total number of register accesses is a constant, mini-

mizing the maximal partition weight is transformed into uniformly distributing the

register accesses to all the partitions. Consequently, the problem is transformed into

minimize the max(Wi) given a constant activity
∑

i Wi.

5.4.1 Register Name Reassignment (RNR)

A first approach to attack the power density minimization problem, at rather

coarse-granularity level, is to employ register name reassignment. If the register

name space is permuted and partitioned in such a way, so that the number of

accesses to the register file partitions are made uniform, then clearly the register
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file power density will be reduced. Consequently, the Register Name Reassignment

(RNR) problem can be formulated as the procedure of permuting the register name

space after register allocation for each application “hot-spot” with the objective of

uniformly distributing the total number of register accesses throughout the register

file.

The well-known min-max set-partitioning problem, which is a known NP-hard

problem, can be easily reduced to an instance of this problem - the two problems

being almost identical. Such a mapping demonstrates the NP-hardness of our power

density minimization problem. It has been shown that the min-max set-partitioning

problem is very closely related to the scheduling problem [140]. In order to produce

a practical solution we have developed a heuristic algorithm similar to the list-

scheduling algorithm. Theoretically the minimum of the max(Wi) is larger than

or equal to the average of Wi, where the equality holds only when all the Wi are

identical. Consequently, in order to measure the quality of the results produced

by the proposed algorithm, we use the ratio of the peak deviation (max(Wi) -

average(Wi)) to average(Wi), which we denote as PD/AV . For the ideal case

when every partition has identical weight, the PD/AV is equal to 0.

In the example shown in Figure 5.5, 8 registers are divided into four partitions.

The left side of the figure shows the register activity distribution: the max(Wi) is

550, PD/AV = 3.385. The direct and simple way to spread the weight is to exchange

R1 with R6, and R3 with R4. The new distribution is shown on the right side with

PD/AV = 1.846.

This simple exchange of register names across partitions can be easily imple-
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mented by just reassigning their names and updating the instructions accordingly.

There is no performance overhead in doing this since no new instructions are intro-

duced. Each such interchange of registers Ri with Rj results in a weight reduction of

Ni−Nj for the partition of Ri. Clearly, the granularity of the updates to the register

partition weights is within the range of a number of accesses to a single register for

the entire CFG under considerations. The set of register access numbers can be

substituted for the input set of integers for the set-partitioning problem. The set of

integers corresponding to register accesses per partition needs to be partitioned into

m groups, such that the sum of integers in each group is equal to
∑

i Wi/m, where

m is the number of partitions or subsets of the register file. For this step of our

approach we offer a heuristic, which is similar to the list scheduling heuristic [141]

for m-partitioning. Clearly, the granularity of update is a single physical register,

which is reassigned to another physical register.

5.4.2 Live Range Reassignment (LRR)

The RNR granularity of adjusting the partition weights, however, can be too

large for some programs. Nonetheless, the nature of our problem enables us to

significantly reduce the granularity level of the adjustments. As explained above,

each register is used to “carry” a set of live ranges mapped to it for the particular

CFG. Renaming registers can be thought of as interchanging the entire set of live

ranges with the set of live ranges for another register. In many cases, however, it

is possible to reassign only a subset of the live ranges for some registers instead of
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Figure 5.6: Live range reassignment (LRR) procedure

the entire set of live ranges. Such a situation is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The figure

shows the register utilization inside a basic block with the live ranges for two of the

registers. The representation is identical to the one used in Figure 5.3. The number

of register accesses for the live ranges is shown as an integer next to each range.

In this example, between the two dotted lines, the first live range of Ri can be

interchanged with the first live range of Rj. This is possible as there is no conflicts

(overlaps) with other live ranges of these registers. This particular interchange of

live ranges p and q results in a change of NLi(p) − NLj(q). The amount is added

to the number of accesses of Ri and subtracted from the accesses to Rj. The figure

also illustrates a case where a live range (the second of Ri) is moved and reassigned

to Rk. With this operation Nk is increased with NLi(r), while Ni is decreased by

the same amount. It is evident that these two transformations are not the same as

exchanging register names as they work at much smaller granularity levels - that of

a live range. It is also evident that for each of these two operations to be possible,

certain conditions must exist. The live range interchange is possible only when it will

not introduce overlaps with other live ranges and the live range transfer operation is

only possible with a destination register that is “dead” (i.e. contains no live ranges)
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for the duration of live range under considerations.

The Live Range Reassignment (LRR) procedure effectively utilizes these de-

grees of freedom to permute the register live ranges carried by all the registers with

the similar objective of uniformly distributing the register accesses through the reg-

ister file. Since the LRR algorithm we propose has an iterative nature, it can be

applied as a second step after the RNR procedure. The LRR phase would start

operating on the output of the RNR procedure and would attempt to iteratively

improve the solution. An alternative approach that we evaluate in our experiments

is the application of the LRR procedure as a stand-alone algorithm for power-density

minimization. In this case, the iterative procedure starts with the original register

assignment as provided by the register allocator.

The proposed LRR procedure iteratively attempts at performing the afore-

mentioned two transformations from the partition with maximal weight to the other

partitions. When possible, such transformations are performed only if they will not

increase the weight of the destination partition above certain threshold, which is

below the current maximal partition. In this way, the iterative process is guaran-

teed to terminate as the maximal partition weight monotonically decreases and it

is bound with the optimal solution of ideal uniform distribution of register access

across all the partitions.

Figure 5.7 depicts two alternatives in implementing the proposed register re-

assignment technique. The first alternative is to use the RNR procedure as a first

step in producing a relatively good solution in terms of uniformity of access. Sub-

sequently, this “rough” solution is used as a starting point for the LRR procedure.
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Figure 5.7: Overall algorithms for temperature-aware register reallocation

Because of its iterative nature and finer-granularity in distributing the register ac-

cesses, the LRR procedure can be efficiently exploited in improving the solution

provided by the RNR step. Clearly, in such RNR+LRR approach, the second phase

(LRR) is only used to improve or “fine-tune” the solution of the first phase. An al-

ternative is to start with and execute only the LRR procedure. In this way, the LRR

procedure can have the opportunity to uncover a better global solution as compared

to the first option when it is only used to improve the RNR solution. Of course, it is

impossible to conclude that any of this two approaches is better than the other be-

cause of their heuristic nature. It may well be the case, as our experimental results

show, that for different programs each of the two approaches could produce slightly

better solution. In order to provide the best available solution, a third approach

may involve the execution of both sequences (RNR+LRR, and LRR-only) and then

chose the better solution.
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Input: Set S = {Ni : i ∈ [1..N ]} of original register accesses

Output: Partitions of S: P (S) = {Pj : j ∈ [1..k]}

(1) Initialize Wj=0 for ∀j ∈ [1..k]

(2) Sort S in decreasing order of Ni

(3) for i = 0 to N

(4) Assign Reg. repr. by Si to Pm

s.t. Wm = min{Wj , j ∈ [1..k]} and Pm not full

(5) Wm = Wm + Ni

(6) Re-sort set W

(7) Output new P (S) and W

Figure 5.8: Pseudo-code for RNR set-partition heuristic

5.5 Register Re-Allocation Algorithms

5.5.1 Set-Partition Heuristic for RNR

The Register Name Reassignment (RNR) procedure involves the reassignment

of register names with the objective of uniformly distributing the register accesses

into the physical banks, or parts of the register file if no physical banking exists. The

algorithm we have developed for this step is similar to the List-scheduling heuristic.

The objective function is to assign registers into partitions so that the maximum

partition weight is minimized. The heuristic algorithm is shown in 5.8 in a pseudo-

code format. As explained in the previous section, the RNR procedure permutes
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the register names with the objective of evenly distributing the register access rates

across all the partitions. The granularity level is a single register and includes all

the live ranges assigned to it by the traditional register allocator.

Initially, the set of Ni, representing the total number of accesses for each

register, is sorted in decreasing order; all the partition weights are initialized with

0. Subsequently, following the sorted order the set is traversed and each register

(associated with the particular Ni) is assigned to the partition, which currently has

a minimal weight. The weight of the partition to which the register (its integer access

rate) is assigned to is updated accordingly. Assigning a register to a partition can be

thought of as assigning the next available register in that partition to the entire set of

live ranges mapped to the initial register by the general-purpose register allocator. In

this way, the registers with highest access rate are assigned first to the partitions - in

the later phase, the register with less utilization are used to “fill-in” the gaps between

the partition weights created by the high utilization registers. The worst-case time

complexity of this algorithm is O(n ∗ log(n)), where n is the number of registers.

This complexity comes from the fact that the algorithm requires one sorting step in

the beginning (Step 2), which can be implemented using a O(n ∗ log(n)) procedure,

such as Heap Sort. Steps 3-6 constitute a linear traversal of the sorted set with an

additional step of re-sorting the set of partition weights. Since the only purpose

of the re-sorting Step 6 is to be able to find the partition with minimal weight,

a min-Heap structure can be used to maintain the set of weights and access the

one with minimal weight and update it. Therefore, this step can be implemented

through a min-Heap structure with O(log(n)) time complexity. Consequently, Steps
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Input: Partitions of S: P (S) = {Pj : j ∈ [1..k]}

with weights W = {Wj,∈ [1..k]}

Output: New register allocation

(1) while (Reassignment reduces max(Weight) {

(2) Select partition Pm : Wm = max{Wj, j ∈ [1..k]}

(3) for each register in Pm

(4) for each basic blocks in CFG

(5) Find live range reassignments to other Pk

(6) by starting from the partition with minimal weight

(7) if (weight reduction (NLi(j) − NLp(q)) feasible)

(8) Perform the reassignment

(9) } /*end while loop */

Figure 5.9: Pseudo-code for live range reassignment (LRR) procedure

3-6 exhibit also time complexity of O(n∗ log(n)), which results in a time complexity

of O(n ∗ log(n)) for the entire RNR algorithm. For all practical purposes this time

complexity results in extremely fast running times - for all our benchmarks well

below a second.

5.5.2 Live Range Reassignment Algorithm

The live range reassignment procedure in the proposed approach is an iterative

technique that aims at finding a new register allocation, while staying within the
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optimal point identified by the traditional register allocator. At each step of the

LRR procedure a new live range assignment is identified, which is better in terms of

uniformity of register accesses. At each step the goal is to reduce the weight of the

partition with maximal weight by reassigning live ranges from registers belonging

to it to other partitions. The two transformations of live range exchange and live

range migration as described in the previous section and illustrated in Figure 5.6

are used. The pseudo-code of this algorithmic step is shown in Figure 5.9

The exchange targets the partition with maximal weight. The register with

maximal access rate is selected from that partition, and all its live ranges are sequen-

tially considered for reassignment to registers from other partitions. As a destination

partition the algorithm selects the one with current minimal weight. After selecting

the destination partition, the algorithm iteratively visits all its registers by starting

with the one with minimal access rate. First, a live range migration is attempted as

it usually has a more significant impact on the weight balance than the live range

exchange. Clearly, for a given destination register it may happen that live range

migration is not possible because the destination register carries another live range

that overlaps with the one considered for migration. In this case, a live range ex-

change is attempted. It may also happen that the exchange is not possible as one of

the ranges may overlap with another live range in the destination register; in such

situation the algorithm continues with the next live range from the selected source

register. In the case when the reassignment is possible, it first must be checked for

feasibility before actually performing it. Such a reassignment is allowed only when

the weight reduction (NLi(j)−NLp(q)) to the maximal partition will not cause the
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weight of the destination partition to rise above a certain threshold. This threshold

is defined to be lower than the current maximum partition weight. This reassign-

ment is referred to as “feasible” in the pseudo-code. All such exchanges will result

in reductions to the maximal weight. The algorithm continues in a similar fashion

with the rest of the registers from the partition with maximal weight in decreasing

order of their access rate.

It is evident that an application of the procedure corresponding to the body

of the while loop in the pseudo-code always results in a reduction of the maximal

weight or unchanged register allocation. This procedure is iteratively repeated until

it cannot produce a better solution. The LRR algorithm is guaranteed to terminate

as the current maximal weight always decreases (the feasibility threshold for live

range exchange is always slightly smaller than the current maximal weight) and it

is bounded by the ideal solution with perfect uniform distribution of the register

accesses across all the partitions.

The worst-case time complexity of the body of the while loop is O(m2 ∗ ls ∗ ld),

where m is the number of registers within a partition, ls is the number of live ranges

within the source partition (with current maximal wight), and ld is the number of

live ranges for all the registers within the destination partition (with current minimal

weight). Since these three values are reasonably small for a typical program hot-

spot, the running times of the LRR algorithm for our benchmarks were practically

unnoticeable and for all of them within a few seconds.
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5.6 Experimental results

In our experimental study we have implemented and analyzed the proposed

temperature-aware register reallocation algorithms. A quantitative analysis on the

proposed technique as compared to traditional register allocation has been per-

formed. We start by performing an application profiling and extraction of the ap-

plication CFGs. For this we have utilized the VEX package [119], which is developed

and provided by HP research labs. It includes a state-of-the-art optimizing VLIW

compiler and a compiled-simulator tool chain. The VLIW processor core, which is

based on the Lx/ST200 family of processors, can be configured into various archi-

tectures with multiple clusters. Each cluster is configured to have an integer register

file, four integer ALUs, two 16*32-bit multiply units, and a data cache port. The

cluster can issue up to four operations per instructions. The register set for each

cluster consists of 64 general-purpose 32-bit registers and 8 1-bit branch registers.

For our experiments we have assumed a single cluster architecture with a single

64-entry integer register file. In order to explore the sensitivity of the proposed

algorithm on the partition size, we have explored two different cases: 4 partitions

and 8 partitions. In the former case, the 64 registers are partitioned into 4 groups

each of 16 consecutive registers, while in the latter case into 8 groups of 8 registers.

To determine the register live ranges we have implemented a live analysis tool,

which is integrated with our implementation of the proposed register reallocation

algorithm. The CFG and register usage and definitions are produced by parsing

the generated assembly file. The profile information, as well as the baseline register
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access rate and access distributions are obtained through simulations by using the

compiled simulation technology of VEX. We have obtained the power characteris-

tics of the register file by modeling it with CACTI 4.2 [109]. The per access power

consumption is provided, which we have used to compute the total dynamic power

consumed at the register files and partitions. In the last step, in order to determine

the temperature of each register partition we have used the Hotspot [126] tempera-

ture modelling tool. As an input it uses the traces of dynamic power expended at the

register file together with a floor-plan of the register file/partitions modules. The

power simulation and the temperature estimation phases are executed iteratively

until temperature converges to a steady value.

We have performed the control flow and register liveness analysis on the VEX

generated assembly files. The register access statistics for all the live ranges inside

the basic blocks is collected as well. In order to analyze the impact of aggressive

compiler optimizations on the proposed methodology, we have used two compiler se-

tups. The first setup uses optimization options, which include very aggressive loop

unrolling and code scheduling. The other option that we have explored includes

traditional scalar optimizations but no loop unrolling. We have experimented on 10

benchmarks programs from various application domains, such as speech, audio, im-

age, and numerical/signal processing programs. The set of benchmarks was outlined

in Section 5.3.

Table 5.1 shows the thermal characteristic of the baseline case with aggressive

compiler optimizations and its associated traditional, temperature-unaware register

allocation. In that table we report the results for both 8 and 4 register file parti-
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2D DCT ADPCM SHA SUSAN DIJKSTRA

AVRG (x1K,4-B) 4327 9639 122254 24128 215249

AVRG (x1K,8-B) 2163 4820 61127 12064 107624

SDev (x1K,4-B) 6519 10996 153430 24640 372822

SDev (x1K,8-B) 3288 6243 81265 18568 233806

PD/AV (4-B/8-B) 2.59/2.7 1.78/1.87 2.07/2.21 1.29/3.59 3/5.62

Peak Temp. (C) 73.05 69.45 76.95 66.85 78.85

G721 MMUL EJ LU TRI

AVRG (x1K,4-B) 1196918 1388 12970 12218 989

AVRG (x1K,8-B) 598459 694 6485 6109 495

SDev (x1K,4-B) 1848463 1842 13246 12217 960

SDev (x1K,8-B) 1061323 978 7364 6290 512

PD/AV (4-B/8-B) 2.67/4.38 2.23/2.87 1.31/1.79 1.45/1.6 1.15/1.53

Peak Temp. (C) 84.85 76.85 78.65 92.25 73.75

Table 5.1: Baseline thermal characteristics; Aggressive compiler optimizations
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2D DCT ADPCM SHA SUSAN DIJKSTRA

AVRG (x1K,4-B) 5789 10215 167969 24752 278319

AVRG (x1K,8-B) 2895 5107 83984 12376 139160

SDev (x1K,4-B) 10027 17362 290817 24863 482063

SDev (x1K,8-B) 6851 9020 171449 16967 346398

PD/AV (4-B/8-B) 3/6.23 2.94/3.9 3/5.16 1.13/2.73 3/6.58

Peak Temp. (C) 55.25 64.45 65.75 64.95 70.85

G721 MMUL EJ LU TRI

AVRG (x1K,4-B) 1435179 2116 21401 11269 1429

AVRG (x1K,8-B) 717590 1058 10701 5635 715

SDev (x1K,4-B) 2468377 3666 37068 19428 1817

SDev (x1K,8-B) 1794100 2289 18807 12440 964

PD/AV (4-B/8-B) 2.98/6.61 3/5.59 3/3.6 2.99/5.74 2.11/2.24

Peak Temp. (C) 67.65 59.75 83.65 68.85 71.35

Table 5.2: Baseline thermal characteristics; Scalar compiler optimizations
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tions. The first two rows report the average number of accesses per partition (in

thousands) for the case of 4 and 8 partitions, respectively. The average number

of accesses per partition represents the optimal solution for our problem of evenly

distributing the register accesses and is used to measure the quality of the solutions

produced by our technique. The subsequent two rows in the table report the stan-

dard deviation of the register access distribution throughout the 8 and 4 partitions,

respectively. The next row, labeled PD/AV, reports the peak deviation (the differ-

ence between the maximal access number and the average access number) to the

average access. This is the value of PD/AV as described in Section 5.4. For the

ideal case of perfectly uniform distribution, this ratio is zero. Each cell of this row

reports the two values for 8 and 4 partitions, respectively. The last row, labeled Peak

Temp., shows the peak (maximal) temperature (in C) selected out of all the register

file partitions. This temperature represents the hottest point in the register file and

its minimization is the goal of our methodology. Table 5.2 has an identical orga-

nization and content, and it reports the baseline temperature characteristics where

the application benchmarks are compiled with traditional scalar optimizations only.

Minimal loop unrolling and instruction scheduling is performed, while no aggressive

trace scheduling is performed. It can be observed that the peak temperatures for

the scalar-optimizations are lower. This can be explained by the fact that with

scalar-only optimizations, the register file is not as frequently accessed and exhibits

a lower baseline temperature. Since the compiler does not aggressively exploit ILP,

the number of register accesses per unit time is significantly less than in the case of

aggressive loop unrolling and scheduling.
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2D DCT ADPCM SHA SUSAN DIJKSTRA

SDev (4-B/8-B) x1K 6/57 143/124 86/65 0.4/1579 100/18880

PD/AV (4-B) 0.00086 0.01482 0.00040 0.00001 0.00069

PD/AV (8-B) 0.060 0.010 0.004 0.340 0.110

Peak Temp. (4-B) 68.65 66.15 72.45 64.55 72.25

Peak Temp. (8-B) 67.95 65.45 71.55 64.15 71.65

Reduct. (C) (4-B/8-B) 4.4/5.1 3.3/4 4.5/5.4 2.3/2.7 6.6/7.2

G721 MMUL EJ LU TRI

SDev (4-B/8-B) x1K 511/6812 4/81 115/168 0.007/0.1 0.2/4

PD/AV (4-B) 0.00047 0.00467 0.00920 0.00000 0.00014

PD/AV (8-B) 0.009 0.240 0.010 0.000 0.010

Peak Temp. (4-B) 78.05 72.05 75.25 87.25 70.95

Peak Temp. (8-B) 77.05 71.55 74.25 85.95 70.15

Reduct. (C) (4-B/8-B) 6.8/7.8 4.8/5.3 3.4/4.4 5/6.3 2.8/3.6

Table 5.3: RNR+LRR thermal characteristics; Aggressive compiler optimizations
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2D DCT ADPCM SHA SUSAN DIJKSTRA

SDev (4-B/8-B) x1K 5/14 142/123 86/65 291/4795 117/18899

PD/AV (4-B) 0.00075 0.01480 0.00040 0.01665 0.00054

PD/AV (8-B) 0.00000 0.01000 0.00040 0.34390 0.10850

Peak Temp. (4-B) 68.55 65.85 72.25 64.25 72.25

Peak Temp. (8-B) 67.85 65.45 71.55 64.35 71.75

Reduct. (C) (4-B/8-B) 4.5/5.2 3.6/4 4.7/5.4 2.6/2.5 6.6/7.1

G721 MMUL EJ LU TRI

SDev (4-B/8-B) x1K 553/6485 4/267 59/124 0.006/4 0.2/2

PD/AV (4-B) 0.00048 0.00523 0.00459 0.00000 0.00013

PD/AV (8-B) 0.00870 0.24000 0.02000 0.00043 0.00000

Peak Temp. (4-B) 77.95 71.85 75.05 86.95 70.85

Peak Temp. (8-B) 77.05 72.05 74.25 85.95 70.15

Reduct. (C) (4-B/8-B) 6.9/7.8 5/4.8 3.6/4.4 5.3/6.3 2.9/3.6

Table 5.4: LRR-only thermal characteristics; Aggressive compiler optimizations
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2D DCT ADPCM SHA SUSAN DIJKSTRA

SDev x1K 439 143 86 192 8855

(4-B/8-B) /830 /189 /1154 /1655 /30783

PD/AV (4-B) 0.08 0.01 0.0003 0.0078 0.049

PD/AV (8-B) 0.43 0.01 0.02 0.31 0.11

Peak Temp. (4-B) 52.75 60.85 61.55 62.55 65.35

Peak Temp. (8-B) 52.55 60.15 60.95 62.35 65.05

Reduct. (C) 2.5/2.7 3.6/4.3 4.2/4.8 2.4/2.6 5.5/5.8

(4-B/8-B)

G721 MMUL EJ LU TRI

SDev x1K 14781 191 392 415 25

(4-B/8-B) /337669 /377 /1028 /1329 /24

PD/AV (4-B) 0.017 0.16 0.03 0.06 0.02

PD/AV (8-B) 0.6 0.41 0.17 0.2 0.02

Peak Temp. (4-B) 63.65 56.65 77.25 64.15 67.55

Peak Temp. (8-B) 63.35 56.55 76.25 63.85 66.65

Reduct. (C) 4/4.3 3.1/3.2 6.4/7.4 4.7/5 3.8/4.7

(4-B/8-B)

Table 5.5: RNR+LRR thermal characteristics; Scalar compiler optimizations
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2D DCT ADPCM SHA SUSAN DIJKSTRA

SDev x1K 452 143 86 5685 17722

(4-B/8-B) /6851 /9020 /171449 /16987 /346398

PD/AV (4-B) 0.07617 0.01 0.0003 0.19247 0.08649

PD/AV (8-B) 0.08000 0.01 0.0100 0.31000 0.11000

Peak Temp. (4-B) 52.25 60.15 61.55 62.35 65.15

Peak Temp. (8-B) 52.05 59.65 60.95 62.65 64.95

Reduct. (C) 3/3.2 4.3/4.8 4.2/4.8 2.6/2.3 5.7/5.9

(4-B/8-B)

G721 MMUL EJ LU TRI

SDev x1K 25566 391 376 1015 26

(4-B/8-B) /1794100 /2289 /188807 /12440 /964

PD/AV (4-B) 0.01736 0.16549 0.03007 0.07733 0.01809

PD/AV (8-B) 0.59000 0.41000 0.16000 0.19000 0.02000

Peak Temp. (4-B) 62.75 55.65 76.05 63.05 66.45

Peak Temp. (8-B) 62.85 56.35 75.65 62.95 66.05

Reduct. (C) 4.9/4.8 4.1/3.4 7.6/8 5.8/5.9 4.9/5.3

(4-B/8-B)

Table 5.6: LRR-only thermal characteristics; Scalar compiler optimizations
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Tables 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 show the power-density and temperature char-

acterstics after the application of the proposed methodology. The four tables have

identical structure; the first two tables report the temperature reduction results for

the case of aggressive compiler optimizations, while the last two are for the case

of scalar optimizations. Tables 5.3 and 5.5 report the results for the RNR+LRR

methodology, while the other two are for LRR-only approach. The first row in each

table shows the standard deviation (in thousands) of the register access distribution

throughout the register partitions. The standard deviations for the case of 4 and

8 partitions are reported in each cell, respectively. The next two rows report the

achieved PD/AV ratio for 4 and 8 partitions, respectively. The subsequent two rows

show the achieved peak temperatures for 4 and 8 partitions, respectively, while the

last row reports the achieved temperature reduction for both cases.

It can be seen from the results that after applying the proposed algorithm,

the standard deviation and the PD/AV ratios are significantly reduced and for all

of the benchmarks are very close to their optimal achievable value. As a result, the

obtained peak temperature reductions are in the range of 4 to 7 degrees Celsius. The

achieved reductions are somewhat similar for the two different compiler optimization

cases - slightly smaller for the scalar-only optimizations. This follows from the fact

that with scalar-only optimizations, the register file is not as frequently accessed and

exhibits a lower baseline temperature, as was explained for the baseline results. The

achieved results also demonstrate that the temperature reductions for 8 partitions

are consistently larger (with up to 1 C degree) than the reductions for 4 partitions.

Both the RNR+LRR and LRR-only approaches consistently find better solutions
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Figure 5.10: Achieved register access distribution; Aggressive compiler optimizations

Figure 5.11: Achieved register access distribution; Scalar compiler optimizations

when more partitions are available for distributing the register accesses.

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 depict and compare the register access distribution

achieved by the RNR+LRR and the LRR-only approaches. The percentage of uti-

lization for each partition is depicted as a point in the graphs. The graphs visually

compare the results of the two methodologies. The figures show results for the case

of 8 partitions, since the differences between the two approaches are more prominent

in this case. It is evident from the figures that the achieved distribution and the

correspondent peak temperature reductions are very close for both approaches with
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slightly more stable and uniform solutions provided by the RNR+LRR algorithm.

An extreme case where the RNR+LRR stability is evident is the susan benchmark.

It can be seen that the LRR-only approaches underutilizes one partition for either

case of compiler optimizations, while the RNR+LRR sequence provides better so-

lutions in terms of uniformity of access even though the peak densities are almost

identical for both approaches.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

As process technologies continue to evolve, the semiconductor integration den-

sity would achieve even higher levels in the future. This in turn would result in more

complex application systems integration on the SOC platform. The overall system

optimization would be performed with multi-dimensions of considerations including

performance, power consumption, security, design cost, time-to-market, flexible up-

grade and maintenance. Reconfigurable SOC platforms integrated with processors

and customized hardwares would continue expanding the market deployments and

increasingly drawing the attentions from both industries and academia.

In the cross-layer customization methodology, system-level information includ-

ing intra-tasking information such as CDFG, intra-task run-time information such

as task preemption graphs, and hardware information such as the caches utilization

can be exploited all at the same framework. Thus with specific target of optimiza-

tion objective, the global optimization methods can by utilized. The customization

controls are partitioned into different layer and loaded in the platform with the bi-

nary source code. During the run-time, all the customized modules can collaborated

with each other to fine-tune the system components according to the run-time ap-

plication properties and system requirement. The overall system performance and

power efficiency can be significant improved.
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Multi-Processor SOC design has been widely utilized by industry. Task par-

allelization, data locality and memory bandwidth are all critical considerations of

multiple processor systems design. On the other hand, communication and synchro-

nization among tasks introduce new design constraints. The memory systems and

inter-processor interconnection strongly affect the performance and power overhead,

and dominate the scalability of the whole system. The general purpose mechanisms

for preserving cache consistency and task synchronization have significant redun-

dancy. Application knowledge regarding computation and communication patterns,

and time of synchronization can be efficiently exploited by a customizable commu-

nication architecture so that the associated power and performance overhead are

minimized.

In the future researches, more design space exploration and efficient global op-

timization need to be further investigated. The new era of multi-processor platform

(MPSOC) bring new dimensions of complexity. There are more design challenges in

the MPSOC platforms such as application mapping, inter-task communication and

synchronization, memory hierarchy(cache) coherence management, and interconnec-

tion networks configuration. The cross-layer customization could also be extended to

cross the processor customization by utilizing potential inter-processor information.
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